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ABSTRACT
Learning how properties of galaxies such as star formation, galaxy interactions, chemical
composition, and others evolve to produce the modern universe has long been a goal of ex-
tragalactic astronomy. In recent years, grism spectroscopy from the Hubble Space Telescope
(HST) has provided a means to study these properties with spectroscopy while avoiding
the limitations of ground-based observation. In this dissertation, I present several studies
wherein I used HST G102 grism spectroscopy from the Faint Infrared Grism Survey (FIGS)
to investigate these fundamental properties of galaxies and how they interact and evolve. In
the first study, I combined the grism spectra with broadband photometry to produce a catalog
of redshifts with improved accuracy, reducing the median redshift error from 3% to 2%.
With this redshift catalog, I conducted a systematic search for galaxy overdensities in the
FIGS fields, producing a list of 24 significant candidates. In the second study, I developed a
method for identifying emission line galaxy (ELG) candidates from continuum-subtracted
1D spectra, and identified 71 ELGs in one FIGS field. In matching MUSE/VLT spectra,
I measured the [OIII]λ4363 emission line for 14 FIGS ELGs, and used this to measure
their Te-based gas-phase metallicities. These ELGs show a low-metallicity offset on the
Mass-Metallicity Relation, and I demonstrated that this offset can be explained by recent star
formation. In the third study, I expanded the ELG search to all four FIGS fields, identifying
208 Hα, [OIII]λλ4959,5007, and [OII]λλ3727,3729 line emitters. I compiled a catalog of
line fluxes, redshifts, and equivalent widths. I combined this catalog with the overdensity
study to investigate a possible relationship between line luminosity, star formation, and
an ELG’s environment. In the fourth study, I usde 15 FIGS Hα emitters and 49 “green
pea” line emitters to compare Hα and the far-UV continuum as tracers of star formation. I
explored a correlation between the Hα-FUV ratio and the ratio of [OIII]λλ4959,5007 to
[OII]λλ3727,3729 and its implications for star formation history.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Galaxy Evolution in the z < 2 Universe
A major goal of extragalactic surveys has long been to probe the evolution of galaxies
from deep in the epoch of reionization at 6 < z < 11 to the local universe at z = 0. Galaxy
evolution can be studied by learning how properties of galaxies such as star formation, galaxy
interactions and environments, chemical composition, and others evolve over this history.
Star formation activity in galaxies and merger interactions between galaxies are thought to
have peaked at redshift z ∼ 2 (e.g., Madau & Dickinson, 2014, and references therein),
before declining towards z = 0. The nature of this decline and its relation to other galaxy
characteristics is key to understanding the development of the modern universe.
Nebular emission lines are commonly used as measures of star formation (Kennicutt,
1998, and references therein) and as proxies for the heavy element composition of nebular gas,
or gas-phase metallicity (Kobulnicky & Kewley, 2004; Izotov et al., 2006). Consequently,
surveys targeting emission lines are frequently used to probe the evolution of these properties
by measuring them at different redshifts and for galaxies with a range of stellar masses. At a
given stellar mass, galaxies are usually found to have lower metallicity at 2 < z < 3 than at
z = 0 (Tremonti et al., 2004; Erb et al., 2006; Mannucci et al., 2010), and other studies have
found little evolution from z = 0.8 to z = 0 (Zahid et al., 2011). Attempts have been made
to develop an empirical Fundamental Metallicity Relation to relate metallicity, stellar mass,
and star formation rate (SFR) in this period (Mannucci et al., 2009).
Attempts have also been made to search for a link between galaxy interactions and star
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formation, with some studies suggesting that nebular emission and related star formation
are triggered by interactions with companion galaxies (Kennicutt et al., 1987; Alonso et al.,
2004). Alternatively, Scoville et al. (2013) studied ultraviolet-continuum-derived SFRs as
a function of the density of galaxies (Σ) in redshift slices up to z < 3 in the COSMOS
field, finding a flat SFR-Σ relationship for 0.8 < z < 2. At lower redshift, they measure
a flat relationship up to Σ of a few, after which the SFR declines with increasing density,
with a stronger decline in lower redshift bins. It is possible that after the merger peak,
higher-density environments may have already quenched star formation in local galaxies
through strangulation or ram-pressure stripping (Muzzin et al., 2012, 2014), depleting their
reserves of star-forming material and increasingly relegating star formation to intermediate
and field densities.
In this redshift regime, the rest-frame optical emission lines commonly used are redshifted
into the near-infrared (NIR). To study this critical transition period, surveys are needed that
can measure emission lines and other galaxy properties in this redshift range.
1.2 Slitless Spectroscopy
In order to place galaxies in the proper context of galaxy evolution history, their redshifts
must first be measured accurately. Galaxy characteristics like redshifts are most accurately
measured through the identification of fixed spectroscopic features, such as nebular emission
or absorption lines or broad features such at the 4000 Å and Lyman breaks. Obtaining
spectroscopic measurements with sufficient signal-to-noise (S/N ) to discern these features
is not always practical, however. TheS/N required to measure continuum emission or resolve
nearby emission lines requires increased integration time for observations, particularly for
faint sources. At UV and infrared wavelengths, ground-based spectroscopic observations are
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impeded by telluric contamination, and technical constraints from issues of slit placement
and similar concerns further complicate the use of ground-based spectroscopy. All these
factors combine to reduce the applicability of high-resolution slit spectroscopy to studying a
wider array of sources.
Alternative methods are available. Broadband photometry alone can be used to fit
galaxy spectral energy distributions (SEDs) and thereby obtain redshifts (photo-zs) and
other properties derived from the SED (Conroy, 2013, and references therein). With a
sufficient number and wavelength range of photometric bands, these derived properties can
be statistically accurate for a large sample. However, degeneracies in SED colors open up
photometric fits to catastrophic errors. For example, the age of a galaxy’s stellar population
and the abundance of heavier elements in the galaxy (its metallicity) can each contribute to
giving a galaxy’s SED a redder color (Worthey, 1994), making it difficult to separate the
effects of each, and thus to measure them. This makes it risky to rely on photometry-derived
properties alone when studying specific objects or smaller samples, requiring follow-up
spectroscopy for confirmation (Sawicki et al., 1997; Liu & Green, 1998; Pirzkal et al., 2013).
This difficulty can be ameliorated somewhat with the introduction of narrowband photometry,
which can measure emission lines with increased accuracy (Boroson et al., 1993), but these
detections are limited to a narrow redshift window defined by the width of the narrowband.
Low-resolution wide-field slitless spectroscopy debuted at Lick Observatory (Palmer,
1903), and developed into an efficient and accurate method for identifying emission lines
(Wasilewski, 1983) and measuring redshifts (Smith, 1978). The low-resolution of grisms
and their lack of slit/mask limitations meant grism surveys could reach a given S/N
for a number of objects with greater efficiency, though these surveys were still limited
by atmospheric contamination. With the launch of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST),
the technique of space-based grism slitless spectroscopy began with surveys with the
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Near-Infrared Camera and Multi-Object Spectrograph (NICMOS; McCarthy et al., 1999),
and produced numerous following surveys. This method proved capable of expanding the
reach of observations to fainter galaxies, detecting objects at lower mass and greater distance.
1.3 The Faint Infrared Grism Survey
The Faint Infrared Grism Survey (FIGS) is an HST cycle 22 Treasury program (Proposal
ID: 13779, PI: S. Malhotra) using HST’s Wide-Field Camera 3 (WFC3) G102 near-infrared
grism. The FIGS observations targeted four fields, whose positions are shown in Figure 1,
and are designated as GN1, GN2, GS1, and GS2. GN1 and GN2 are in the GOODS-North
region (Giavalisco et al., 2004; Grogin et al., 2011; Koekemoer et al., 2011), and GS1 and
GS2 are in GOODS-South. The GS1 field is at the same location as the Hubble Ultra Deep
Field (HUDF), and GS2 is at the same location as the Hubble parallel field UDF-PAR2.
FIGS took 40 orbits of WFC3 G102 observations in each field, thereby measuring deep
NIR slitless spectra for thousands of individual galaxies. The background on the FIGS
observations and data reduction are described in detail in Pirzkal et al. (2017).
1.4 Research Outline
FIGS measured spectra for thousands of galaxies with no pre-selection of objects and
significant depth of observations, producing a dataset capable of numerous scientific appli-
cations. In this thesis, I explore a number of those applications, in order to probe the nature
of galaxy evolution for fainter galaxies at z < 2.
In Chapter 2, we combine the FIGS spectra with catalogs of broadband photometry in
order to compute combined spectrophotometric redshifts (SPZs). As described previously,
purely photometric redshifts are subject to a number of uncertainty-producing observational
4
Figure 1: The locations of the four FIGS fields, using a figure from Pirzkal et al. (2017).
The left panel shows the two fields in the GOODS-N region, and the right shows the two
in GOODS-S. GS1 is at the same location as the HUDF, and GS2 is at the same place as
UDF-PAR2.
degeneracies. These degeneracies can be broken by the addition of spectroscopic data, either
through follow-up high-resolution spectroscopy or the addition of grism data to the redshift
fit (Ryan et al., 2007). After producing an accurate SPZ catalog, we use the FIGS redshifts
to measure the local density of galaxies in the FIGS fields at a range of redshifts, using the
nearest-neighbor density metric (Papovich et al., 2010; Gobat et al., 2011). This technique
provides an assessment of a galaxy’s environment, discussed more in Chapter 4, and enables
a systematic search for overdensities of galaxies, which may be candidate galaxy clusters or
groups. We catalog the significant overdensity candidates found via this method in the FIGS
fields.
In Chapter 3, we search for candidate Emission Line Galaxies (ELGs) in the GS1/HUDF
FIGS field. We develop an algorithm for identifying emission lines in 1D spectra, and
confirm candidates identified this way by using matching optical spectra (Xu et al., 2007;
Bacon et al., 2017), including higher-resolution spectra from the VLT/MUSE instrument.
We measure emission line fluxes for the Hα λ6563 and Hβ λ4861 Balmer recombination
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hydrogen lines, and for the [OIII]λλ4959,5007 and [OII]λλ3727,3729 forbidden transition
lines. For 14 objects, we are also able to measure the faint [OIII]λ4363 auroral emission
line. The fluxes of these emission lines can be used to measure the star formation rates
(Kennicutt, 1998) and gas-phase metallicities (Izotov et al., 2006) of galaxies. We use the
FIGS emission lines to place these objects on the Mass-Metallicity Relation (Tremonti et al.,
2004) and the Fundamental Metallicity Relation (Mannucci et al., 2009), and compare to
studies at different redshifts, discussing possible implications for star formation.
In Chapter 4, we take the method for identifying emission lines used in Chapter 3 and
apply it to finding ELGs in all four FIGS fields. We present a catalog of emission line IDs,
line fluxes and errors, line-derived redshifts, and rest-frame line equivalent widths (EW) for
Hα, [OIII]λλ4959,5007, and [OII]λλ3727,3729 emitters. We also derive SFRs and stellar
masses, and then place the FIGS ELGs on the specific star formation (SSFR, or SFR per
stellar mass) versus mass plane, commonly known as the galaxy main sequence (Noeske
et al., 2007). By using the nearest-neighbor and overdensity catalog derived in Chapter 2,
we study line emission properties as a function of galaxy environment.
In Chapter 5, we study the flux ratio of two common tracers of star formation, the Hα
emission line flux and the far-ultraviolet (FUV) continuum (Kennicutt, 1998), for 15 FIGS
galaxies. We compare the tracer ratio to those measured in previous surveys (Meurer et al.,
2009; Weisz et al., 2012) and find that we observe a wider variation in the Hα-FUV ratio
at a given R-band surface brightness compared to these other results. We add a sample of
“green pea” line emitters with high Hα-FUV ratios and search for correlations with other
line emission properties of ELGs. The ratio of [OIII]λλ4959,5007 to [OII]λλ3727,3729
proves to be the most significant correlation, and we use BPASS stellar models (Eldridge
et al., 2017) and CLOUDY photoionization models (Ferland et al., 2017) to explain this
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correlation and the Hα-FUV ratio variation as a function of the age and metallicity of the
stellar population.
In Chapter 6, we summarize the key results and conclusions of the studies presented in
this work.
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Chapter 2
SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC REDSHIFTS IN THE FAINT INFRARED GRISM SURVEY:
FINDING OVERDENSITIES OF FAINT GALAXIES
2.1 Abstract1
We improve the accuracy of photometric redshifts by including low-resolution spectral
data from the G102 grism on the Hubble Space Telescope, which assists in redshift determi-
nation by further constraining the shape of the broadband Spectral Energy Disribution (SED)
and identifying spectral features. The photometry used in the redshift fits includes near-IR
photometry from FIGS+CANDELS, as well as optical data from ground-based surveys and
HST ACS, and mid-IR data from Spitzer. We calculated the redshifts through the comparison
of measured photometry with template galaxy models, using the EAZY photometric redshift
code. For objects with F105W < 26.5 AB mag with a redshift range of 0 < z < 6, we
find a typical error of ∆z = 0.03 ∗ (1 + z) for the purely photometric redshifts; with the
addition of FIGS spectra, these become ∆z = 0.02 ∗ (1 + z), an improvement of 50%.
Addition of grism data also reduces the outlier rate from 8% to 7% across all fields. With the
more-accurate spectrophotometric redshifts (SPZs), we searched the FIGS fields for galaxy
overdensities. We identified 24 overdensities across the 4 fields. The strongest overdensity,
matching a spectroscopically identified cluster at z = 0.85, has 28 potential member galaxies,
of which 8 have previous spectroscopic confirmation, and features a corresponding X-ray
signal. Another corresponding to a cluster at z = 1.84 has 22 members, 18 of which are
1This chapter previously published as Pharo et al. (2018)
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spectroscopically confirmed. Additionally, we find 4 overdensities that are detected at an
equal or higher significance in at least one metric to the two confirmed clusters.
2.2 Introduction
The redshift interval z ∼ 1 − 3 includes the era of peak star formation, and it hosts
the greatest density of galaxy mergers (Madau & Dickinson, 2014). Measuring accurate
redshifts of such distant galaxies is a difficult problem, and many objects in this range lack
the high-resolution, ground-based spectroscopy that produces the most-accurate redshifts,
particularly the less-massive, fainter objects. The method of fitting spectrophotometric
grism redshifts provides the opportunity to get more precise redshift measurements for such
objects.
Observing the objects present in this cosmic epoch provides vital information in the
study of the formation and assembly of galaxies and of large scale structure (LSS) in the
transition from the epoch of reionization to the modern low-redshift universe, and is vital to
understanding our cosmic origins. However, the study of objects at such substantial redshifts
necessarily introduces completeness problems: as the distance increases, lower-luminosity
objects become more difficult to measure at a useful signal level, and thus may be rendered
indistinguishable from low-redshift objects that are particularly faint or dust-extinguished.
When conducting a study of high-redshift objects, the loss of the faint population biases the
sample, and limits the conclusions that may be drawn (Bouwens et al., 2015; Finkelstein
et al., 2015).
Mitigating this issue requires deep observations of the faint galaxy population to address
the problem of completeness, and in order to be useful, those observations will require
definitive measurements of that population’s redshift. Determination of a galaxy’s redshift
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generally requires measurement of easily identifiable features in the galaxy’s spectrum, such
as known strong emission or absorption lines (eg, Hα) or characteristic breaks (the Lyman
break and the 4000 Å break). If an object has more than one detected emission line, the
wavelength ratio of the two can identify the spectral lines, whose observed wavelengths in
turn pinpoint the redshift. However, not all objects will have detectable emission lines, and
emission line signal-to-noise ratio will tend to decrease as the measured object gets fainter.
Without emission lines, the location of a break (where the continuum flux level changes
significantly) becomes the primary method of redshift identification (Steidel et al., 1996).
This is most easily and accurately accomplished with the R ∼ 1000 − 2000 spectra
offered by ground-based instruments, but for increasingly distant and faint objects, ground-
based spectroscopy becomes untenable. The break can also be detected in flux changes in
photometric measurements. Photometric redshift fitting codes such as BPZ (Benítez, 2000),
Hyper-Z (Bolzonella et al., 2000), LePhare (Ilbert et al., 2006), and EAZY (Brammer et al.,
2008) accomplish this by fitting broadband measurements against sets of template galaxy
spectra. However, since the spectral coverage of a typical photometric band can cover∼1000
Å, this method lacks sufficient observations to fully constrain the fit, and thus is prone to
significant systematic errors in the redshift identification.
By combining low- to mid-resolution HST grism spectra with ground-based broadband
photometry, Ryan et al. (2007) was able to achieve a fractional standard deviation of ∆z/(1+
zspec) ∼ 0.04, where ∆z is the difference between the grism calculated redshift and the
ground-based spectroscopic redshift. This made a noticeable improvement over the purely
photometric redshifts, which measured ∆z/(1 + zspec) ∼ 0.05. This demonstrated that
the addition of grism data could provide significant improvement in the calculations of
redshifts for faint objects by identifying spectral features, and we find an improvement of
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the same order with this method. Similar methods were developed with G141 grism data in
the 3D-HST survey (Brammer et al., 2012; Momcheva et al., 2016).
In this paper, we present the catalog of SPZs developed for the Faint Infrared Grism
Survey (FIGS) and our analysis of its quality. In §2.3, we describe the observations and data
reduction methods for the FIGS spectra. In §2.4, we describe the computation of SPZs using
EAZY. In §2.5, we present our results, and measure the redshift accuracy in comparison to
ground-based spectroscopic redshifts. In §2.6, we explore the applications of this method to
the study of LSS, and in §2.7 we address the implications of this study for future surveys. We
summarize our conclusions in section §2.8. Throughout this paper, we use AB magnitudes,
and Λ-CDM cosmology with H0 = 70.0 km s−1Mpc−1, Ωm=0.27, and Ωλ = 0.73.
2.3 Data and Methods
2.3.1 FIGS Observations and Spectral Extraction
2.3.1.1 Survey Description
The Faint Infrared Grism Survey (FIGS, HST/Cycle 22, ID:13779, PI S. Malhotra) used
the HST WFC3-G102 infrared grism to obtain deep slitless spectroscopy of∼ 6000 galaxies.
FIGS achieved 40-orbit depth in 4 fields, designated GN1, GN2, GS1, and GS2 (see Table
1 for coordinates of each field). Objects in each field were observed in 5 different 8-orbit
position angles (PAs) in order to mitigate contamination of the spectra by overlapping spectra
from nearby objects. Each PA covers a 2.05’x2.27’ field of view. The area of coverage in
each field from which we derive the spectra used for SPZs is given in Table 1, for a total
area of 17.7 square arcminutes.
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Table 1: A description of the four FIGS fields.
Field RA Dec Areaa
GN1 12:36:41.4670 +62:17:26.27 4.51
GN2 12:37:31.0234 +62:18:26.91 5.06
GS1b 03:32:40.9514 –27:46:47.92 4.09
GS2 03:33:06.4675 –27:51:21.56 4.02
aMeasured in arcmin2.
b The HUDF.
2.3.1.2 1D and 2D Spectral Extraction
The FIGS G102 data reduction is described in detail in (Pirzkal et al., 2017). FIGS data
were reduced in a manner that loosely follows the method used for GRAPES and PEARS,
previous HST grism surveys (Pirzkal et al., 2004). First, we generated a master catalog
of sources from deep CANDELS mosaics in the F850LP filter in ACS and the F125W
and F160W filters in WFC3 (approximately the z, J, and H bands) (Grogin et al., 2011;
Koekemoer et al., 2011). These mosaics provided absolute astrometric reference points for
the FIGS F105W direct images and G102 dither exposures, along with individual FIGS
F105W images. Contamination and background measurements were subtracted, and then
2D spectra were extracted using a process similar to that provided by the aXe extraction
software (Kümmel et al., 2009). The final product is a set of multi-extension FITS files that
each contain the spectrum of a science object, an error estimate, the object’s contamination
model, and its effective exposure map. Sources were extracted down to F105W < 29.0 mag.
One dimensional extractions were created from the 2D-extractions using two methods:
Non-weighted extraction and Optimal extraction. The results in this paper were obtained
using spectra made via Optimal extraction, which follows a non-iterative version of the
algorithm described in Horne (1986). We used the simulated version of the 2D dispersed
spectrum of the source to determine the expected profile of the spectrum as a function of
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wavelength. This profile was normalized to unity in the cross dispersion direction and used
as the extraction weight. This extraction weight was then used in combination with the 2D
contamination subtracted 2D data, to produce an optimally extracted 1D spectrum. The
optimal extraction has the advantage of producing higher S/N spectra with improved flux
calibration, but only when the extractionweights (derived from the imaging data) are accurate.
2.3.1.3 PA Combination
Because the total data for each of the four fields comes in 8-orbit segments for separate
PAs, one must consider how to merge the data in a set of contamination-subtracted PAs in
order to achieve the best signal for the largest number of objects. The observed spectra are
the convolution of the light profile of the object with its spectrum, and large differences in
this light profile between different PAs (for example, in the cases of elliptical or irregular
galaxies) will result in spectra that disagree strongly near the edge of the bandpass of the
grism. They will also have continuum fluxes that are in disagreement, as the spectrum is
smoothed by different amounts. We derived an object-specific spectral response for each
source by dividing the extracted 1D data by the extracted 1D simulated data, and by the
spectral energy distribution used to generate the FIGS simulations, which were generated
from the available FIGS broad band photometry. The result is a normalized spectrum, which
can be scaled back to the observed F105W photometry. These steps insure that the 1D
spectra of extended sources are accurately flux-calibrated and avoid the issue of having a
point-source sensitivity function applied to an extended object.
The FIGS spectra were flux calibrated using object specific sensitivity functions and
then combined. For each wavelength bin, the inverse variance of the single PA spectra were
used as weights to compute the weighted mean and standard deviation of the weighted mean.
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Figure 2: The sensitivity curves for the WFC3/G102 grism, as seen in Kuntschner et al.
(2011), and the F105W and F850LP filters. The dashed vertical lines show the cutoffs for
grism data used in the construction of redshifts. The curves have been normalized to their
maximum sensitivity.
An iterative 3σ rejection was used to remove outlier single PA spectral bins.
2.3.2 The Sample
The sample of FIGS spectra used are described in detail in the following section, the
results of which are summarized in Table 2.
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2.3.2.1 Broadband Photometric Data
Given that the wavelength coverage of FIGS spectra is limited to the 8500-11500 Å
wavelength range, additional data are often useful for constraining the parameters of the
redshift fit. To extend the spectral range of the fit, we supplement the FIGS spectra and
photometry with optical and mid-IR broadband photometry available from previous surveys:
GOODS (Dickinson et al., 2003; Giavalisco et al., 2004), CANDELS (Koekemoer et al.,
2011), MODS (Kajisawa et al., 2011), SEDS (Ashby et al., 2013), and HHDFN (Steidel
et al., 2003; Capak et al., 2004). See Tables 3 and 4 for specific details on the broadband
data used. We obtained these measurements from the combined, PSF-matched catalogs
produced by 3D-HST (Skelton et al., 2014).
Because FIGS is targeting faint objects, there are some detected FIGS spectra for which
we are unable to find matching photometry. These objects amount to ∼ 10% of the objects
in GN1, GN2, and GS1 (HUDF), and a number of these spectra would later be rejected
for other reasons (eg, low spectral signal). To cut down on spectra for which we could not
expect a useful signal, we then applied a magnitude cutoff at F105W < 26.5 mag.
About a third of the GS2 spectra, however, lack the matched photometry described in
Table 3. GS2 is centered on one of the HUDF parallel fields outside GOODS-S, and parts of
the FIGS WFC3-IR field lie outside the deepest WFC3 imaging data for some roll angles. If
we check other criteria to identify usable spectra before photometric matching first, we find
that there is an average of 40 objects per field which have viable FIGS spectra but do not
have an existing match in the catalogs compiled by 3D-HST. Redshifts can still be computed
successfully for these objects, though they lack significant constraints in the NIR and IRAC
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Table 4: Broadband Photometry Depths
Filter 5σ Depth (N) 5σ Depth (S) λcentral (Å) Width(Å)
U 26.4 - 3593 721
R 26.2 27.5 6276 1379
U38 - 25.7 3637 475
B 26.7 26.9 4448 1035
V 27.0 26.6 5470 993
Rc - 26.6 6517 1600
I 25.8 24.7 7671 1489
G 26.3 - 4751 940
Rs 25.6 - 6819 1461
F435W 27.1 27.3 4318 993
F606W 27.4 27.4 5919 2225
F775W 26.9 26.9 7693 1491
F850LP 26.7 26.5 9036 2092
z’ 25.5 - 9028 1411
F140W 25.9 25.6 13924 3760
F125W 26.7 26.1 12471 2876
F160W 26.1 26.4 15396 2744
J 25.0 25.1 12517 1571
H 24.3 24.5 16347 2686
Ks 24.7 24.4 21577 3044
IRAC1 24.5 24.8 35569 7139
IRAC2 24.6 24.8 45020 9706
IRAC3 22.8 23.0 57450 13591
IRAC4 22.7 23.0 79158 27839
bands, potentially increasing errors, so we exclude such objects from the calculations in this
paper. See §2.4 for a further discussion.
2.3.2.2 Net Significance
As described in the instrument calibration report (Kuntschner et al., 2011), the WFC3
G102 grism achieves a maximum throughput of 41% at 11000 Å and provides ≥ 10%
system throughput in the wavelength range 8035 − 11538 Å (see Figure 2). At longer
wavelengths, the throughput declines rapidly, making this the effective useful range of the
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spectra. We assess the content of the individual spectra by computing the net significance
(Pirzkal et al., 2004), which is determined by reordering the resolution elements in order of
descending signal-to-noise (S/N ) ratio, and then iteratively computing a cumulative S/N
ratio from the current element and all lower elements. This continues until a maximum
S/N ratio is computed. After the cumulative S/N ratio turns over, adding additional data
will not increase the S/N ratio. The maximum is then the net significance of the spectrum,
N . As described in Pirzkal et al. (2017), a simulated FIGS spectrum with a continuum
level of 3σ per bin is expected to have N ≈ 4.5. It is possible to obtain an artificially high
value of N for an object if there is unaccounted contamination or errors in the level of
background subtration. In order to avoid such objects and to ensure we used only objects
with high signal, we imposed a netsig cutoff ofN > 10. This eliminates 7-20% of the initial
number of objects in each field. Though it is still possible for contaminated or otherwise low-
signal objects to bypass this cutoff, such objects are likely to be caught by further quality cuts.
2.3.2.3 Aperture Correction
Because the spectra will need to be combined with photometry in order to cover the
wavelength range needed for a redshift fit, the flux values in the spectra need to be scaled to
match those of photometric images. To do this, we define an aperture correction, which is
the flux ratio between a photometric flux and a synthetic flux calculated from the spectrum
in the same band, as described in Ryan et al. (2007). Figure 2 shows the grism throughput
curve plotted against the two nearest HST broadband filters: F850LP and F105W. Both
filters extend past the usable wavelength range of the grism, but the F105W band has the
closest filter profile correspondence to the grism throughput, since the F850LP sensitivity
anticorrelates with that of the grism, resulting in a much broader distribution of aperture
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corrections. Consequently, we defined the aperture correction A in terms of a synthetic
F105W band, calculated by integrating over the product of grism spectra with the F105W
filter curve:
A = log10
(
F105W(obs)
F105W(synth)
)
(2.1)
If for some reason a synthetic F105W flux cannot be calculated from the spectrum (usually if
oversubtraction of contamination left most of the fluxes negative), that spectrum is rejected
for SPZ use.
The distribution of the aperture corrections in each field is displayed in Figure 3. The
widths of the aperture correction distributions are a function of the spectral extraction method,
the broadband apertures, and spectral contamination from nearby objects. However, as noted
above, the F105W filter profile goes significantly redder than the G102 wavelength coverage.
If an object spectrum in that region is not flat, then the aperture correction produced is likely
to be quite large.
In all the fields, the distribution peaks sharply near 0, and the distributions feature a
negative tail, indicating a tendency of the synthetic F105W measurements to exceed that of
the HST photometry. The shape of this distribution becomes clearer when looking at Figure
4, which displays the aperture correction as a function of F105W magnitude (a proxy for the
brightness of the spectrum). The aperture corrections only begin to strongly diverge from 0
for fluxes fainter than ∼ 25.5 mag, with the most deviant objects typically found at the very
faintest magnitudes. This is likely a function of contamination, which will make up a larger
fraction of the total measured flux in an object with a faint true brightness. Consequently,
accurately estimating the contamination in such objects is more difficult, increasing the
likelihood that a faint object will retain some contaminating flux. Faint contaminated objects
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are therefore more likely to have synthetic F105W measurements that are significantly larger
than the broadband measurement, hence the negative tail in the distribution. To avoid the
influence of such objects, we imposed a cutoff in aperture correction where any object with a
ratio off from unity by a factor of 10 or more is rejected. Across all four fields, an average of
6% of the initial sample was rejected for this reason. This correction does not account for any
objects whose continuum slope has been altered by the presence of unaccounted background
or contamination, which may pass through the aperture correction if the overall integrated
flux doesn’t change much. Such objects were later weeded out via visual inspection.
Some objects do not have a measurement in all 5 PAs, and some PAs don’t measure
the flux across the total G102 wavelength range. This usually does not cause any issues
with the combination of the different PAs, but it may if the only PAs with data do not have
overlapping coverage. This can result in combined spectra with gaps in the flux, and such
spectra tend to produce very confused results in the redshift fit. These and any other spectra
with missed contamination were rejected by visual inspection. These final removals typically
amounted to ∼1% of the initial sample.
2.4 Redshift Estimation
2.4.1 Photometric Fitting Code
To estimate the redshifts, we used EAZY (Brammer et al., 2008), a public photometric
redshift code. A systematic comparison of 9 different photometric redshift codes (including
EAZY) across 11 different photometric redshift catalogs (Dahlen et al., 2013) found that no
particular code obtained significantly more accurate photometric redshifts compared to the
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(a) 1029 objects (b) 742 objects
(c) 1163 objects (d) 805 objects
Figure 3: The distributions of A = log10 (F105W(obs)/F105W(synth)) in each field: (a)
GN1 (b) GN2 (c) GS1 (d) GS2. These histograms are given in terms of the log of the ratio of
the measured broadband F105W flux to the synthetic F105W flux, so a value of 0 indicates
a 1:1 ratio. Bin widths are consistent for all four plots. To get a sense of the shape of each
distribution, a Gaussian was fit to the distributions, and the FWHM calculated.
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Figure 4: The aperture correction distributions (A = log10 (F105W(obs)/F105W(synth)))
as a function of F105W magnitude in each field: (a) GN1 (b) GN2 (c) GS1 (d) GS2. The
aperture correction is given in terms of the log of the ratio of the measured broadband F105W
flux to the synthetic F105W flux, so a value of 0 indicates a 1:1 ratio.
others. Given this, we use EAZY for its modifiability that allows the simple inclusion of
grism data alongside photometry.
Given a set of photometric points and corresponding errors, EAZY can iterate over a
grid of redshifted spectral templates, calculating synthetic fluxes to compare to the measured
photometry. The differences between the synthetic templates fluxes and the observed fluxes
are used to define a χ2 statistic. This χ2 is minimized across the range of template spectra
and redshifts to find the best-fit template and redshift. EAZY’s template spectra are derived
from a library of ∼ 3000 PÉGASE spectra (Fioc & Rocca-Volmerange, 1997), including
spectra with variable-strength emission lines. Using the method of non-negative matrix
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factorization (Blanton & Roweis, 2007), Brammer et al. (2008) were able to reduce the large
template set to a set of 5 basis templates that, in linear combination, can represent the full
range of colors of the initial set. These basis templates, along with a dusty starburst template
(a Calzetti extinction law is applied), make up the template set EAZY uses for fitting.
Despite the breadth of this template set, there remains uncertainty in the spectral prop-
erties (eg, variations in dust extinction) that go into constructing template galaxies, which
may result in mismatches between the templates and an observed galaxy. To account for
this, EAZY provides a template error function to account for this uncertainty when fitting
observations to the templates. The template error function provides a per-wavelength error
in the template flux derived from the residuals of a large set of redshift fits. This allows the
template set to accomodate observational spectral variations that aren’t accounted for in the
physics from which the templates are derived.
Furthermore, to avoid degeneracies in the redshift fitting wherein the redshift probability
distribution produces more than one peak, EAZY also provides a grid of magnitude priors
in R- and K-bands, which assigns probabilities to measuring a band at a certain brightness
at a given redshift, a technique first applied in Benítez (2000). This typically reduces the
incidence of catastrophic failures, where the difference between the grism redshift and
spectroscopic redshift is more than 10% of (1+zspec), by providing a mechanism for avoiding
wrong-peak selection in the case of a bimodal probability distribution. In our sample, we
use the R-band magnitude prior, calculated from the observer-frame R-band flux.
2.4.2 Inclusion of Grism Data
To include the FIGS spectra in a photometric fitting code, we followed the procedure in
Ryan et al. (2007) and reformatted the spectra into a series of narrow photometric bands
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that could be supplied to EAZY alongside broadband photometry. After passing the net
significance and aperture correction procedures without rejection, an individual spectrum is
divided into sub-samples along its operating wavelength range. The number (and therefore
width) of these sub-samples can influence the results of the redshift fit. We experimented
with a number of bins ranging from a few (width ∼ 750 Å) to treating each grism element
as its own bin (a width of 24.5 Å), in order to obtain the best results. Typically, grism points
derived from fewer, broader wavelength bins are better at avoiding errors introducted by
problems in the combined spectra (eg, over-subtraction of contamination), since each bin will
include a larger number of pixels, reducing the influence of one or two bad pixels. However,
the redshift quality of the whole sample is best with a larger number of narrower bins, as
this allows for the more precise location of breaks and emission lines. The cases where
over-subtraction or other errors produce inaccurate results are few enough in number that
they can be flagged individually, so we attempted the redshift fits with the narrowest grism
bands. Bands narrower than a few grism pixels caused the fitting routine to stall and fail to
produce a redshift fit. Consequently, we chose to proceed with grism bands ∼140 Å wide
(which corresponds to ≤ 22 spectral “pixels” per spectrum), which was the narrowest range
to fit successfully. This may not result in any loss of improvement, as the typical spatial
scale of objects in FIGS is a few pixels, so the spectra are smoothed to this extent anyway.
The flux in each of these subsamples is integrated to produce a new “narrowband” flux
in each sample. These narrowband fluxes are written into an EAZY input catalog alongside
FIGS and 3D-HST broadband photometry. EAZY is also given a “filter profile” for each
narrowband in the form of a tophat function bound by the wavelength range of the grism
band. EAZY provides the option to smooth the filter profiles R(λ) by applying a Gaussian
such thatRi = (1/bi)ΣjR(λ) ·G(λi, λj, σ) where G is a Gaussian function and bi = ΣjG.
After testing several cases, we obtain the best results with smoothing enabled with σ = 100
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Table 5: A summary of the SPZ and photo-z quality results for the four FIGS fields.
Field N. Spec-z F105Wa Med(∆zSPZ)b Med(∆zPZ)c SPZ Outliersd PZ Outliersd
GN1 200 23.3 0.019 0.026 0.07 0.08
GN2 147 23.2 0.024 0.028 0.09 0.10
GS1 131 23.5 0.023 0.029 0.09 0.10
GS2 101 23.2 0.027 0.031 0.15 0.16
a The median F105W magnitude of the SPZ-spectroscopic comparison sample.
b The quantity described is the median value of (zSPZ − zspec)/(1 + zspec) for the field.
c The quantity described is the median value of (zPZ − zspec)/(1 + zspec) for the field.
d This refers to the fraction of objects for which the fits are catastrophic failures, meaning
|(zSPZ − zspec)/(1 + zspec)| > 0.1.
Å. We run EAZY on a redshift grid of z = 0.01− 6.0, which is the redshift range tested in
EAZY’s design, with ∆z = 0.01 · (1 + zprev).
Figure 5 shows an example of EAZY input and output for one of the FIGS objects
exhibiting a particularly noticeable 4000 Å break. The location of the break is more obvious
at the higher resolution of the grism data, which confine it to a ∼ 100 Å wavelength range,
as opposed to the ∼ 1000 Å coverage provided by the broadband photometry alone.
2.5 SPZ Accuracy
In order to gauge the accuracy of the SPZs compared to photometric redshifts without
spectral data (photo-zs), it is helpful to compare the redshifts from both methods to known
spectroscopic redshifts (ie, the conventional standard for accurate redshifts). We created
a matching set of photometric redshifts for the SPZ objects by simply running the same
catalogs through EAZY stripped of their grism measurements, leaving only the broadband
photometry as input for the fit.
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Figure 5: Full: a spectral energy distribution (SED) of an example FIGS galaxy showing the
EAZY input and output. Red points are FIGS and 3D-HST broadband data, and green points
are the grism spectral data from FIGS. Both sets of points go into EAZY’s calculations.
In addition to the redshift, EAZY also outputs the template spectrum for which the χ2 is
minimized (shown in blue). Inset: a close-up of the SED around the grism wavelength
coverage. Vertical error bars represent the flux error (which is typically too small to see in
the broadband), and horizontal error bars represent the effective width of the broadband
filters. The wavelength width of the grism points is ∼ 140 Å . The dashed line marks the
location of the 4000 Å break at the predicted redshift. One can see the break precisely in the
narrowband SED as well as in the output template. The input includes photometric points
beyond the wavelength range depicted. The wavelengths of the plot were restricted in order
to focus on the grism region.
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Figure 6: These histograms show the F105W magnitude distribution for each field for the
total sample of SPZ objects (blue) and the sample of objects with matching spectroscopic
redshifts (green). The median values in each sample are (clockwise from top left): GN1,
24.6 mag for SPZs, 23.3 mag for spec-zs; GN2, 24.6 mag for SPZs, 23.2 mag for spec-zs;
GS2, 24.5 for SPZs, 23.2 for spec-zs; GS1, 24.8 mag for SPZs, 23.5 mag for spec-zs.
The SPZ and photo-z catalogs could each be compared to spectroscopic redshifts for the
same objects. To find as many matches with confirmed spectroscopic redshifts as possible,
we consulted a compilation of public spectroscopic surveys in GOODS-N and CDFS (N.
Hathi, private communication). The spectroscopic redshifts in these compilations were
assigned quality flags based on the redshift quality indicated in the parent survey. In order to
ensure the best possible comparison sample, only the spectroscopic redshifts from the two
highest-quality bins were used.
Since the limiting magnitude of the FIGS dataset goes beyond the limits of ground-based
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Figure 7: A cumulative count of the SPZ-galaxies starting at log(|z − zspec|/(1 + zspec)) ≤
−2.5. Triangle points (green) show the number of SPZs at a given or greater accuracy. Circle
points (blue) show the number of purely photometric redshifts (PZs) at a given or greater
accuracy. The red line is the number of SPZs minus the number of PZs, which demonstrates
the excess of SPZs in the most accurate bins.
spectra, one should expect objects with spectroscopic redshifts in the FIGS fields to be readily
detected. Consequently, these objects can be found using simple (RA,DEC) matching. This
was done with a separation tolerance of 1 arcsecond to account for offsets in different surveys,
though for the vast majority of matches the separation is much smaller. This matched set
of spectroscopic redshifts was then assured to provide a high-accuracy comparison for the
matched SPZs. The number and magnitudes of the SPZ-spectroscopic comparison sample
are given in Table 5, and a comparison of magnitudes between the spectroscopic redshifts
and the total sample of SPZ objects are given in Figure 6.
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Figure 8: A plot of the SPZ difference ∆SPZ = (zSPZ − zspec)/(1 + zspec), vs the photo-z
difference ∆PZ = (zPZ − zspec)/(1 + zspec). This illustrates the cases where the method of
redshift calculation can make a significant change. One can see a number of objects where
the photometric redshift produces a DPZ > 0.1, a catastrophic failure, while the DSPZ is
quite low.
For FIGS objects with existing spectroscopic redshifts of the highest accuracy, we
calculate the term:
∆zSPZ =
zSPZ − zspec
1 + zspec
(2.2)
This measures the closeness of each SPZ redshift to the true value given by the spectroscopic
redshift. For comparison, we also calculate ∆zPZ for the purely photometric redshifts. The
median ∆zSPZ and ∆zPZ for each field is given in Table 5, as well as the outlier rates,
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defined as the fraction of objects for which |(z − zspec)/(1 + zspec)| > 0.1. We observe an
improvement in ∆zSPZ over ∆zPZ from 0.03 to 0.02 in three of the four fields (see Table 5),
and an improvement in the outlier rate in all four.
The distribution of redshift accuracy for the entire sample is illustrated in Figures 7 and
8, where the accuracy of a given object’s redshift is measured by:
log (∆zSPZ) = log
( |zSPZ − zspec|
1 + zspec
)
(2.3)
such that more negative results represent redshift fits closer to the spectroscopic redshift.
We calculated these for the spectroscopically matched SPZ and photo-z sets, and plotted
a histogram of the results in Figure 7. Values of log log(∆zSPZ) ≤ −2.4 (which implies
|zSPZ − zspec| ≤ 0.004 · (1 + zspec)) were binned together, leading to the larger number
of objects seen in the highest-accuracy bin. For the whole sample, the SPZs increase the
population of this most-accurate bin by 52% over photometric redshifts. For F105W < 24
mag, SPZs increase it by 69%. Figure 8, which plots ∆zSPZ versus ∆zPZ , provides an
alternative comparison of the results, which calls attention to the number of objects that
SPZs rescue from catastrophic failure.
The median redshift difference for SPZs is 0.023, and 0.029 for photo-zs. Use of the SPZ
method increases the number of objects in the most accurate bin by ∼ 67%. Furthermore,
one can see that the SPZ method reduces the incidence of catastrophic failure, by reducing
the total number of objects for which log(∆zSPZ) > −1 from 8% to 7% across all four
fields. For the subset of objects where F105W < 24 mag, the median redshift difference for
SPZs is 0.021, and is 0.027 for photo-zs.
Figure 9 shows ∆zSPZ versus the spectroscopic redshift. The blue shaded region
in each plot corresponds to the redshift range in which the 4000 Å break falls within
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the grism coverage (z = 1.025 − 1.875). The improvement in accuracy of SPZs over
photometric redshifts in this range is comparable to that of the overall sample, and is
larger only in GN2. This could indicate that the addition of grism data can be useful
in constraining the SED fit even without the 4000 Å break falling in its range, either
by identifying features at other redshifts (eg, emission lines) or by conclusively ruling
out the presence of a 4000 Å break where broadband data could not. This may also be
explained by the blue-region objects being fainter: Figure 10 shows that the majority
of catastrophic failures occur beyond F105W > 24 mag. There are also considerably
fewer objects in this range with high-accuracy spectroscopic redshifts compared to lower
redshifts. These figures also seem to show a slight systematic offset in (z−zspec)/(1+zspec):
the median (z − zspec)/(1 + zspec) ∼ −0.01 in both SPZs and photo-zs, suggesting a
tendency to slightly underestimate the redshift.This could perhaps be explained by the
misidentification of the Balmer break (3646 Å) as the 4000 Å break, or the application of
the magnitude prior to the redshift calculation could be causing a slight preference for lower
redshifts. The results given in Table 5 reflect the median error without correcting for this bias.
2.6 Finding Galaxy Overdensities
After confirming the accuracy of the SPZ set, we performed a pilot study by analyzing
the FIGS fields for evidence of significant overdensities in LSS. We began by constructing
one-dimensional redshift distributions for each field (Figure 11). This preliminary analysis
shows some possible redshift peaks, including one at z ' 0.85 in GN1. The peak is a
bit more dominant in the photometric redshift set at a somewhat higher redshift, but still
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Figure 9: The SPZ ∆zSPZ = (zSPZ − zspec)/(1 + zspec) versus the known spectroscopic
redshifts for each field, clockwise from top left GN1, GN2, GS2, GS1. The blue shaded
region reflects the redshift range in which the 4000 Å break falls within the grism wavelength
coverage.
noticeable in the SPZ. Furthermore, given the lower accuracy and higher outlier rate among
photo-zs, peaks in the distribution are more likely to be spurious.
2.6.1 Confirmation of a Previously Known Overdensity at z = 0.85
To see if there was a matching angular overdensity, we plotted the J2000.0 (RA, DEC)
positions of the objects in this peak redshift bin in a two-dimensional histogram (Figure 12,
left). This shows several points with a high concentration of objects, the peak of which has a
number of sources ∼ 4 times the mean in GN1.
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Figure 10: The∆zSPZ = (zSPZ−zspec)/(1+zspec) of SPZ objects versus F105Wmagnitude
for each field, clockwise from top left GN1, GN2, GS2, GS1.
The same process was repeated with the spectroscopic redshift dataset, which shows an
overdensity in the same region. To assess this overdensity, we applied a method used for the
identification of a candidate cluster in Z-FOURGE (Spitler et al., 2012). We used SPZs to
construct a 7th-nearest-neighbor density distribution for the z = 0.8− 0.9 redshift slice in
GN1 (Figure 13). This was accomplished by constructing a 500x500 grid of points across
the whole GN1 field. For each point, the number density of nearby objects was determined
by:
n =
N
pir27
(2.4)
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Figure 11: A breakdown of the redshift distributions by FIGS field (clockwise from top left:
GN1, GN2, GS2, GS1), using both SPZs (blue) and photo-zs (green). The bin widths are
given by ∆z = 0.03 · (1 + z) in order to roughly match the error threshold of the redshifts.
The full photo-z dataset could include many more objects than are presented here; this
includes only those with a matching SPZ.
where r7 is the distance from the point to its seventh-nearest neighbor and N = 7 is the
number of objects in the redshift slice within the distance r7. Once this density is calculated
for each point in the field, the mean nearest-neighbor density for the slice is determined
and used to scale the densities. Spitler and others have tested nearest-neighbor results for
values of N ranging from 5-9, and find little change in the significance of cluster detection
(Papovich et al., 2010). We performed this analysis for varying values of N as well, and find
the same result (see §2.6.2).
The coordinates and redshift of this overdensity correspond to a z = 0.85 galaxy cluster
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Figure 12: A 2D histogram of redshift z ∼ 0.85 objects in GN1 from SPZs (left) and
spectroscopic redshifts (right). The color of each square bin scales with the number of
objects contained in that angular area. Since the objects have already been selected for a
narrow redshift range, correlation and overdensity of objects in this plot indicate a spatial
correlation. The mean number of objects per bin in GN1 in the SPZ plot is ∼ 4.
serendipitously identified with spectroscopic redshifts by Dawson et al. (2001). However,
the nearest-neighbor density plot shown in Figure 13 indicates some possible substructures
within the overall cluster, which is difficult to identify with the smaller spectroscopic sample
alone.
2.6.2 Systematic Search for LSS
Having verified the viability of the method by recovering the z = 0.85 cluster, we applied
the same nearest neighbor calculation to the rest of the FIGS dataset in slices of ∆z = 0.1.
First, we checked the appropriateness of using N = 7 for a nearest-neighbor radius rN by
recalculating the density map for the same slice with the value of N varying from 5 to 10.
For values N > 7, the overdensity is still present, though the significance is diminished with
respect to the field background, peaking at 6-7 times the mean density rather than 14.3. For
N < 7, the significance of the z = 0.85 cluster remains at a level comparable to N = 7, but
other regions in GN1 where there is no spectroscopically confirmed overdensity increased
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Figure 13: A 7th-nearest-neighbor density map for GN1 in the redshift slice z = 0.8 to
z = 0.9. The color corresponds to the Overdensity factor, which is the density at a given point
normalized by the median density of the whole field. The location of the peak overdensity
corresponds to a serendipitously spectroscopically identified galaxy cluster at z = 0.85.
to a significance unsupported by the spectroscopic coverage. Thus, we settled on N = 7, as
it demonstrated the best confirmation of the existing overdensity.
We applied the n7 calculation to each field in slices of ∆z = 0.1 from z = 0 to z = 6
(the maximum redshift we allowed in the EAZY calculation). If a slice contained too few
objects to perform the calculation, it was skipped (as was the case for many of the high-z
slices). In order to avoid boundary misses, where an overdensity would be missed if its mean
redshift were at the boundary between two ∆z steps, we iterated in steps of 0.5 ·∆z.
For these slices, we applied two different measures of overdensity significance. First,
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we normalized each point in the density grid by the median nearest neighbor density for
that redshift slice. This is superior to normalizing by the mean, since the value of the mean
will be biased toward a high density peak if one exists. For each slice, we recorded the peak
median-normalized density (calledM). This checks the significance of an overdense region
relative to the density of the entire field at a given redshift range, but may underestimate
significance if the angular size of the structure is large relative to the size of the whole
field. For the second method, which is based on the method used by Spitler, we calculated
the standard deviation in the nearest neighbor density grids of adjacent slices (eg, for the
∆z = 0.3−0.4 slice, we take the average standard deviation of the densities in∆z = 0.2−0.3
and ∆z = 0.4− 0.5), and normalized the density grid by this. The peak value was recorded
as S . For this method, S was determined from the nearest redshift slices that did not overlap
the ∆z of the current slice.
After this broad search, we also conducted a narrower search with ∆z = 0.03 · (1+zprev)
from z = 0 to z = 4 (at higher redshift there were too few objects per slice). This ∆z was
selected to match the expected redshift error as determined from our accuracy tests, while
also encapsulating the velocity range of a rich cluster, so each redshift slice should contain
only objects with the potential to be closely associated.
The overdensity candidates derived from both searches are summarized in Table 6, where
we record any redshift slice for whichM > 10 and S > 10 via either method, using as a
cutoff the lowest-significance detection recorded by Spitler et al. (2012). We consulted the
NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database’s list of known clusters to see if the search missed any
known clusters. There weren’t any listed clusters in the FIGS fields that were missed.
For comparison, we also ran the systematic search using photometric redshifts with
∆z = 0.03 · (1 + zprev) from z = 0 to z = 4. The results of this comparison are summarized
in Table 7. Generally, the photo-z search produced results of lower significance than the
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SPZ search. The photo-z search misses theM,S > 10 cutoff for detection for several
overdensities found by the SPZ method, and finds only two that the SPZ method doesn’t
detect (and one of these is marginal). Furthermore, the photo-z method finds the peak density
for GN1-0.8 to be in the 0.870-0.926 redshift bin instead of 0.825-0.880, which we know
from spectroscopic redshifts to be correct. This suggests that SPZs are better suited for
accurately identifying known overdensities.
2.6.3 A Potential Overdensity at z = 1.84
The known z = 0.85 cluster in GN1 produced peaks ofM = 25.16 and S = 25.09 with
the broad search method. We find 4 other slices with a more significant detection in S. Of
these, the GS1/HUDF ∆z = 1.8− 1.9 slice is most significant inM withM = 18.20. The
density map for this slice is shown in Figure 14.
The location of this overdensity matches that of a z = 1.84 overdensity identified
in Mei et al. (2015) through the visual inspection of G141 spectra and redshifts, and in
Kochiashvili et al. (2015) by a search of NIR narrowband-selected emission-line galaxies.
Mei et al. identifies 13 candidate members of a z = 1.84 protocluster at (53.15565, -
27.77930, J2000.0) at a limiting magnitude of F160W < 26 mag, as well as a number of
nearby possibly associated galaxy groups at z = 1.87− 1.95. This is very near to the point
of peak SPZ density (53.15357, -27.77756, J2000.0) identified via the nearest-neighbor
method.
This redshift slice contains 22 objects with SPZs, for 3 of which we have matching
spectroscopic redshifts. The characteristics of these objects are summarized in Table 8,
where they are grouped by FIGS redshift. Two of the 3 are consistent with ∆z = 1.8− 1.9,
and the third is z = 2.067. Furthermore, in the CDFS 7 Ms X-ray source catalogs (Luo et al.,
2017), we were able to visually identify a number of close X-ray active sources at this redshift,
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Table 7: Overdensity Search Comparison
ID zSPZ MSPZ SSPZ zPZ MPZ SPZ
GN1-0.3 0.315-0.354 10.05 10.18 - - -
GN1-0.4 0.435-0.478 5.89 10.30 - - -
GN1-0.5 - - - 0.510-0.555 10.79 10.56
GN1-0.6 0.645-0.694 20.43 16.15 0.630-0.679 21.75 19.80
GN1-0.7 0.735-0.787 17.01 18.10 0.750-0.803 24.95 12.88
GN1-0.8 0.825-0.880 28.23 24.41 0.870-0.926 15.11 13.18
GN1-1.2 1.290-1.359 13.31 21.49 1.290-1.359 10.56 13.46
GN1-1.6 1.680-1.760 7.40 12.86 - - -
GN1-1.9 1.965-2.054 17.51 15.60 - - -
GN1-3.2 3.210-3.336 27.43 18.41 - - -
GN2-0.2 0.255-0.293 8.29 64.43 0.255-0.293 7.32 27.85
GN2-0.5 0.540-0.586 5.81 12.79 - - -
GN2-0.9 0.915-0.972 11.05 15.04 0.930-0.988 7.04 10.81
GS1-0.1 0.105-0.293 10.67 26.33 - - -
GS1-0.2 0.270-0.308 12.72 26.22 0.255-0.293 4.71 16.67
GS1-0.5 - - - 0.495-0.54 18.65 34.87
GS1-0.7 0.765-0.818 10.07 15.83 0.765-0.818 4.78 10.60
GS1-0.9 0.900-0.957 6.04 16.14 - - -
GS1-1.8 1.815-1.899 20.41 12.83 1.83-1.915 5.77 14.05
GS2-0.0 0.075-0.107 100.00 378.80 0.06-0.092 10.49 25.48
GS2-0.7 0.780-0.833 15.59 32.57 0.795-0.849 13.25 11.82
GS2-1.6 1.665-1.745 16.10 17.19 1.68-1.76 21.01 13.81
GS2-1.7 1.710-1.807 13.78 13.60 1.725-1.807 19.90 14.75
M and S are significance measures detailed in §2.6.2
most of which are spectroscopically confirmed. The SPZ overdensity, when combined with
the Mei et al. overdensity detection and possible presence of X-ray sources, suggests further
corroboration of the use of SPZs to identify LSS via this method. Furthermore, it opens
up the possibility of using SPZ searches to identify fainter candidate cluster members in
already-identified overdensities at comparable redshift (eg, a GOODS-S but non-HUDF
cluster identified in Kurk et al. (2009)).
With the narrower search method, the z = 0.85 cluster achieves similar significance,
withM = 28.23 and S = 24.41. The z = 1.84 overdensity in GS1 measures a lower but
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Figure 14: A 7th-nearest-neighbor density map for the GS1/HUDF redshift slice ∆z =
1.8− 1.9, normalized by the median density.
still significant detection via the S method, but measures a slightly higher significance via
theMmethod. There are 4 other detections with a greater significance in at least one metric,
including a hugely significant detection in GS2 at ∆z = 0.075− 0.107 (described in Table
9), and a similar number of detections at comparable significance. The GS2 detection does
not appear to match any known overdensity, though it could potentially be associated with
nearby diffuse X-rays at z = 0.126− 0.128 (Finoguenov et al., 2015). This is also consistent
with the two objects with known spectroscopic redshifts.
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2.7 Implications for Future Surveys
The availability of grism spectra for computing SPZs via this method will only increase,
as grism surveys will be a key component of future space missions, including the James
Webb Space Telescope (Gardner et al., 2006; Jansen et al., 2017) and theWide Field Infrared
Survey Telescope. For example, NIRISS on JWST will provide multi-object slitless spec-
troscopy at slightly lower resolution but with ∼ 5 times the wavelength coverage compared
to HST/WFC3. WFIRST is anticipated to include a grism mode with R ∼ 550 − 880
(Spergel et al., 2015) in the near-infrared. The expanded wavelength coverage of NIRISS
and the increased resolution ofWFIRST ’s grism will allow surveys with either instrument
to obtain redshifts via the method we describe with improved accuracy and outlier rates.
This should result in a much larger collection of high-accuracy redshifts than are obtainable
with ground-based spectroscopy alone. With FIGS, we produced ∼ 1900 redshifts for four
2.05’x2.27’ fields, roughly three times the available number of spectroscopic redshifts and
complete down to F105W < 26.5 mag. Wide-field slitless spectroscopy with NIRISS will
operate with a similar 2.2’x2.2’ field of view.
This will have major implications for cosmological studies conducted with the new
instruments. The wide field of WFIRST and Euclid and the deep reach of JWST will enable
more thorough LSS studies via cluster identification and weak lensing studies of a vast num-
ber of objects. Systematic LSS analyses will require dividing cluster and lensing samples
into precise redshift slices, making redshift accuracy a measure of key importance. The
application of grism spectra to the redshift measurement via this method can significantly
expand the number of objects that are usable for such studies, enabling more and better
cluster identifications and improved LSS science. With FIGS, we were able to identify a
serendipitously identified and spectroscopically confirmed cluster without reliance on spec-
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Table 8: SPZ Objects in ∆z = 1.8− 1.9
FIGS ID RAa Dec zSPZ zspec F105W
1482 53.148895 -27.777508 1.815 2.067 24.90
1601 53.157875 -27.779194 1.815 - 26.02
3040 53.162968 -27.800512 1.815 - 25.03
4300 53.15081 -27.769133 1.815 - 25.47
4284 53.184544 -27.768220 1.827 - 25.50
1049 53.172508 -27.771004 1.843 - 25.83
1477 53.158291 -27.777449 1.843 - 24.49
1623 53.154522 -27.779718 1.843 1.837 24.03
1664 53.15287 -27.780123 1.843 - 24.80
1781 53.149021 -27.781952 1.843 - 24.13
1061 53.15604 -27.770947 1.871 - 25.13
1524 53.148975 -27.778151 1.871 - 26.05
2091 53.192116 -27.785559 1.871 - 26.37
4197 53.187511 -27.76623 1.871 - 26.59
4258 53.152287 -27.770088 1.871 1.852 23.66
4322 53.188129 -27.768982 1.871 - 26.06
1499 53.152458 -27.7777 1.9 - 25.83
1167 53.170788 -27.772615 1.9 - 26.57
1905 53.182251 -27.783314 1.9 - 24.93
2010 53.145897 -27.784681 1.9 - 25.20
2266 53.192822 -27.787857 1.9 - 27.35
4177 53.186508 -27.768625 1.9 - 27.38
a Using J2000.0 coordinates.
troscopic redshifts, which could provide a few advantages for LSS searches, as demonstrated
via our systematic overdensity search. Furthermore, the accuracy of SPZs may allow for
the identification of high-z overdensities in regions where spectroscopic redshifts are not
plentiful. It is also possible that grism-enabled analysis of spectroscopically confirmed
clusters can provide additional information about substructure within overdensities.
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Table 9: SPZ Objects in ∆z = 0.075− 0.107
FIGS ID RAa Dec zSPZ zspec F105W
1052 53.275558 -27.859404 0.083 - 24.78
1164 53.278240 -27.853859 0.083 - 24.20
1463 53.263836 -27.866632 0.083 - 24.86
1491 53.280373 -27.867067 0.083 - 25.28
3121 53.285057 -27.841299 0.083 - 26.41
3303 53.284992 -27.849686 0.083 - 24.16
3318 53.274483 -27.850365 0.083 - 22.24
1042 53.276077 -27.859423 0.094 - 22.10
1053 53.275337 -27.859568 0.094 - 23.28
1098 53.278564 -27.860065 0.105 - 26.48
1139 53.278801 -27.860723 0.105 - 26.33
1156 53.278751 -27.860992 0.105 - 26.19
1204 53.272770 -27.861732 0.105 - 25.16
1316 53.286377 -27.864700 0.105 0.1337 22.62
1364 53.258823 -27.864935 0.105 0.1275 22.48
3439 53.277348 -27.861378 0.105 - 25.99
a Using J2000.0 coordinates.
2.8 Conclusions
FIGS is a WFC3-G102 grism survey from which we obtained ∼ 6000 galaxy spectra,
which we have combined with broadband photometry in order to produce more accurate
spectrophotometric redshifts (called SPZs). Across all four fields and all magnitudes, we
achieve a median ∆z/(1 + zspec) of 0.02 for SPZs, as compared to 0.03 for pure photometric
redshifts, uncorrected for the slight systematic bias described in §2.5. The SPZs also featured
a lower rate of catastrophic failure in redshift fits (8% to 7% overall). SPZs provide an
accurate redshift measurement for a larger number of objects per field than can be achieved
with ground-based spectroscopy. As grism surveys become more common in upcoming
missions, this will allow for the calculation of more comprehensive catalogs of high-accuracy
redshifts.
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Analysis of the redshift distributions in the SPZs enabled us to independently identify
a previously spectroscopically confirmed galaxy cluster at z = 0.85, and to identify a
known overdensity at z = 1.84 using the nearest-neighbor density method. Applying this
method systematically across redshift slices in the FIGS fields, we were also able to detect
a potentially new overdensity at z ∼ 0.1, and four other candidate overdensities with a
significance comparable to that of the z = 0.85 cluster in at least one measure. Given the
higher accuracy of SPZs compared to photometric redshifts, this suggests an alternative to
detect large scale structure in regions where spectroscopic redshifts are rare. SPZs can also
provide the identification of additional cluster member galaxies, which may make it possible
to better analyze substructure within a cluster.
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Chapter 3
EMISSION LINE METALLICITIES
3.1 Abstract2
We derive direct measurement gas-phase metallicities of 7.4 < 12+log(O/H) < 8.4 for
14 low-mass Emission Line Galaxies (ELGs) at 0.3 < z < 0.8 identified in the Faint Infrared
Grism Survey (FIGS). We use deep slitless G102 grism spectroscopy of the Hubble Ultra
Deep Field (HUDF), dispersing light from all objects in the field at wavelengths between 0.85
and 1.15 microns. We run an automatic search routine on these spectra to robustly identify 71
emission line sources, using archival data from VLT/MUSE to measure additional lines and
confirm redshifts. We identify 14 objects with 0.3 < z < 0.8 with measurable [OIII]λ4363
Å emission lines in matching VLT/MUSE spectra. For these galaxies, we derive direct
electron-temperature gas-phase metallicities with a range of 7.4 < 12 + log(O/H) < 8.4.
With matching stellar masses in the range of 107.9M < M? < 1010.4M, we construct
a mass-metallicity (MZ) relation and find that the relation is offset to lower metallicities
compared to metallicities derived from alternative methods (e.g.,R23, O3N2, N2O2) and
continuum selected samples. Using star formation rates (SFR) derived from theHα emission
line, we calculate our galaxies’ position on the Fundamental Metallicity Relation (FMR),
where we also find an offset toward lower metallicities. This demonstrates that this emission-
line-selected sample probes objects of low stellar masses but even lower metallicities than
many comparable surveys. We detect a trend suggesting galaxies with higher Specific Star
Formation (SSFR) are more likely to have lower metallicity. This could be due to cold
2This chapter previously published as Pharo et al. (2019)
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accretion of metal-poor gas that drives star formation, or could be because outflows of
metal-rich stellar winds and SNe ejecta are more common in galaxies with higher SSFR.
3.2 Introduction
The identification and study of nebular emission lines in galaxies can provide insight
into star formation rates, ionization parameters, and gas-phase metallicities, among other
physical parameters. The gas-phase metallicity can be related to star formation and mass
growth in galaxies via the mass-metallicity (MZ) relation, an observed correlation between
a galaxy’s stellar mass and its gas-phase metallicity, and by the Fundamental Metallicity
Relation (Mannucci et al., 2010; Lara-López et al., 2010), an empirical plane relating the
metallicity and the stellar mass to the star formation rate.
These relations have been well-established for local star-forming galaxies (Tremonti
et al., 2004), which show an increase in gas-phase metallicity as stellar mass increases from
108.5M to 1010.5M, after which the metallicity flattens. Further surveys have pushed the
study of the relation out to higher redshifts, typically finding lower levels of metallicity out
to z ∼ 3 (Lilly et al., 2003; Maier et al., 2005; Erb et al., 2006; Mannucci et al., 2009). For
these studies, the gas-phase metallicity is often measured through empirical and theoretical
strong line ratio calibrations, such as R23 (Kobulnicky & Kewley, 2004), N2O2 (Kewley &
Dopita, 2002), and O3N2 (Pettini & Pagel, 2004), using [OIII], [OII], and Balmer-series
hydrogen lines (see Table 10 for description of ratios), or via modeling UV indicators
including CIII]1907 (Amorín et al., 2017). However, offsets between local and high-redshift
galaxies on diagnostic plots such as the Baldwin-Phillips-Terlevich (BPT) diagram (Baldwin
et al., 1981; Steidel et al., 2014; Sanders et al., 2015), which compares the [OIII]λ5007/Hβ
line ratio to the [NII]λ6568/Hα line ratio, indicate that conditions in the interstellar medium
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may differ at different redshifts (Kewley et al., 2013). If so, there may be undetected biases
in the line ratio calibrations. Some studies have also indicated, however, that the presence
of very strong emission lines is itself an indicator of low gas-phase metallicity, regardless
of the redshift (Finkelstein et al., 2011; Xia et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2017). Given these
uncertainties and outliers, it is necessary to seek out samples of ELGs for which we can
precisely determine the metallicity, and thus better understand its relationship to the other
emission properties of galaxies.
A more direct method for measuring the gas-phase metallicity involves the ratio of the
auroral [OIII]λ4363 Å emission line to the [OIII]λ4959,5007 Å lines, which is sensitive to
the electron temperature of the ionized gas (Izotov et al., 2006; Aller, 1984; Dopita & Evans,
1986; Kewley & Dopita, 2002). A direct measurement of the electron temperature allows for
the derivation of abundances with a minimum of other assumptions compared to the more
common strong-emission-line diagnostics using the ratios described above. For example,
the R23 relation is double-branched, with each R23 value corresponding to both a high-
metallicity and a low-metallicity solution, requiring additional data or assumptions to break
the degeneracy. Consequently, direct-temperature-derived metallicities are more reliable
(Izotov et al., 2006). This method is not always practical, as the auroral line is typically quite
weak (50-100 times weaker than typical strong lines, per Sanders et al. (2017)) and may
require stacking spectra to get a reliable signal (Andrews & Martini, 2013), but it provides
more accurate metallicity measurements.
In this paper, we describe our systematic search for Emission Line Galaxies (ELGs) in
1D spectra from the Faint Infrared Grism Survey (FIGS). In §3.3, we describe the survey and
procedures for data collection and reduction. In §3.4, we describe the line search method and
the flux measurements for confirmed ELGs. In §3.5, we detail the measurement of the gas-
phase metallicity, and in §3.6, we explore the mass-metallicity relation and other properties
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Table 10: Common Strong Line Ratios
Name Ratio
N2 log([NII]λ6584/Hα)
O2 log([OII]λ3727+3729/Hβ)
O3 log([OIII]λ4959+5007/Hβ)
R23 log(([OIII]λ4959+5007 + [OII]λ3727+3729)/Hβ)
N2O2 N2 - O2
O3N2 O3 - N2
available from our line measurements. Finally, we summarize in §3.7. For this paper we will
use H0 = 67.3 km s−1 Mpc−1 and ΩM = 0.315, ΩΛ = 0.685 (Planck Collaboration et al.,
2014). All magnitudes are given in the AB system (Oke & Gunn, 1983).
3.3 Survey Description and Data
3.3.1 FIGS Observations and Spectral Extraction
3.3.1.1 Survey Description
The Faint Infrared Grism Survey (FIGS, HST/Cycle 22, ID:13779, PI S. Malhotra) used
the HSTWFC3-G102 (see Figure 15) infrared grism to obtain deep slitless spectroscopy of∼
6000 galaxies. FIGS achieved 40-orbit depth in 4 fields, designated GN1, GN2, GS1 (UDF),
and GS2 (HDF-PAR2) (see Table 11 for coordinates of each field). Objects in each field
were observed in 5 different 8-orbit position angles (PAs) in order to mitigate contamination
of the spectra by overlapping spectra from nearby objects. Each PA covers a 2.05’x2.27’
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Figure 15: The sensitivity curves for the WFC3/G102 grism, as seen in Kuntschner et al.
(2011), and the WFC3-F105W and ACS-F850LP filters. The dashed vertical lines show the
cutoffs for grism data used in the emission line search. The curves have been normalized to
their maximum sensitivity, so this plot gives the sensitivity at each wavelength in terms of
its percentage of the peak sensitivity.
Table 11: A description of the four FIGS fields.
Field RA Dec Areaa
GN1 12:36:41.467 +62:17:26.27 4.51
GN2 12:37:31.023 +62:18:26.91 5.06
GS1b 03:32:40.951 –27:46:47.92 4.09
GS2c 03:33:06.468 –27:51:21.56 4.02
a Measured in arcmin2.
b The HUDF.
c The HDF Parallel Field.
field of view. The area of coverage in each field from which we derive the usable spectra is
given in Table 11, for a total area of 17.7 square arcminutes.
3.3.1.2 Spectral Extraction
In this paper, we used 1D spectra which were generated using the methods described
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in Pirzkal et al. (2017). Here we briefly summarize this process. FIGS data were reduced
in a manner that loosely follows the method used for GRAPES and PEARS, previous
HST grism surveys (Pirzkal et al., 2004; Xu et al., 2007; Rhoads et al., 2009; Straughn
et al., 2009; Xia et al., 2012; Pirzkal et al., 2013). First, we generated a master catalog
of sources from deep CANDELS survey mosaics in the F850LP filter in ACS and the
F125W and F160W filters in WFC3 (approximately the z, J, and H bands) (Grogin
et al., 2011; Koekemoer et al., 2011). The data were astrometrically corrected to match
the absolute astrometry of the GOODS catalogs. The background levels of the grism
observations were estimated using a two-components model which include a constant
Zodiacal light background as well as a varying HeI light background. Individual spectra
were generated using a Simulation Based Extraction (SBE) approach that accounts for
spectral contamination from overlapping spectra, as well as allow the use of an optimal
extraction approach (Horne, 1986) when generating 1D spectra from 2D spectra. The reader
is referred to Pirzkal et al. (2017) for a complete description of these processes. When the
extractions were complete, we had an average of ∼ 1700 spectra per field, with a typical 3σ
detection limit ofmF105W = 26 mag and an emission line sensitivity of 10−17 ergs cm−2 s−1.
3.3.2 Optical Data
We supplemented our infrared FIGS spectra with archival high-resolution optical IFU
spectra taken with the Multi-Unit Spectroscopic Explorer (MUSE) instrument (Bacon et al.,
2010) from the Very Large Telescope (VLT). This expands the available spectroscopic
wavelength coverage considerably, enabling confirmation of detected emission lines in
FIGS via the identification of complementary emission lines at optical wavelengths. These
lines also make possible the mass-metallicity results shown in §5. We used the publicly
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available IFU spectra from the MUSE Hubble Ultra Deep Survey (Bacon et al., 2017), a
mosaic of nine 1 × 1 arcmin2 MUSE fields in the HUDF. In order to extract spectra for
emission-line objects in our sample, we applied the following procedure: Using the known
sky coordinates for each object, 1D spectrum was generated by summing up flux within
a 2 arcsecond aperture (centered on the object) at each wavelength slice, across the entire
MUSE wavelength range. We extracted FIGS candidate spectra from the reduced MUSE
datacube. The MUSE data wavelength coverage extends from 4752 Å to 9347 Å with a
spectral resolution of 2.3 Å, though the sensitivity drops off precipitously at wavelengths
lower than 5000 Å and higher than 9200 Å, so we restrict our usage to between these
wavelengths. MUSE has a 3σ line sensitivity of ∼ 3 · 10−19 ergs cm−2 s−1, and thus is deep
enough to detect the weak [OIII]4363 line for FIGS-selected ELGs.
3.4 Line Identification and Flux Measurement Methods
3.4.1 Line Identification
Because we obtained our infrared spectra via slitless grism spectroscopy, there is no
pre-selection of ELG candidates via the placement of slits or by broadband magnitude
cutoffs. This has the advantage of enabling the detection of ELGs with potentially very
low continuum levels, and so might allow for the study of smaller and/or fainter galaxies
with nebular line emission. However, this does require an efficient method for selecting
ELG candidates from the total sample of FIGS objects. In order to search the ∼ 6000 FIGS
spectra for emission lines, we developed a code to automatically search for and identify
peaks in a 1D spectrum.
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Figure 16: An example of the line-finding routine. This plot shows the continuum-subtracted
flux for one PA of FIGS object GS1-2375. This shows an iteration of the line-finding routine
when centered at 9388 Å. The routine sums the flux of the pixels within the solid black lines,
which is considered to be the candidate line flux. Then, the continuum flux is estimated
from the median flux of the pixels between the solid and dashed lines. This continuum is
subtracted from the line flux, and the S/N is calculated.
First, the continuum flux needs to be estimated at each wavelength element. The G102
grism measures the spectrum every 24.5 Å, and we use the spectrum from 8500 Å to 11500
Å. The algorithm iterates over each wavelength element in a given spectrum, estimating
the continuum flux at that wavelength and subtracting it. This estimation is accomplished
via a median-flux filter, where, given a number of wavelength elements for the width of
a prospective line, the algorithm measures the flux in a number of elements outside the
guessed line width in both the blue and red wavelength directions. The median flux of all of
these points is assumed to represent the continuum there, and is subtracted from that point’s
flux. This serves to estimate the local value of the continuum while avoiding the influence
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of the line flux itself or of other features or changes in the spectrum. See Figure 16 for an
example continuum-subtracted spectrum.
Next, the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N ) is calculated at each wavelength with the residual
flux and the flux error (determined by the standard deviation in the fluxes selected for
measuring the continuum), once more iterating through the list of wavelength elements. The
signal is determined by a sum of the fluxes across 5 points centered on the wavelength of
the current iteration, and the noise is the same but added in quadrature. Then the maximum
S/N is identified; if the ratio exceeds 5, we fit a Gaussian at the central wavelength element,
integrate it to get the flux, and subtract the Gaussian from the residual flux. Then we check
the next-highest S/N , and if it still exceeds 5, the routine repeats until the peak S/N is
below the detection threshold.
We run this routine on the individual PA spectra in each field, and record all instances of
S/N > 5. If the code finds a peak in at least two PAs with centroids at the same or adjacent
wavelength elements (24.5 Å in either direction), it declares a detection. In this paper, we
focus on only one of the fields, GS1/HUDF, and specifically on candidates with optical data
available for line confirmation. A broader catalog of 1D-selected ELGs from FIGS will be
explored in the following chapter. A search for ELGs in the FIGS 2D spectra can be found
in Pirzkal et al. (2018).
In the GS1/HUDF field, where we have matching optical MUSE spectra, this method
produces 137 candidate emission line objects. Of these, 131 had matches in the MUSE
source catalog within 1 arcsecond of separation. Using our FIGS redshift catalogs (Pharo
et al., 2018), we matched the candidate list with their redshifts and sorted the candidates
according to the likely spectral emission line at that redshift. We use the wavelength of
the peak S/N pixel to get an approximate rest-frame line centroid. We also compared our
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candidates with emission lines identified in the GRAPES Survey with the HST ACS G800L
grism (Xu et al., 2007).
When identifying the FIGS-spectra emission lines, we considered common strong lines:
Lyα, Hα, Hβ, [MgII]λ2798 Å, [OIII]λ5007 Å, and [OII]λ3727 Å, though fainter lines
could often be seen in the higher-resolution MUSE spectra. We identified the FIGS lines
by determining the ratio of observed wavelengths between two detected emission lines, a
fixed property for a given pair of emission lines that is not dependent on the redshift. If
no other emission line was detected, we identified the line with the object’s photometric
redshift. This produced 32 [OIII]λ5007 Å candidates (z ' 0.82− 1.35), 22 Hα candidates
(z ' 0.30 − 0.80), and 17 [OII]λ3727 Å candidates (z ' 1.30 − 2.0). The remaining
detections were ruled out if visual inspection found contamination or some other false
detection (eg, due to a sharp change in continuum slope), if other line detections in MUSE
ruled out a possible line, or if the galaxy had bad redshift calculations. These tended to
be among the faintest objects, which are more susceptible to contamination from nearby
objects. In order to cast a wide net for ELGs, we did not impose a continuum magnitude
limit on the search, relying on visual inspection and other spectra to confirm our detections.
Of the 32 [OIII] candidates from FIGS, 11 were confirmed by inspecting matching
MUSE spectra, which means we either measured the same line in the region of overlapping
wavelength coverage (8500 - 9300 Å), or measured a second line which produced a wave-
length ratio consistent with an [OIII]λλ4959+5007-[OII]λλ3727+3729 pair. However, due
to the presence of atmospheric emission lines in MUSE and the fact that we cannot know
[OII] strength just from [OIII] detection, lack of a clear [OII] detection does not rule out the
line being [OIII]. Matches with the GRAPES line list confirmed an additional 7 candidates,
leaving 13 unconfirmed (though the line ID is still implied by the redshift) and 1 confirmed
to be Hα.
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Table 12: The GS1/HUDF emission line candidates by identifica-
tion
ID Initial MUSE GRAPES Photo-z Wrong Total
[OIII] 32 11 7 13 1a 31
Hα 22 15 3 5 0 23
[OII] 17 4 1 12 0 17
a Later confirmed to beHα.
We used a similar process for the FIGS Hα candidates, of which 15 were confirmed by
MUSE, 3 by GRAPES, and 5 were unconfirmed except by photometric redshift (photo-z).
For [OII], MUSE can only reliably provide confirmation if the [OII] line is in the overlap
region, or if another feature (eg, 4000 Å break), happens to be visible. Only 4 could be
confirmed this way, and 1 more from GRAPES, leaving 12 candidates unconfirmed. See
Table 12 for a summary of these results.
3.4.2 Flux Measurement
We calculated the emission line fluxes for all of the emission line candidates, regardless
of their confirmation status. Beginning with the brightest FIGS line in the spectrum (Hα,
[OIII], or [OII], depending on the candidate line ID), we performed a Gaussian fit using
the Kapteyn Package (Terlouw and Vogelaar, 2015) at the wavelength of the peak in each
PA where there was a 5σ detection, allowing the Gaussian amplitude and sigma to be free
parameters with an initial guess based on the peak flux. The centroid was allowed to vary
between the adjacent pixels in order to determine the best-fit line center. We interpolated a
Gaussian function from the fit, from which we derived the total line flux. Once all PAs for
a single object and line had been fit, we averaged the individual fluxes and propagated the
individual errors to get the final line measurement.
Once the primary line fit was completed, we recalculated the redshift based on the line
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center and used this new redshift measurement to predict the locations of other lines. The
Gaussian function representing the previous fit was subtracted from the flux, and then we
attempted to fit the next line. We repeated this process for any common, strong emission lines
within the wavelength coverage. In the FIGS spectra, the only non-primary line detected
with any significance was Hβ. If an object had matching MUSE spectra, we applied the
same process there as well. Total flux errors were estimated based on the propagation of
errors in the Gaussian fit parameters, which the Kapteyn fitting package determined in part
based on flux errors in the constituent pixels.
For the 18 objects where the Hα emission line was detected in FIGS and for which
a matching optical spectrum was available, the extinction was measured via the Balmer
decrement. All the galaxies for which we later derive Te-based metallicities are included
in this set. In order to correct for stellar absorption of the Balmer lines, we follow the
procedure used in Ly et al. (2014), which covers objects a similar redshift. For objects
without measurements in both Hα and Hβ, we applied an extinction correction using the
Calzetti et al. (2000) reddening model, following the procedure used in a study of ELGs
with R23 at comparable redshift (Xia et al., 2011). The full catalog of flux measurements is
listed in Appendix A.
3.4.3 Line Comparisons in FIGS and MUSE
In addition to using emission lines in optical spectra to confirm line detections in FIGS,
the measurement of additional line fluxes for an ELG makes it possible to measure gas-phase
metallicities, but it is first necessary to check the consistency of the flux measurements
between the two sources of spectra. We were able to check this by looking at emission lines
that appeared in both the G102 and MUSE spectra. For emission lines observed between
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Figure 17: The sensitivity curve for the WFC3/G102 grism (Kuntschner et al., 2011), and for
MUSE (Bacon et al., 2010). The dashed vertical lines show the cutoffs for grism data used
in the emission line search. The curves have been normalized to their maximum sensitivity.
8500 Å and 9200 Å (See Figure 17), where the throughput of both instruments is good,
we were usually able to measure the line flux in both FIGS and MUSE. This provided the
opportunity to compare line measurements between the space-based HST/WFC3 and the
ground-based VLT/MUSE instruments. In Table 13, we show the flux measurements of the
six matching objects, where the [OIII]λλ5007,4959 were measured. The matching fluxes
are within the measured 1σ flux errors for four of the six objects, including the two which
are part of the later analysis in this paper. Object 2654 was primarily detected by the Hα
line, and one PA of the FIGS spectra contains non-removed contamination at the predicted
location of the [OIII] line, which skewed its average flux measurement high. Removing this
one PA from the flux measurement brings the FIGS spectra flux into agreement with what
we measure in MUSE, bringing the number of well-matched spectra to five of six objects.
Because so few objects have an emission line appear in both spectra, it is difficult to judge
whether any systematic offset is present from the few where the flux differs. Examining these
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Table 13: FIGS-MUSE Objects
FIGS ID RA Dec λ (Å) z FIGS Fluxa MUSE Flux a
1467 53.151047 -27.777309 8735 0.736 347.7 ± 27.1 365.3 ± 36.2
1689 53.162483 -27.780346 8615 0.719 890.6 ± 39.0 860.9 ± 56.7
1851 53.152782 -27.782698 8855 0.766 967.2 ± 58.4 1007.1 ± 97.3
2560 53.184158 -27.792637 8687 0.738 1821.9 ± 208.1 2041.8 ± 121.9
2654 53.182205 -27.793993 8687 0.735 315.0b± 45.5 352.1 ± 50.6
8178 53.187664 -27.783779 8663 0.734 176.6 ± 28.7 94.3 ± 34.3
a Measured in 10−19 erg/cm2/s.
b Flux calculated after removing one PA for uncorrected contamination, which significantly altered the flux average.
cases does, however, suggest some possible causes for difference in FIGS and MUSE flux
due to contamination or other artifacts, which we checked for visually in our further results.
We examined the individual PAs for the 14 objects used in the mass-metallicity analysis to
search for any unnoticed contamination that could affect the FIGS lines as with Object 2654,
or for any other issues. We discovered no such contamination in any lines required for the
metallicity measurement. Object 1299 possibly suffers from oversubtraction of the Hα line.
However, this object is detected in 5 PAs, so the effect is small.
We also compared the redshifts derived individually from the FIGS line detection and
the MUSE line. We calculated the redshift of each object in Table 13 based on the best-fit
central wavelength of the line fit for each spectrum. The differences are plotted as a function
of MUSE redshift in Figure 18. We find a root-mean-square (RMS) redshift difference
(∆z/(1 + z)) between the two sources of spectra of σz = 0.002. Xia et al. (2011) found an
RMS of σz = 0.006 when comparing redshifts derived from the HST ACS PEARS grism
survey and from Magellan’s LDSS-3 spectrograph (R = 100, as compared to R = 210 for
G102). This indicates FIGS has a wavelength calibration of at least comparable accuracy to
PEARS, given the spectral resolution in each.
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Figure 18: The differences in redshift calculated from the FIGS emission lines and the
MUSE emission lines are shown here in blue, with the green line showing a difference
of 0. The dashed red lines give the bounds of the RMS wavelength error from (Xia el at.
2011) between the ACS grism and the LDSS3 spectrograph. We measure and RMS redshift
difference of σz = 0.002.
3.5 Metallicity Measurements
Strong nebular emission lines provide the means to measure the gas-phase oxygen
abundance in a galaxy, which serves as a proxy for the metallicity. For objects with a
[OIII]λ4363 Å auroral line detected at S/N ≥ 3, we used the direct metallicity measurement
described in Ly et al. (2014), based on the empirical relations in Izotov et al. (2006). This
method first estimates the [OIII]4363 electron temperature (Te) based on the nebular-to-
auroral flux ratio:
log
(
[OIII]λλ4959, 5007
[OIII]λ4363
)
=
1.432
t3
+ logCT (3.1)
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Figure 19: Left: R23 metallicities compared with Te-derived metallicities, using both the
KK04 (Kobulnicky & Kewley, 2004) parameterization (green triangles) and new calibration
based on Green Peas (Jiang et al. 2018) (red circles). Both R23 methods place all of the
FIGS objects on the lower branch, but the KK04 parameterization tends to overestimate the
lowest-metallicity objects, while the Green Pea calibration reduces the scatter considerably.
Right: The comparison of the calibrated R23 metallicities with Te metallicities including
errors.
where t3 = Te([OIII])/104 K, and
CT = (8.44− 1.09t3 + 0.5t23 − 0.08t33) ·
1 + 0.0004x
1 + 0.044x
(3.2)
where x = 10−4net−0.53 , and ne is the electron density (cm−3). Since we are unable to resolve
the [SII]λλ6717, 6732 doublet in FIGS, and it is too red to appear in MUSE spectra, we
cannot directly measure ne, but CT is only strongly dependent on ne in the high-density
regime (ne > 104 cm−3), where ne is large enough for the x term to be important. We tested
the temperature calculation with ne = 10, 100, 100 cm−3 using a range of measured line
ratios from Ly et al. (2014), and the resulting temperatures were virtually identical for the
different density measurements. Thus, we can safely adopt the assumption of Ly et al. (2014)
that ne ≈ 100 cm−3 for our calculations.
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With the temperature estimated, the ionic abundances of oxygen can be determined from
the line ratios [OII]λλ3726, 3729/Hβ and [OIII]λλ4959, 5007/Hβ:
12 + log
(
O+
H+
)
= log
(
[OII]
Hβ
)
+ 5.961 +
1.676
t2
(3.3)
12 + log
(
O++
H+
)
= log
(
[OIII]
Hβ
)
+ 6.200 +
1.251
t3
(3.4)
where t2 is the [OII] electron temperature, assuming a two-temperature model t2 =
Te([OII])/10
4 K = −0.577 + t3(2.065 − 0.498t3) from Izotov et al. (2006). In nebu-
lar regions, oxygen ions in ionization states other than O+ and O++ make up a negligible
fraction of the population, so the total oxygen abundance can be determined from
O
H
=
(
O+
H+
)
+
(
O++
H+
)
(3.5)
14 objects have sufficient [OIII]4363 signal (S/N ≥ 3) in the MUSE optical spectra, as
well as the other requisite [OIII], [OII], and Hβ lines, to perform this direct metallicity
measurement. Refer to the full line table in Appendix A for the fluxes and origins of
individual lines. We summarize metallicity and electron temperature measurements for these
objects in Table 14. For one of these objects, FIGS ID 2560, we observed a strong peak at the
location of the [OI]λ6300 emission line in one PA, a possible indicator of Seyfert or LINER
properties. By consulting line ratio diagnotics in Kewley et al. (2006), our measurements
match the characteristics of a Seyfert galaxy, which could explain the very high temperature
measurement, and could skew the metallicity calculation if the [OI] line is real.
For ELGs without a significant [OIII]4363 detection, we computed metallicities iter-
atively using the R23 diagnostic (Pagel et al., 1979), given by the ratio R23 = ([OII] +
[OIII])/Hβ. We tested the effectiveness of this method compared to the direct measurement
by calculating metallicities using both methods for the 14 objects where this was possible,
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and we found some significant disagreement in the results between the two, particularly at
low metallicity, as can be seen in Figure 19. This is not unusual: Kewley & Ellison (2008)
shows that different metallicity diagnostics can produce different measurements of oxygen
abundance with a scatter of up to 0.7 dex. However, Christensen et al. (2012) has demon-
strated that using an R23 calibration with a correction for the ionization parameter based on
the [OIII]/[OII] ratio (Pilyugin & Thuan, 2005) agreed well with direct metallicities of z ∼ 2
galaxies. To address this, we applied a new empirical R23 calibration with an [OIII]/[OII]
ratio correction, based on a sample of 800 "green pea" galaxies at 0.011 < z < 0.411 with
reliable direct metallicity measurements (Jiang et al., 2019). This new calibration reduced
the scatter between Te-derived metallicities and R23-derived metallicities, as can be seen in
Figure 19, demonstrating that we could obtain reliable metallicity measurements using R23.
Thus, we were able to add 8 additional objects to our metallicity sample via the calibrated
R23 method.
Error measurements for the metallicities are obtained via the propagation of the initial flux
errors through the electron temperature calculation combined with error introduced by the
extinction correction, and are reported at 1σ. Electron temperature errors are determined by
the errors of the line fluxes going into the [OIII] line ratio: [OIII]5007,4959 and [OIII]4363.
These are summarized in Table 14.
3.6 Results and Discussion
3.6.1 Mass-Metallicity Relation
We obtained stellar masses from the catalogs in Santini et al. (2015). Santini et al.
presented a series of mass catalogs derived from CANDELS photometry (UV to through
mid-IR in GOODS-S) and redshifts. The catalogs were computed using a variety of stellar
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Table 14: FIGS Te Metallicities
FIGS ID 12+Log(O/H) Log(M?) Log(Te/K) SFR(M/yr) z
950 7.81± 0.15 8.92 4.46± 0.09 0.71± 0.18 0.678
1016 8.25± 0.23 9.12 4.01± 0.10 0.17± 0.15 0.622
1103 8.17± 0.23 9.80 4.03± 0.06 0.59± 0.23 0.334
1171 7.52± 0.07 8.58 4.35± 0.09 0.76± 0.13 0.606
1295 8.19± 0.05 9.74 4.00± 0.08 1.41± 0.17 0.420
1299 8.31± 0.68 9.87 4.02± 0.13 0.59± 0.76 0.622
1392 8.19± 0.09 9.87 4.01± 0.08 3.18± 1.27 0.668
1689 7.41± 0.12 8.20 4.34± 0.08 0.65± 0.18 0.719
2168 7.53± 0.09 7.99 4.38± 0.05 0.12± 0.02 0.468
2378 8.09± 0.24 10.06 4.08± 0.05 2.92± 1.20 0.436
2517 8.13± 0.17 9.64 4.09± 0.07 5.99± 2.13 0.459
2560a 8.24± 0.11 9.88 4.51± 0.07 5.61± 1.01 0.738
2783 8.31± 0.79 7.88 4.03± 0.13 0.06± 0.13 0.532
4198 8.36± 0.06 10.44 4.00± 0.14 3.10± 0.39 0.669
For object coordinates and line fluxes, see the table in Appendix A. Stellar
mass error is ≤ 0.1 dex. See §3.6.1 for discussion.
a Object 2560 has possible indicators of being a Seyfert galaxy. See §3.5 for
details.
mass codes and a range of preferred modeling parameters. We considered only the mass
catalogs whose fits included contributions from nebular emission, which restricted our choice
to four of the mass catalogs presented by Santini et al. We use the mass values from one
of these, their 6aτNEB method, which is fit to BC03 templates (Bruzual & Charlot, 2003)
using a Chabrier Initial Mass Function (IMF) and includes the widest range of considered
metallicities out of the four methods that consider nebular emission in their SED fits. Santini
et al. do not provide individual estimates of the mass error, but they did investigate the
distributions of mass estimates as compared to the median masses from the list of mass
catalogs. They quantified the typical deviation from the median mass with the distribution’s
semi interquartile range, which they found to be usually less than 0.1 dex, giving a reasonable
upper bound on the mass uncertainty.
We matched the Santini et al. catalog with our 22 objects with Te or R23 metallicity
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measurements within an angular separation of 1 arsecond and confirmed that the CANDELS
redshifts provided by the Santini catalog matched the line-derived redshifts for the objects.
Then we produced a relation between the stellar mass and the gas-phase oxygen abundance
for the 14 objects with Te-derived metallicities, as can be seen in Figure 20. This subsample
has a median redshift of z = 0.614. We parameterize the FIGS mass-metallicity relation
with a quadratic function of the form
12 + log
(
O
H
)
= A+Bx+ Cx2 (3.6)
where x = log(M?/M)− 10. We use a Python function, curve-fit from the SciPy package
(Jones et al., 2001–), to perform a least squares fit of the FIGS data to this parameterization.
The MZ relation is best fitted by
12 + log
(
O
H
)
= 8.240 + 0.367x− 0.018x2 (3.7)
The 1σ errors in the parameters are determined from the diagonal of the covariance matrix,
which gives σA = 0.033, σB = 0.089, and σC = 0.051. We estimate the uncertainty in
the fit by performing a Monte Carlo simulation at each stellar mass in the range of the fit
(1000 points between log(M?/M) = 7.70 and 10.44), assuming a Gaussian distribution
around these errors. For each mass point, the fit parameters are sampled 10000 times, and
the standard deviation of the result is used to estimate the 1σ uncertainty in the fit. This is
represented by the shaded region in Figure 20.
3.6.2 Comparison with Other MZ Relations
Figure 20 shows the FIGS-MUSE mass-metallicity relation for the Te-measured objects
plotted alongside mass-metallicity relations from other surveys at similar redshift. Our
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Figure 20: The MZ relation between the stellar masses as measured by Santini et al. (2015)
and the gas-phase oxygen abundances for FIGS objects as measured by [OIII]λ4363 in
matching MUSE spectra. The FIGS objects are given by circles with errorbars in metallicity,
and are shaded by redshift, with a median of z = 0.614. The black line and contours
represent local SDSS galaxies as measured in Tremonti et al. (2004). The thick blue, solid
line represents the z ∼ 0.8 upper-branch R23 metallicities from Zahid et al. (2011), and the
red, dot-dash line represents the 0.4 < z < 1.0 upper-branchR23 metallicities from Savaglio
et al. (2005). The blue dashed line is the non-linear least squares fit to the FIGS objects,
using SciPy’s curve-fit function (See Equation 3.7 for parameters) (Jones et al., 2001–). The
blue shaded region is the 1σ uncertainty of the fit as measured from a Monte Carlo of the 1σ
uncertainties in the fit parameters.
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Figure 21: The relation between the stellar masses as measured by Santini et al. (2015) and
the gas-phase oxygen abundances as measured by [OIII]λ4363. The FIGS objects are given
by circles (direct metallicity measurement) and triangles (calibratedR23) with blue errorbars
in metallicity, and are shaded by redshift. The blue solid line represents the z ∼ 0.07 relation
for local galaxies described in Zahid et al. (2011); the purple dashed line represents the
z ∼ 0.07 direct-metallicity relation from Andrews & Martini (2013); the green dotted line
Erb et al. (2006) and the red dash-dot line Mannucci et al. (2009) represent R23-derived
relations at z = 2.2 and z = 3.1. The blue dashed line is the non-linear least squares fit to
the FIGS objects, using SciPy’s curve-fit function (See Equation 3.7 for parameters) (Jones
et al., 2001–). The blue shaded region is the 1σ uncertainty of the fit as measured from a
Monte Carlo of the 1σ uncertainties in the fit parameters.
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measurements are offset to lower metallicity by ∼ 0.6− 0.7 dex compared to these surveys.
The curve from Zahid et al. (2011) is fit from stacks of DEEP2 objects at z ∼ 0.8, for
which metallicities were derived using the R23 method. Zahid et al. (2011) notes that since
[NII]/Hα measurements were not available, they were unable to break the R23 degeneracy
and instead assume the metallicities lie on the R23 upper branch, though they observe that
this assumption breaks down atM? < 109M. Savaglio et al. (2005) derived an MZ relation
for 56 0.4 < z < 1.0 galaxies from the Gemini Deep Deep Survey and the Canada-France
Redshift Survey, also using the R23 upper branch for metallicity. As described in §3.5, when
we apply the R23 calculation to the 14 FIGS objects, both methods place all of them on the
low-Z branch, which is itself enough to alter the metallicity measurement by up to ∼1 dex,
enough to explain the offset in metallicity between the two surveys.
A more “direct” MZ comparison can be made from the Andrews & Martini (2013)
(hereafter AM13) result, shown in Figure 21 as a purple dashed curve. The AM13 MZ
relation is derived from stacks of direct-method metallicity calculations of local SDSS
galaxies at z = 0.07. The direct-metallicity FIGS measurements are denoted by circles and
the calibrated-R23 measurements denoted by triangles. Despite also using the [OIII]4363 Te
method, AM13 find higher metallicities than we find, with a median metallicity offset of
+0.65 dex.
3.6.3 Discussion of the Offset
In this section, we examine possible causes for the low-metallicity offset of our sample.
3.6.3.1 Redshift
In Figures 20 and 21, the FIGS points are colored according to the line-centroid-derived
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redshift, but no significant trend in redshift emerges from among these 14 ELGs. This agrees
with the results of Savaglio et al. (2005), who also found no significant redshift evolution in
metallicity in their sample at a similar redshift range.
The median redshift in the AM13 sample is z = 0.07, with a maximum of z = 0.25. This
is lower than the minimum redshift in the FIGS sample (z = 0.371), and the median redshift
in the FIGS Te-derived sample is z = 0.614. Previous surveys (Maiolino et al., 2008; Zahid
et al., 2013) suggest the metallicity evolution from z = 0 to z ∼ 0.8 is roughly 0.1-0.2 dex
at a given stellar mass. This is not large enough to account for the offset between FIGS and
AM13, though possibly the R23 measurements used by the previous surveys underestimate
this evolution. This offset does allow for the FIGS objects to fall within the scatter of the
metal-poor galaxies in the AM13 sample.
Jones et al. (2015) selected a sample of 32 DEEP2 galaxies with [OIII]4363
emission at z ∼ 0.8 from which they calculated gas-phase metallicities in the range
7.8 < 12 + log(O/H) < 8.4. They do not include a mass-metallicity relation, but most of
the FIGS objects have metallicities that are consistent with this metallicity range to within
the 1σ error. Of the three objects with significantly lower measured metallicity, only one is
at a redshift at the higher end of the sample redshift (z = 0.719), and thus at a comparable
redshift to the Jones sample, and all three are at relatively low mass.
3.6.3.2 IMF
Inconsistency in the IMF used to derive stellar masses for different studies can produce
offsets in stellar mass, which in turn would affect the MZ Relation. Masses for the Zahid
et al. (2011) relation were also calculated using a Chabrier IMF, while the Savaglio et al.
(2005) relation uses masses with an IMF derived by Baldry & Glazebrook (2003) that
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produces masses 1.2 times smaller than Kroupa. A calculation of IMF offsets (Zahid et al.,
2012) suggests an offset of +0.03 dex between Kroupa-derived and Chabrier-derived stellar
masses, and an offset of -0.07 dex between Chabrier masses and those used in Savaglio et al.
(2005). The Andrews & Martini (2013) relation used masses derived from a Kroupa IMF,
which should result in a +0.03 mass offset compared to the Chabrier masses used in the
FIGS relation. These offsets are all comparable to the < 0.1 dex scatter in stellar masses in
the Sanders et al. (2015) catalogs, and are much too small to explain the metallicity offset.
3.6.3.3 Contributions of Multiple HII Regions
Another explanation for the low metallicities we measure is the possibility that the lines
we detect are dominated by emission from particularly extreme regions within the galaxy.
An HII region with an especially low metallicity and large electron temperature could
produce stronger [OIII]4363 emission for that region. In a small galaxy, the flux from such
a region could dominate compared to flux from milder regions, resulting in that region’s
low metallicity measurement reducing the overall metallicity measurement for the galaxy
(Sanders et al., 2017). This could perhaps explain the extremely low metallicities of the
lowest-mass objects, but does not account for the lower M-Z relation overall.
3.6.3.4 Selection Effects, Line Emission, and Star Formation
In Figure 21, we have also included the FIGS objects with calibrated R23 metallicities
(see §3.5), denoted by triangles. There continues to be no significant redshift evolution,
as these new, higher-z objects tend to have higher metallicity. This is likely a selection
effect: the highest redshift objects are also exclusively R23-calibrated. This means that there
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cannot have been a detected [OIII]4363 line, which itself implies possibly lower [OIII]4363
emission, which in turn implies a higher metallicity for the objects in the calibration sample.
Furthermore, these objects are typically fainter, resulting in larger flux errors which contribute
to broader error bounds on the metallicities. The high-z objects are still consistent with
the possible range of the MZ fit, and there are a few objects in the R23 sample where we
measure low metallicities comparable to what we measure with [OIII]4363. This means
that [OIII]4363 selection alone cannot fully account for the metallicity offsets, and so lends
support to the findings in Xia et al. (2012), which suggest that emission line strength itself is
an indicator of low metallicity.
More recently, Amorín et al. (2017) find a sample of 2.4 < z < 3.5 galaxies with
7.4 < 12 + log(O/H) < 7.7 using strong UV emission lines. They find low metallicities
consistently across a broad range of stellar masses, up to log(M?/M) = 9.8. Their sample
also shows indicators of recent star formation, suggesting a link between star formation
and metallicity somewhat independent of the stellar mass. We explore the effects of star
formation for the FIGS objects in the following section.
3.6.4 SFR and the Fundamental Metallicity Relation
We calculate the star formation rate (SFR) for the 14 objects with direct-measurement
metallicities based on the line flux conversion given in Kennicutt (1998)
SFR(Myear−1) = 7.9 · 10−42L(Hα)(erg s−1) (3.8)
using the extinction-correctedHα line flux. The SFR error is estimated based on the line flux
error. The metallicity as a function of SFR is shown in Figure 22, along with a non-linear
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Figure 22: The gas-phase metallicity of the FIGS objects as a function of the SFR. The dashed
line shows the non-linear least-squares fit, which shows a trend of increasing metallicity
with increasing SFR.
fit. This shows a trend of metallicity increasing with the SFR. In Figure 23, we plot the
gas-phase metallicity versus the Specific Star Formation Rate (SSFR), which is the SFR per
stellar mass, as well as the fit of the FIGS objects. This shows a slight trend of declining
metallicity with increased SSFR, with the lowest metallicity (and smallest mass) galaxies
having SSFR > 10−9 yr−1. Ellison et al. (2008) has shown a relation where metallicity
is lower for galaxies with higher SSFR at a given stellar mass, with a metallicity offset of
up to 0.15 dex at the lowest stellar masses (M? ∼ 108.5M in their study). This suggests
that the large SSFR we observe in several of the FIGS objects could be a driver for the
low-metallicity offset compared to other mass-metallicity relations. If this is the case, it
likely has implications for how star formation interacts with the nebular gas. There are two
plausible scenarios. First, inflows of circumgalactic gas could both bring lower-metallicity
gas into the galaxy and trigger new star formation, producing strong line emission in the
metal-deficient medium around the new stars. Alternatively, recent star formation in a galaxy
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Figure 23: The gas-phase metallicity as a function of the specific star formation rate (SSFR).
The dashed line shows the non-linear least-squares fit of the FIGS points.
produces strong stellar winds and supernovae, which could cause outflows that push the
most metal-enriched gas out of the galaxy. In either case, increased star formation would
show a clear link with measuring reduced metallicity in a galaxy’s nebular gas.
Further investigation of the relationship between these parameters is needed. Mannucci
et al. (2010) refers to the dependence of the gas-phase metallicity on stellar mass and the
SFR as the Fundamental Metallicity Relation, for which they obtain the projection
12 + log
(
O
H
)
= log
(
M?
M
)
− 0.32 · log(SFR). (3.9)
This projection, derived from a sample of SDSS z = 0.07 − 0.30 ELGs which had
an Hα S/N > 25, minimizes the scatter in metallicity around the relation. Mannucci et
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al. also find good agreement with the FMR and this projection for galaxies up to z = 2.5.
We calculated this projected FMR for the FIGS galaxies with SFR, plotted in Figure 24,
to see how well our results match this relation. The FIGS 14 objects follow the trend of
the lower FMR, but sit lower on the plot due to their lower metallicities. This is perhaps
partially accounted for by the differences between direct and R23 metallicity measurements
as described in §3.6.1, though the metallicities used in Mannucci et al. were derived from
either R23 or from the [NII]λ6584/Hα ratio. Mannucci et al. estimates a 0.09 dex offset in
metallicity between these two methods, making the magnitude of the offset from R23 and
direct measurements difficult to determine. Figure 24 also shows a difference in the range of
values for theM?-SFR axis, with the Mannucci sample occupying a higher range of values
than the FIGS sample. This is due to differences in stellar mass between the two samples.
While the FIGS objects span a range of SFR similar to that seen in Mannucci et al., theM?
values are lower, and we do not know how well Mannucci’s projection reduces scatter at
lower stellar mass.
We also tried comparing our results to the Fundamental Plane of Metallicity (FPZ)
derived by Hunt et al. (2016) using the Metallicity Evolution and Galaxy Assembly (MEGA)
data set. Hunt et al. attempted to derive a fundamental relation between metallicity, mass,
and SFR from a large set of galaxies with a wide range of properties and redshifts, including
a variety of methods for measuring the metallicity (the direct method among them, but not
predominantly so). With this data set, Hunt et al. performed a Principal Component Analysis
to derive a plane relating the three variables:
12 + log
(
O
H
)
= −0.14 log(SFR) + 0.37 log
(
M?
M
)
+ 4.82 (3.10)
In Figure 25, we plotted the FIGS objects on this plane. The blue line gives the one-to-one
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correspondence given by Equation 3.10, with the shaded region providing the σ = 0.16
scatter from Hunt et al.’s narrowest residual distribution. The FIGS points lie systematically
below this, though within the total scatter of MEGA objects around it. The dashed and
dot-dashed lines show linear fits to the FIGS points: the red (dashed) line allows both
parameters of the linear fit to move freely, while the purple (dot-dash) line assumes the same
slope as the one-to-one correspondence and only lets the y-intercept vary. This produces an
overall metallicity offset of ∼ 0.3 dex. The linear fit demonstrates that the higher-metallicity
FIGS ELGs are actually fairly consistent with 1σ range of the FPZ measure, and that the
lowest-metallicity objects are the ones driving the offset.
This all suggests that our sample of galaxies with direct metallicity measurements
includes some uniquely low-mass, low-metallicity objects.
3.7 Conclusions
By using near-infrared spectroscopy from FIGS, we were able to identify 71 ELGs in the
GS1/HUDF field, primarily through the identification of Hα, [OIII]λ5007, and [OII]λ3727
emitters in the redshift range of 0.3 < z < 2.0. We were able to confirm 41 out of the 71
(∼ 58%) by identifying complementary lines in matching optical data, either with ACS
grism spectroscopy from the previous GRAPES survey, or from new MUSE-VLT optical
spectroscopy. We measure line fluxes down to a sensitivity of 10−17 ergs cm−2 s−1 in FIGS
and ∼ 3 · 10−19 ergs cm−2 s−1 from MUSE-VLT.
Out of these objects, we found 14 for which we were able to measure the auroral
[OIII]4363 emission line in MUSE optical spectra with a S/N ratio of at least 3, with
a redshift range of 0.3 < z < 0.8 and with stellar masses down to 107.9M. We used these
measurements to calculate the gas-phase metallicity via the electron temperature, and from
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Figure 24: The gas-phase metallicity as a function of the Fundamental Metallicity Relation
(FMR), as given by Mannucci et al. (2010). The Mannucci relation is shown by the red solid
line, with the FIGS points in green. The blue dashed line gives the non-linear least-squares
fit of the FIGS points.
this we produced a mass-metallicity relation. When compared to MZ relations at similar
redshifts, we find a significant offset to lower metallicity. We examined several possible
causes for the offset, and find that redshift evolution does not account for the difference
in metallicity. The offset can be only partially explained by differences with this metal-
licity derivation method compared to the more common R23 method, as previously seen
in Andrews & Martini (2013); Sanders et al. (2016). Selecting [OIII]4363 line emitters
does select for lower metallicity in general, but with a new R23 calibration we found other
galaxies at similarly low metallicity, so selection effects alone cannot account for the differ-
ence. To further explore the metallicity offset, we determined the SFR, SSFR, and FMR
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Figure 25: This plot shows the 14 direct-method FIGS objects plotted using the Fundamental
Plane of Metallicity formulation from Hunt et al. (2016). The blue line shows the one-to-one
correlation of metallicity to combined mass and SFR around which the formulation was
based. The FIGS points are in green, and the dashed red line represents the simple linear
fit to the FIGS data. The dot-dashed purple line shows the linear fit to the FIGS data if the
slope is fixed to match the Hunt correlation. This results in a metallicity offset of 0.28.
for the sample. We find a trend between metallicity and SSFR, showing that the low-mass,
low-metallicity FIGS objects have a large SSFR and are low-metallicity outliers in attempts
to find a fundamental relationship between these parameters. This suggests that recent star
formation is connected to inflows or outflows of nebular gas, leading to the measurement of
low-metallicity gas in the galaxy. The existence of such outliers shows the need for further
spectroscopic analysis of low-mass galaxies, which may be host to significant activity well
after the universal peak of star formation at z ' 2.
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Chapter 4
A CATALOG OF EMISSION-LINE GALAXIES: STUDYING ENVIRONMENTAL
INFLUENCE ON STAR FORMATION
4.1 Abstract
We present a catalog of 208 0.3 < z < 2.1 Emission Line Galaxies (ELG) selected from
1D slitless spectroscopy obtained using Hubble’s WFC3 G102 grism, as part of the Faint
Infrared Grism Survey (FIGS). We identify ELG candidates by searching for significant
peaks in all continuum-subtracted G102 spectra, and confirm candidates via emission lines in
matching spectra, published spectroscopic redshifts, and photometric redshifts. We provide
derived emission line fluxes and errors, redshifts, and equivalent widths (EW) for Hα λ6563,
[OIII]λλ4959, 5007, and [OII]λλ3727 emission lines, for emission line galaxies down to
AB(F105W) > 28 and > 10−17 erg cm−2 s−1 line flux. We use the resulting line catalog to
investigate a possible relationship between line emission and a galaxy’s environment. We
use nearest-neighbor distances to investigate the typical surroundings of ELGs compared to
non-ELGs, and we find that [OIII] emitters are preferentially found at intermediate galaxy
densities near galaxy groups. We characterize these ELGs in terms of the galaxy specific star
formation rate (SSFR) versus stellar mass, and find no significant influence of environment
on that relation. We calculate star formation rates (SFR), and find no dependence of SFR
on local galaxy surface density for 0.3 < z < 0.8 Hα emitters and for 0.8 < z < 1.3 [OIII]
emitters. We find similar rates of close-pair interaction between ELGs and non-ELGs. These
findings suggest that environmental factors do not have a consistent impact on inducing star
formation.
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4.2 Introduction
The detection and measurement of nebular line emission in galaxies has long been a
useful tool in the study of galaxy evolution. Hydrogen recombination lines, such as Hα λ6563
and Hβ λ4861, and forbidden transitions in ionized oxygen, such as [OIII]λλ4959, 5007 and
[OII]λ3727, can be used to measure a galaxy’s recent star formation (Kennicutt, 1998), its
gas-phase composition (Kobulnicky & Zaritsky, 1999), and dust extinction (Calzetti et al.,
1994), among other properties. Furthermore, the spectroscopic identification of an emission
line enables the measurement of a galaxy’s redshift with much higher precision than is
achievable with methods relying on broadband photometry alone, even with relatively low-
resolution slitless spectroscopy or narrowband photometry (Xu et al., 2007; Xia et al., 2011;
Ferreras et al., 2014; Pharo et al., 2018). Measurements of fundamental galaxy properties
like luminosity, as well as assessments of a galaxy’s interactions with nearby galaxies and
their environments, rely in part on this measure of distance.
Another key aspect of the study of galaxy evolution is the potential influence of a galaxy’s
surrounding environment on its development, particularly in how it relates to star formation.
In the local universe, red, passive galaxies are associated with overdensities, while blue
galaxies with active star formation (of which line emission is an indicator) are more likely
found in low-density environments and dark matter halos (Dressler, 1980; Balogh et al.,
2004; Kauffmann et al., 2004) and in galaxies with lower stellar mass (Pasquali et al., 2009).
At higher redshift, the picture is less clear, with some studies matching the local result
(Patel et al., 2009), while others find a weak star formation dependence on environment
(Grützbauch et al., 2011; Scoville et al., 2013). Elbaz et al. (2007); Cooper et al. (2008);
Tran et al. (2010) find that star formation activity correlates with density at high redshift,
and Sobral et al. (2011) and Darvish et al. (2014) report an increase in star formation at
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intermediate density, potentially associated with groups or filaments rather than rich clusters.
In order to make clearer sense of this picture, further studies capable of accurately measuring
both local environments and star formation are needed. The identification of line emission
in galaxies can achieve this purpose.
Emission line galaxies (ELGs) can be detected in several ways. In principle, the most
straightforward method is the use of ground-based spectroscopy, but this is not always
practical for the faintest objects, requiring some pre-selection of targets and spectral features.
Another common approach is the use of narrowband photometric surveys (e.g., Boroson
et al., 1993; Rhoads et al., 2001; Geach et al., 2008; Sobral et al., 2011, 2012; Coughlin
et al., 2018), which detect emission lines by measuring the flux excess between narrowband
photometry and nearby broadband photometry. This method is useful for obtaining a large
number of detections, but these detections are limited to a narrow redshift window defined
by the width of the narrowband.
A third approach for ELG detection is the use of low-resolution, slitless spectroscopy.
Recent surveys have made use of the Hubble Space Telescope’s (HST) ACS (APPLES,
Pasquali et al., 2003; GRAPES, Pirzkal et al.; Malhotra et al.; Rhoads et al., 2004; PEARS,
Pirzkal et al.; Rhoads et al., 2009), Wide-Field Camera 3 (WFC3) G102 (WISP, Atek et al.,
2010; GLASS, Treu et al., 2015; FIGS, Pirzkal et al., 2018), and G141 (WISP, Atek et al.,
2010; GLASS, Treu et al., 2015; 3D-HST, Momcheva et al., 2016) grisms to identify ELGs
over a broad redshift range (0 < z < 7.5) and without a pre-selection of targets that might
exclude continuum-faint sources (Rhoads et al., 2013; Tilvi et al., 2016; Larson et al., 2018).
In the Faint Infrared Grism Survey (FIGS; Pirzkal et al., 2017), we apply this approach
with deep WFC3 G102 observations taken at multiple position angles in order to maximize
emission line sensitivity, minimize spectral contamination, and more accurately measure
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the central wavelengths of emission lines (Xu et al., 2007; Straughn et al., 2008, 2009; Xia
et al., 2011, 2012; Pirzkal et al., 2013).
The FIGS grism data therefore provides an opportunity to study how an ELG’s emission
properties relate to its environment. First, the slitless grism selection enables the unbiased
detection of continuum-faint ELGs, which can be used for a study of star formation in the
FIGS fields. Second, grism studies have shown that the combination of grism spectroscopy
with broadband photometry can significantly improve photometric redshift accuracy (Ryan
et al., 2007; Brammer et al., 2012; Pharo et al., 2018), and that these improved redshift
catalogs can be used to better identify and study galaxy overdensities (Pharo et al., 2018).
With FIGS data, we can then measure emission lines and star formation rates (SFRs) across
a broad redshift range, and evaluate their local environments using improved grism redshifts.
In this paper, we present a catalog of emission line galaxies derived from an automated
search of 1D slitless spectra from FIGS obtained with HST’s WFC3 G102 grism. In this
catalog, we list the line fluxes, redshifts, and observed equivalent widths (EW) for 208 strong-
line (Hα, [OIII]λλ5007, 4959, and [OII]λ3727) emitters in a redshift range of 0.3 < z < 2.1.
We then combine this catalog with a previous study of overdensities in the FIGS fields to study
ELG properties as a function of their local galaxy environment. In §4.3, we briefly describe
the FIGS data collection and reduction, as well as the sources of additional spectra we used to
supplement our study. In §4.4, we detail our search methods for identifying and confirming
ELG candidates in 1D spectra. In §4.5, we describe our line flux measurements, present
the final ELG catalog, and summarize its properties. In §4.6, we study these properties as
functions of the local environment and stellar mass. For this paper we will use H0 = 67.3
km s−1 Mpc−1 and ΩM = 0.315, ΩΛ = 0.685 (Planck Collaboration et al., 2014). All
magnitudes are given in the AB system (Oke & Gunn, 1983).
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4.3 Survey Description and Data
4.3.1 FIGS Observations
The Faint Infrared Grism Survey (FIGS, HST Cycle 22, PID:13779, PI S. Malhotra) used
the HST WFC3-G102 infrared grism (see Figure 26) to obtain deep slitless spectroscopy
of ∼ 6000 galaxies. FIGS achieved 40-orbit depth in 4 fields, designated GN1, GN2, GS1
(HUDF), and GS2 (HDF-PAR2). Objects in each field were observed in 5 different 8-orbit
position angles (PAs) in order to mitigate the contamination of spectra from overlapping
spectra from nearby objects. Each PA covers a 2.05’x2.27’ field of view. The total area of
coverage over all fields is 17.7 square arcminutes.
4.3.2 Spectral Extraction and Properties
In this paper, we used 1D spectra which were generated using the methods described
in Pirzkal et al. (2017). Here we briefly summarize this process. We reduced FIGS data
in a manner that loosely follows the method used for GRAPES and PEARS, the previous
deep HST grism surveys (Pirzkal et al., 2004; Malhotra et al., 2005; Xu et al., 2007; Rhoads
et al., 2009; Straughn et al., 2009; Xia et al., 2012; Pirzkal et al., 2013). First, we generated
a master catalog of sources from deep CANDELS survey mosaics in the F850LP filter in
ACS and the F125W and F160W filters in WFC3 (approximately the z, J, and H bands;
Grogin et al., 2011; Koekemoer et al., 2011). We astrometrically corrected the data to match
the absolute astrometry of the GOODS V2.0 catalogs. We estimated the background levels
of the grism observations by using a two-component model, which included a constant
Zodiacal light background as well as a varying He i light background. To generate the
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individual spectra, we used a Simulation Based Extraction (SBE) approach that accounts for
spectral contamination from overlapping spectra, as well as allowing the use of an optimal
extraction approach (Horne, 1986) when generating 1D spectra from 2D spectra. We refer
the reader to Pirzkal et al. (2017) for a complete description of these processes. We initially
extracted all sources down to a continuum level of F105W < 30 mag. When the extractions
were complete, we had an average of ∼ 1700 spectra per field, with a typical 3σ continuum
detection limit ofmF105W = 26 mag and an emission line sensitivity of 10−17 erg cm−2 s−1.
The middle panel of Figure 26 shows the throughput curve for the G102 grism compared
to other spectral and broadband curves. We restricted use of the G102 spectra to wavelengths
between 8500 and 11500 Å, where the grism throughput is greater than 20%.
4.3.3 Additional Spectral Data
4.3.3.1 MUSE/VLT
For the GS1/HUDF FIGS field, we supplemented our infrared FIGS spectra with
deep archival high-resolution optical IFU spectra taken with the Multi-Unit Spectroscopic
Explorer (MUSE) instrument (Bacon et al., 2010) from the Very Large Telescope (VLT).
This expands the available spectroscopic wavelength coverage for the GS1 field consid-
erably, enabling confirmation of detected emission lines in FIGS via the identification
of complementary emission lines at optical wavelengths, even for many faint sources.
We used the publicly available IFU spectra from the MUSE Hubble Ultra Deep Survey
(Bacon et al., 2017), a mosaic of nine 1× 1 arcmin2 MUSE fields in the HUDF. In order
to extract spectra for emission-line objects in our sample, we first used the known sky
coordinates for each object in FIGS to find RA-Dec matches in the MUSE data. At
each wavelength slice, we placed a 2 arsecond aperture centered on the object, which
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Figure 26: The top panel shows the spectrum of an example ELG from FIGS at z=1.098,
with spectra from MUSE/VLT (blue), the HST WFC3 G102 grism (green), and the G141
grism (red). The y-axis for this panel is Fλ. The middle panel gives the throughput curves
for each spectrograph, normalized to the maximum throughput of each. The lower panel
shows the throughput curves for HST photometric bands at comparable wavelengths. In
this example, [OIII]λλ4959,5007 are detected in the FIGS G102 spectrum, with Hα+[NII]
detected in G141, and [OII]3727 detected in MUSE/VLT.
we determined was able to capture the total flux from most line-emitting sources at the
redshifts considered. Then, we generated 1D spectra for the matched objects by summing
up the flux within the aperture at each wavelength, across the entire MUSE wavelength
range (see Figure 26 for the MUSE wavelength coverage compared to WFC3 G102). This
produced a catalog of extracted FIGS candidate spectra from the reduced MUSE datacube.
The MUSE data wavelength coverage extends from 4752 Å to 9347 Å with a spectral
resolution of 2.3 Å, though the sensitivity begins to drop off at wavelengths lower than
5000 Å, and at wavelengths higher than 9200 Å, the noise from sky emission begins to
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dominate, so we restrict our usage of the MUSE spectra to between these wavelengths.
MUSE has a 3σ line sensitivity of ∼ 3 · 10−19 erg cm−2 s−1, and thus should detect lines
of strength comparable to or even considerably less than the lines found in FIGSG102 spectra.
4.3.3.2 IDs from GRAPES
In the GS1/HUDF field, we were also able to make use of line identifications from the
Grism ACS Program for Extragalactic Science (GRAPES) (Xu et al., 2007), which used the
G800L grism from HST ACS, a low-resolution (40 Å per pixel at 8000 Å) optical grism.
Xu et al. (2007) were able to identify lines from ∼ 6000 Å to ∼ 9500 Å, a similar region
of coverage to VLT/MUSE. This enabled us to search for complementary optical lines for
FIGS sources while simultaneously confirming some ELGs from GRAPES.
4.3.3.3 G141 Grism Data
In the other FIGS fields (GN1, GN2, GS2), we also made use of archival WFC3 G141
grism spectra collected in HST proposal 13266 fromWISPS (Atek et al., 2010) and 3D-HST
(Brammer et al., 2012). Inclusion of this data effectively extended the FIGS spectral coverage
out to ∼ 1.7 micron. The additional G141 spectra are not as deep as the FIGS G102 data,
with > 90% completeness down to J< 24 mag (Ryan, 2013). They also have lower spectral
resolution than the WFC3 G102 spectra (46.5 Å per pixel at 14000 Å) and thus were of
limited use for candidate confirmation, but they allowed for the detection of strong line
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emission in some objects.
4.3.3.4 Spectroscopic Redshifts
We assembled compilations of published high-quality spectroscopic redshifts (spec-zs)
in the GOODS-N and CDFS fields (N. Hathi, private communication). These fields are
well-studied, and the existence of independent spectroscopy allowed us to confirm the
emission-line-derived redshifts (and thus, the identified emission line) of some of our
brighter sources. Many of the published spec-z catalogs included quality designations
distinguishing the reliability of different spectra. The exact scales of quality used differed
somewhat between surveys, but we generally used only those results deemed “good" or
better by the original survey. Our compilations included spec-zs from Wirth et al. (2004),
Malhotra et al. (2005), Grazian et al. (2006), Pasquali et al. (2006), Reddy et al. (2006),
Ravikumar et al. (2007), Barger et al. (2008), Hathi et al. (2008), Straughn et al. (2008),
Vanzella et al. (2008), Wuyts et al. (2008), Ferreras et al. (2009), Hathi et al. (2009), Rhoads
et al. (2009), Straughn et al. (2009), Vanzella et al. (2009), Wuyts et al. (2009), Balestra
et al. (2010), Silverman et al. (2010), Yoshikawa et al. (2010), Cooper et al. (2011), Xue
et al. (2011), Cooper et al. (2012), Ono et al. (2012), Finkelstein et al. (2013), Kurk et al.
(2013), Le Fèvre et al. (2013), Pirzkal et al. (2013), Trump et al. (2013), Song et al. (2014),
Kriek et al. (2015), Le Fèvre et al. (2015), Morris et al. (2015), Wirth et al. (2015), Trump
et al. (2015), Momcheva et al. (2016), Herenz et al. (2017), Inami et al. (2017), and McLure
et al. (2018).
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4.4 Emission Line Identification Methods
4.4.1 Search for ELG Candidates
We conducted a blind search for ELGs among the FIGS 1D spectra. Because we obtained
our infrared spectra via slitless grism spectroscopy, there was no pre-selection of ELG
candidates before the search via the placement of slits or by broadband magnitude cutoffs.
This had the advantage of enabling the detection of ELGswith potentially very low continuum
levels, and so might allow for the identification and study of smaller and/or fainter galaxies
with nebular line emission. However, this did require an efficient method for selecting ELG
candidates from the total sample of FIGS spectra. In order to search the ∼ 6000 FIGS
spectra for emission lines, we developed a code to automatically search for and identify
significant peaks in a 1D spectrum.
First, the level of the continuum flux had to be estimated at each wavelength element in
the 1D spectrum. To measure this, we used a median-flux filter, which assumes a prospective
line width and calculates the local continuum from the median flux outside that line width,
in wavelength regions on either side of the line. A given wavelength λ0 is taken to be the
center of a potential line. The potential line flux is measured as all the flux contained within
a line width 2∆λ1, so that the algorithm defines the potential line as the region covered by
λ0 −∆λ1 < λ < λ0 + ∆λ1 (4.1)
Then the code estimates the nearby continuum by looking at regions to either side of the line
with width ∆λ2. The nearby continuum is defined then as the regions contained in
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(λ0 −∆λ1)−∆λ2 < λ < (λ0 −∆λ1) and (λ0 + ∆λ1) < λ < (λ+ ∆λ1) + ∆λ2 (4.2)
The algorithm then takes the median flux of the wavelength pixels constrained by Equation
4.2 as an estimate of the local continuum around the hypothetical line, and subtracts this flux
from the flux at λ0 in order to obtain the continuum-subtracted or residual flux at that point. If
there is a line present at λ0, this method allows for measurement of the level of the continuum
without influence from the line flux. The code takes the standard deviation among this set of
fluxes as an estimate of the flux error at λ0. The algorithm repeats this process, iterating
over each wavelength element in a given spectrum, estimating the continuum flux at that
wavelength, and subtracting it. See Figure 27 for an example continuum-subtracted spectrum.
We were able to best minimize false detections while retaining real ones with 2∆λ1 = 122.5
Å and ∆λ2 = 147 Å, based on tests of variable ∆λ1 and ∆λ2 with a preliminary subsample
of ELGs with matching spectroscopic redshifts.
After the spectrum is continuum-subtracted, the code calculates the signal-to-noise ratio
(S/N ) at eachwavelength with the residual flux and the flux error, oncemore iterating through
the list of wavelength elements. The sum of the fluxes constrained by Equation 4.1 determines
the hypothetical line signal, and the estimated flux errors added in quadrature measure the
noise of the hypothetical line. After this calculation is complete for all wavelengths, the
algorithm identifies the location with maximum line S/N in the spectrum. If S/N > 5,
we fit a Gaussian at the central wavelength element from which we obtain a measure of
the continuum-subtracted integrated line flux. The code then subtracts the fit line from the
residual flux spectrum and checks the next-highest S/N . If the S/N ratio still exceeds 5,
the routine repeats until the peak S/N ratio is below the detection threshold.
We run this routine on the individual PA spectra in each field, and record all instances
of S/N > 5. If the code finds a peak in at least two PAs with centroids at the same or
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adjacent wavelength elements (24.5 Å in either direction), it declares a detection. Lower
S/N thresholds produced numerous false positives, so we used the S/N > 5 cutoff to
maintain a more robust sample. We avoided using simultaneous fits of all PAs in order to
avoid including contaminated PAs in a combined significance measurement. With individual
PA fits, contaminated detections could more easily be identified and removed. After running
the routine over all galaxies in the field, the list of detections forms an ELG candidate list.
4.4.2 Line Identification and Confirmation
Once we had obtained lists of candidate detections for each field, we next attempted
to identify the type of emission line detected in each spectrum. First, we matched the
candidate lists to our photometric redshift (photo-z) catalog (Pharo et al., 2018) and assigned
a preliminary line ID based on the likely redshift. For the purposes of this result, we focused
on three strong line IDs that could be robustly detected at FIGS resolution and sensitivity:
Hαλ6563, [OIII]λλ4959,5007, and [OII]λ3727. We did this because these lines typically
have the strongest emission, and therefore can be detected robustly, and because they are
common features of star-forming galaxies. Hβ4861 could theoretically be resolved and
detected alongside [OIII], but was typically faint enough that it was difficult to detect at a
significant level. Other FIGS studies have looked at Lyα line emission at higher redshifts
(Tilvi et al., 2016; Larson et al., 2018).
After the preliminary photo-z identification, we sought to confirm the existence and
type of the line by checking the detection against ancillary data. The most straightforward
way to do this was to check for other emission lines. Since the wavelength ratio between
a given pair of emission lines is invariant across redshift, the detection of two strong lines
is a useful check. For eight candidates, two strong lines were measured in the FIGS G102
spectra alone, and for 59 others we identified pairs by checking matched ACS, MUSE/VLT,
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Figure 27: The continuum-subtracted 1D spectrum of one position angle of one FIGS ELG:
ID GS1-2375. This figure shows a snapshot of the continuum-subtraction and line-finding
routine. The routine identifies a “test line" region with a given pixel width, shown here as
the region contained within the solid vertical lines. Next the routine uses the pixels between
the solid lines and the dashed lines to estimate the local continuum flux, and subtracts that
flux from the test line. Then the routine estimates the S/N ratio of the continuum-subtracted
test line, and if the ratio surpasses the 5σ threshold, it reports a possible detection. This
process iterates over each wavelength element in the spectrum.
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and G141 spectra (described in §4.3.3). This most commonly involved finding Hα-[OIII]
and [OIII]-[OII] pairs. Occasionally, we were able to identify another spectral feature, such
as a strong 4000 Å break, in order to confirm the redshift. We note that while finding a
matching line can confirm a line detection, not finding a matching line does not necessarily
mean the detection is false, since the true relative line strengths are not known ahead of time.
The matching line may be sufficiently weaker than the FIGS line, or the matching spectra
sufficiently shallow, such that the matching line is not detected.
If matching spectra were not available, or a strong line was not identified, we next checked
for a matching spectroscopic redshift (spec-z). If a spec-z assigned the line peak-wavelength
a restframe wavelength that matched an emission line within the wavelength range of a FIGS
grism element, we assigned the line the spec-z ID. If neither matching lines nor spec-z IDs
were available, then we let the photo-z identification stand.
In each field, there were a handful of objects with a significant detection but no good
redshift measurement. These were almost all very continuum faint (F105W > 27.5 mag)
objects, which both reduced the availability of broadband fluxes to use for redshift fits and
made the spectra more susceptible to contamination from nearby sources. Consequently,
most of these candidates were removed through visual inspection, leaving four likely ELGs
with no redshift: GS1-1062, GS2-532, GS2-838, and GS2-1624.
With the lines identified, we compared our results to the line list derived from Pirzkal
et al. (2018), a study of FIGS strong line emitters using a distinct identification method
with FIGS 2D spectra. In this paper, we do an independent selection and measurement of
ELGs so as not to bias the findings of different search methods. However, we have compared
our line candidates with those found in Pirzkal et al. (2018) and find them to be in close
agreement, with a 90% match in identifications. A complete match would have been highly
unlikely, as the methods have different strengths. The 2D method likely performs better at
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identifying broader lines that are wider than the median filter used with the 1D search. The
1D method can detect lines with fewer PAs and nearer the edges of the field.
4.5 Flux Catalog
With a robust ELG list, we next systematically fit the strong emission lines in order to
obtain flux measurements and more precise line centers (and therefore redshifts). To do
this, we used a combined Gaussian fit to the line and power-law fit to the local continuum,
using a Python coding package called lmfit (Newville et al., 2014). The peak-finding routine
(§4.4.1) provided first estimates for the wavelength of the line center and the flux level of the
nearby continuum. We restricted the possible wavelength of the line center allowed by the
fit to only vary by the width of one grism element in either direction from this initial guess.
For the Hα line, the nearby [NII]λλ6548,6584 lines are blended with Hα in the G102
grism, so that our recorded Hα fluxes are actually the combined fluxes of these three lines.
Faisst et al. (2018) have derived an empirical estimate of the [NII]/Hα ratio in G102 as a
function of redshift and stellar mass for 0 < z < 2.7 and 8.5 < log(M?/M) < 11.0. This
empirical relation gives a fractional flux ranging from 5% to 45%. For the [OIII]λλ4959,5007
lines, we simultaneously fit two Gaussians and the continuum, with an additional restriction
that the flux ratio of the two Gaussians match the theoretical intensity ratio of 2.98 for the
two lines derived in Storey & Zeippen (2000). The [OII]λλ3727, 3729 doublet is too close
to be resolved separately in FIGS spectra, and so is measured and reported together.
We ran this fitting procedure on each strong line in each PA that yielded a detection, and
we averaged the fits for each line to obtain a final observed flux measurement. To get the
flux error, we first estimated the error of the flux of each pixel from the standard deviation in
the flux of the nearby continuum pixels. Then we propagated these errors with the line fit to
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produce the total error for the integrated line flux. This method typically produced a larger
and more realistic flux error than relying on the derived error of the fit parameters, which
was often artificially small resulting from the constraints on the fit.
We summarize the median properties of each type of strong line-emitter in Table 15. We
give the full emission line catalog, including individual line fluxes, redshifts, continuum
magnitudes, and equivalents widths in a table in Appendix B. Figure 28 gives the redshift
distribution of the lines, covering 0.3 < z < 2.1, which is the full redshift coverage sampled
by these three strong lines. Each line type’s redshift distribution is set by the wavelength
coverage of the grism, though there is some overlap between Hα and [OIII] and between
[OIII] and [OII], as shown by the stacked bars. The bin sizes in the histogram scale with
0.03 · (1 + z), so that the bin sizes roughly correspond to the grism redshift error. We find
81 [OIII] emitters, more than each of the other two (71 Hα, 56 [OII]), likely because it spans
more volume coverage than the lower-z Hα while having less redshift dimming than the
higher-z [OII].
Figure 29 shows the distributions of some other properties of the ELG catalog. The
leftmost panel gives the distribution of the observed line fluxes without correction for dust
or redshift dimming for the three types of strong line emitter. This also shows the minimum
line flux we were able to robustly measure, down to 10−17 erg cm−2 s−1. The faintest ELGs
are dominated by [OII]λ3727, and the brightest are dominated by the lower-redshift Hα,
with [OIII]λλ4959,5007 spanning a broad range. Figure 29 also shows the distribution of
F105W continuum magnitudes in the middle panel, showing that we detect ELGs for F105W
up to 28 mag. Finally, the rightmost panel in Figure 29 gives the distribution of observed
equivalent widths. Given the G102 resolution of R = 210, detections begin to drop off
significantly for EW< 30 Å.
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Figure 28: The distribution of identified ELGs by redshift. The histogram bins are scaled
by ∆z = 0.03 · (1 + z) in order to encompass the expected redshift error derived from our
redshift catalogs (though many individual objects have additional spectroscopic confirmation,
and thus their real error is much lower). The bars of the histogram are colored according to
the FIGS strong line ID, and redshift bins that contain more than one type of line in FIGS
have stacked bars of two colors, so that the height of the stack is still the total number of
objects in the bin.
Table 15: Median Properties of Emission Line Galaxies
Line Number z Flux (erg cm−2 s−1) σF/F a F105W Mag EW (Å)
Hαλ6563 71 0.56 8.1 · 10−17 14% 22.9 42
[OIII] λλ4959,5007 81 0.99 5.3 · 10−17 21% 24.3 67
[OII] λ3727 56 1.76 3.5 · 10−17 20% 24.2 53
a The median flux error as a percentage of the median line flux.
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Figure 29: The distributions of ELG properties broken down by line ID. The histogram bars
are colored according to the FIGS strong line ID, and bins that contain more than one type of
line in FIGS have stacked bars of two or three colors. Left: The distribution of emission line
fluxes given without correction for dust extinction. Middle: The distribution of identified
ELGs by broadband F105W magnitude, in bins of 0.5 mag. Right: The distribution of
observed equivalent widths (EW) in bins of 10 Å. The median values for each line in each
quantity are given in Table 15.
4.6 ELG-Overdensity Relation
With a robust catalog of ELGs and their fluxes complete, in this section we use the
catalog to probe ELG environments and explore how those environments relate to ELG
properties.
4.6.1 FIGS Overdensity Catalog
In Pharo et al. (2018), we used redshift catalogs derived from combined FIGS grism
spectroscopy and broadband photometry to search for significant overdensities of galaxies in
the FIGS fields. First, we divided each field into slices of redshift with ∆z = 0.03·(1+zmin),
where zmin is the lower bound of the redshift slice. In each redshift slice, we conducted a
7th-nearest-neighbor density search for a grid of points in the field. This is defined as
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n7 =
N
piR27
(4.3)
where N = 7 and R7 is the angular distance to the 7th-nearest galaxy in that redshift slice.
We then checked for points of significant overdensity with two different metrics. First,
we calculatedM, the largest value of n7 in the slice normalized to the slice’s median n7.
We also calculated S, the peak nearest-neighbor density in the redshift slice divided by
the standard deviation of densities in the adjacent redshift slices. We counted peaks with
M = 10 or S = 10 as significant detections, based on comparisons with other nearest-
neighbor density searches (Spitler et al., 2012) and the values for spectroscopically identified
clusters (see Pharo et al. 2018 for more detail). Across the 4 FIGS fields, we identified 24
such overdensities, as well as determining the R7 values for individual FIGS galaxies. We
make use of both the proximity to a detected overdensity and the R7 distance of a galaxy to
study environmental effects in the subsequent sections.
Figure 30 shows a nearest-neighbor density plot in the FIGS GN1 field in which we
detected a significant overdensity at z = 0.69. The figure also shows the locations of
identified ELGs in the redshift slice, including several that appear associated with the
location of the overdensity. However, it also shows two ELGs relatively far from the peak
overdensity, suggesting that we can’t simply use the presence of an ELG in the same redshift
slice as an overdensity to link the two.
4.6.2 The R7 Distribution
In order to systematically study a possible relationship between strong line emission and
galaxy environment, we first looked at theR7 distance for both ELGs and regular galaxies. If
ELGs have a preferred relationship with overdensities, then the distribution of R7 distances
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Figure 30: An example overdensity detected in GN1. This shows the redshift slice ∆z =
0.66 − 0.71 shaded by measured overdensity, in this case the M term (see §4.6.1 for
definition), as calculated from all galaxies in the redshift slice. ELGs in the same redshift
slices are plotted as white triangles, in this case representing Hα emitters.
could be distinct from non-emitting galaxies, since, for example, a preference for ELGs to
be close to overdensities should result in a distribution that peaks more at low R7.
Figure 31 shows the probability density distributions ofR7 distances for ELGs compared
to the whole set of galaxies in our redshift catalog. The distributions are broken down into six
subsamples, in order to make meaningful comparisons of distance and stellar mass: first, by
redshift ranges corresponding to the three strong emitters, and then by bright and faint F105W
continuum magnitudes as a proxy for mass. To judge the significance of the differences
between a given pair of distributions, we applied a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS)
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test, a statistical test to determine whether two underlying one-dimensional probability
distributions differ, to each subsample pair. The test produces a p-value determined by the
sizes and differences of the two distributions, and this p-value gives the level of significance at
which the two may be considered distinct. A lower p-value corresponds to a more significant
determination that the two distributions are different.
This test showed no significant difference in theR7 distribution of Hα emitters compared
to other galaxies in either the bright or faint bins. For [OIII]λλ4959,5007 emitters, the
test does find a significant difference in distributions for both the bright (p = 3 · 10−7)
and faint (p = 0.02) bins, with [OIII]λλ4959,5007 emitters having a higher probability of
appearing at mid-range R7 distances compared to other galaxies. For [OII]λ3727 emitters,
the test finds a significant difference only in the bright bin (p = 0.002). This measurement
for [OIII] supports previous studies that find line-emitters preferentially at intermediate
distances around clusters (Darvish et al., 2014) at z ∼ 1. We explore this result in more
detail in §4.6.5.
4.6.3 Measuring Star Formation
Studying the R7 distribution by itself gives insight into only the relationship between
the locations of ELGs and of overdensities, while ignoring the other properties of the ELGs.
With the flux catalog, we were also able to investigate how an ELG’s environment might
influence its emission line luminosity and recent star formation rate.
We calculated SFRs for the ELGs using the following equations:
SFRHα (M yr−1) = 7.9× 10−42L(Hα) (erg s−1) (4.4)
SFR[OII] (M yr−1) = 1.4± 0.4× 10−41L([OII]) (erg s−1) (4.5)
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Figure 31: The probability density distributions of R7 distances, separated into bins of
redshift and F105W continuum magnitude, for ELGs (blue) and all galaxies (red) in a
given magnitude-redshift bin. The first column uses 0.3 < z < 0.8, corresponding to Hα
emission. The middle column uses 0.8 < z < 1.3 ([OIII]λλ4959, 5007), and the right
column uses 1.3 < z < 2.1 ([OII]λ3727). The top row compares ELGs and galaxies with
20 < F105W < 24 mag (bright). The bottom row compares ELGs and galaxies with
24 < F105W < 28 mag (faint). For each distribution pair, we applied a two-sample K-S test
to determine whether the distributions differed significantly. Both the bright and the faint Hα
distributions are indistinguishable from the distributions of galaxies. The distributions of the
[OIII]λλ4959, 5007 emitters do differ significantly (p = 3 · 10−7 for the bright distribution,
p = 0.02 for the faint), with the [OIII]λλ4959, 5007 emitters found preferentially at middling
R7 values as opposed to low R7. The [OII]λ3727 distribution differs significantly only in
the bright sample (p= 0.02).
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SFR[OIII] (M yr−1) = 6.4± 4.0× 10−42L([OIII]) (erg s−1) (4.6)
Equations 4.4 and 4.5 are calibrations from Kennicutt (1998), derived with a Salpeter IMF.
Equation 4.6 was derived by Straughn et al. (2009) using [OIII]-Hα ratios from star-forming
galaxy knots where both emission lines were present.
To account for the effects of dust extinction in measuring the SFR, we used a dust
calibration developed by Sobral et al. (2012) using rest-frame u-z colors. The calibration
was developed and tested using Hα and [OII] emitters at z = 0.1 and z = 1.47. It is given
by
AHα = −0.092(u− z)3 + 0.671(u− z)2 − 0.952(u− z) + 0.875 (4.7)
Sobral et al. (2012) find that this relation holds across redshift epochs, covering most of the
redshift range of our sample and for both kinds of emitters. To convert the AHα calculation
to A[OIII] and A[OII], we applied the Calzetti et al. (2000) reddening law. For the few objects
for which one of rest-frame u or z was unavailable, we assigned the median reddening value
from the rest of the sample.
4.6.4 Environment and the SSFR-Mass Relation
We obtained stellar masses for our ELG sample by applying our EAZY SED catalogs to
the SED fitting code FAST (Kriek et al., 2009). We checked the results for the GS1 field
against the GOODS-South catalogs compiled by Santini et al. (2015), which largely exclude
our GS2 parallel field. For the galaxies with existing measurements, we found our mass
results consistent with the Santini et al. (2015) catalogs, with a median difference of less
than 0.1 dex.
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Figure 32: The specific star formation rate (SSFR) as a function of the stellar mass. The
ELGs are given by colored circles (Hα, top panel; [O III]λλ4959, 5007, middle; [OII]λ3727,
bottom), and are shaded by their value of Σ, the local density of galaxies (see §sec:l-sig
for description). Each panel also shows two lines of completeness (blue and orange solid
lines), derived from the limiting line flux we measured (see Figure 29), and the minimum
and maximum possible redshifts for each line. There is no clear trend between Σ and a
galaxy’s position on the SSFR-mass relation. The red curves (solid and dash) are the best-fit
staged-tau models from Noeske et al. (2007). Our ELGs typically sit at higher SSFR for a
given stellar mass compared to the models at comparable redshift, but this is likely due to
the flux limitations of our sample.
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With the stellar masses calculated, we were able to determine each ELG’s SFR per stellar
mass, or specific star formation rate (SSFR). The SSFR as a function of stellar mass is
typically called the galaxy main sequence, and it suggests an evolution of star formation with
redshift and stellar mass (Noeske et al., 2007). In star forming galaxies, as redshift decreases,
ongoing star formation builds up increased stellar mass, and as this happens SSFRs decline
as the galaxies exhaust their supplies of gas.
This smooth relation doesn’t account for cases of rapid quenching, and does not address
the influence of environment on how galaxies evolve. In Figure 32, we show the SSFR as a
function of the stellar mass, and compare our ELGs to the results from Noeske et al. (2007),
who measured this in four redshift bins up to z = 1.1. We show the best-fit staged-tau
models of star formation history from Noeske et al. (2007) in the redshift bins most closely
matching our Hα and [OIII] emitters (the [OII] sample is at too high a redshift), and find
that our ELGs typically have higher SSFR for a given stellar mass.
However, we also estimated our lower-bound SSFR based on the limiting line flux of our
catalog. Since the limiting luminosity is redshift dependent, we determined the lower-bound
SSFR based on the lower and upper redshift limits of each ELG sample. We show these
lines in Figure 32. They generally correspond to the elevated SSFRs of our ELGs, especially
for [OII] and the lower-mass [OIII], indicating that we are likely sampling the upper region
of the galaxy main sequence.
We were still able to investigate the possible environmental effects on the main sequence,
especially for Hα, where we probe the main sequence most closely. In Figure 32, we also
show each galaxy’s local surface density Σ. There is no significant relationship between
either Σ and the stellar mass or Σ and position on the SSFR-mass relation to the densities
probed, which get only as dense as galaxy groups. The same holds for the ELGs’ R7
measurements. This suggests that environmental effects do not play a systematic role in
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either quenching or triggering star formation, since they do not appear to disrupt the smooth
star formation relation of the main sequence.
4.6.5 Line Luminosity and Clustering
We also studied the relationship between emission line strength and galaxy clustering
more directly. First, we used the galaxies’ redshifts and angular separations to compute
the local physical surface density Σ in units of Mpc−2 for each ELG. Then, we split the
sample of ELGs into two subsamples: those located in a redshift slice where a significant
overdensity is detected ("In OD"), and those in a redshift slice with no detection ("No OD").
This result can be seen in Figure 33, which shows the line luminosity as a function of Σ for
Hα, [OIII], and [OII] emitters. In each panel, the horizontal dashed lines give the median
line luminosity for each subsample, and the vertical dashed lines give the median Σ. We
measured SFR-Σ and SSFR-Σ relations as well, and the shape of the relation remained
essentially unchanged for each emitter. Thus, for this discussion we will refer simply to the
L-Σ relation shown in Figure 33, as that requires the fewest additional assumptions.
The Hα L-Σ distribution (top panel) shows little indication of a preferred relationship
with density. Even in the OD slices, Hα emitters are found at a range of local densities, and
with a range of luminosity values. The median luminosity for emitters near overdensities is
0.3 dex higher than for those in non-OD slices, which is about twice the typical error size
for the Hα emitters. We compared the derived Hα SFRs from this luminosity sample to a
narrowband-selected sample of star-forming (SFR > 3M yr−1) Hα emitters at z = 0.845
(Sobral et al., 2011), using the same SFR diagnostic. Our distribution differs from the result
in Sobral et al. (2011), which shows SFR increasing with density up to Σ ∼ 50 Mpc−2.
The discrepancy may be at least partially explained by their selection of SFR > 3M yr−1
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Figure 33: The line luminosity as a function of surface density for ELGs located in a redshift
slice with a significant overdensity detection. The ELGs are given by orange circles (Hα,
top panel), blue triangles ([OIII]λλ4959, 5007, middle), and green Xs ([OII]λ3727, bottom).
Each panel contains two subsamples: emitters found in redshift slices without a significant
overdensity detection ("No OD"; lighter colors), and emitters found in slices with a significant
detection ("In OD"; darker colors). The median luminosity and Σ values for each subsample
are given by the horizontal and vertical dashed lines. This shows a substantial difference in
the locations of [OIII] emitters depending on the proximity of an overdensity: in redshift
slices with an overdensity, the [OIII] emitters are much more likely to be found at densities
corresponding to group outskirts.
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emitters, which would exclude most of our sample, and the availability of Hα-bright sources
in their narrowband selection. Darvish et al. (2014) conducted a similar study down to a
limit of SFR > 1.5M yr−1, and finds only a small difference in median SFR between field
and cluster galaxies. However, Darvish et al. (2014) also find that at intermediate densities,
a higher fraction of galaxies exhibit star formation compared to fields and rich clusters.
Difference in redshift could provide further explanation. Grützbauch et al. (2011) found
a weak correlation between overdensity and U-B color (as a proxy for star formation).
Their study showed declining star formation with increasing density at 0.4 ≤ z ≤ 0.7,
roughly matching the redshift range of our Hα emitters, which becomes a flat relation for
0.85 ≤ z ≤ 1. The result of Grützbauch et al. (2011) was limited to stellar masses down
to only log(M?/M) > 10.25, so they may not have detected the low-luminosity scatter
we observe at low Σ, while observing a decline in high SFR as Σ increases. Scoville et al.
(2013) studied NUV-continuum-derived SFRs versus density in redshift slices up to z < 3 in
COSMOS, finding a flat SFR-Σ relationship for 0.8 < z < 2. At lower redshift, they measure
a flat relationship up to Σ of a few, after which the SFR declines with increasing density, with
a stronger decline in lower redshift bins. These findings, combined with the results of Sobral
et al. (2011); Darvish et al. (2014), suggests a transition period from peak star formation
and merger interactions at z ∼ 2 (Madau & Dickinson, 2014) to the local universe. After
the merger peak, higher-density environments may have already quenched star formation in
local galaxies through strangulation or ram-pressure stripping (Muzzin et al., 2012, 2014),
depleting their reserves of star-forming material and increasingly relegating star formation
to intermediate and field densities.
The [OIII]λλ4959, 5007 L-Σ distribution (middle panel) shows an essentially flat rela-
tionship, with high scatter at the lowest densities. In slices with an overdensity, the emitters
we find are much more likely to occupy densities in the range 5 < Σ < 15, with 12 out
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of 20 emitters in OD slices found in this region. The median Σ is a factor of a few higher
for [OIII] emitters in overdensity slices compared to those not near overdensities. This is
distinct from the Hα emitters, which don’t seem to have a distinct density preference when
near overdensities.
The density where the [OIII] emitters are preferentially located corresponds to the rich
fields and galaxy groups at the outskirts of a denser cluster, corroborating what we see in
Figure 31. This result also matches the findings in Grützbauch et al. (2011), as we find a flat
SFR-density relationship at 0.8 < z < 1.3. We do not see the higher SFR at intermediate
density that Darvish et al. (2014) measured, but our results do corroborate their finding of a
higher fraction of star-forming galaxies at those densities. Compared to the Hα distribution,
which shows emitters at all density ranges near overdensities, this could suggest an evolution
with redshift in the preferred locations of star forming galaxies near overdensities.
The [OII]λ3727 SFR-Σ distribution (bottom panel) shows no relationship, with all the
emitters found at low Σ. This is likely due in part to the limits of our overdensity search
near z ∼ 2, where our sample of fainter galaxies is less complete (see §4.6.4 for further
discussion). One can see this effect in the range of SFRs calculated for the [OII] emitters,
which is restricted to much higher star formation than the other two samples. Of the 24
overdensity candidates, only 4 are in the redshift range where we might find [OII], and
these are of lesser significance and based on fewer galaxies compared to the overdensity
candidates at lower redshift. These caveats aside, this could suggest that at higher redshift,
field galaxies exhibit higher star formation, at least among the brightest galaxies. Patel
et al. (2009) found in a study of z ∼ 0.8 galaxies with log(M?/M) > 10 that specific star
formation (SFR per stellar mass) declined with increasing density. Since the limits of our
completeness at this redshift selects more massive galaxies, this could indeed explain our
findings.
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4.6.6 Line Emission and Galaxy Pairs
We also investigated the behavior of ELGs with close companion galaxies, in order to
study overdensities and environmental effects on a smaller scale. If nebular emission and
related star formation are triggered by interactions with companion galaxies (Kennicutt
et al., 1987; Alonso et al., 2004), then we could observe a difference in the number of
nearby galaxies between ELGs and galaxies. Ellison et al. (2010) studied the effects on
environment of interacting galaxy pairs selected from SDSS DR4, finding a small increase
in SSFR for the closest pairs at low Σ relative to both more distant pairs and pairs found at
higher galaxy densities. Their distance criterion for identifying a pair required a projected
distance of Rp < 80× h−170 kpc between the two galaxies. Using this projected distance as
the range for possible companions, we find that the fractions of ELGs (31%) and non-ELGs
(32%) that form a near pair are essentially the same. Kocevski et al. (2012) used a much
narrower allowable pair range (12 kpc) to search for interactions near AGN hosts. Applying
this much stricter cut yields a 3% pair rate in both ELGs and non-ELGs, suggesting that
line emission and star formation are not necessarily directly connected to the presence of a
nearby companion.
4.7 Conclusions
In this paper, we used deep NIR slitless spectroscopy to conduct an automated search for
emission line galaxies. Using our continuum-subtracted peak-finding technique, we detected
and identified 208 Hα6563, [OIII]λλ4959,5007, and [OII]λ3727 emitters in the four FIGS
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fields. For these emitters, we provide a robust catalog with integrated line fluxes, flux errors,
line-derived redshifts, and observed equivalent widths. We measure line fluxes down to
10−17 erg cm−2 s−1 for objects with continuum magnitudes up to F105W < 28 mag.
We use the flux catalog to derive SFRs and the local surface densities of galaxies, which
we use to search for trends in the SFR-density relation. We find that [O III] emitters are
preferentially found at intermediate densities in the outer regions of galaxy groups, as shown
in Figure 31, corroborating a finding at similar redshifts. When placing our sample on the
SSFR-mass relation, we find higher SSFR per stellar mass compared to other studies at
comparable redshift, though this is largely explained by limits on measured line flux. We
find that SFR has no significant dependence on increasing local galaxy surface density for
0.3 < z < 0.8 Hα emitters and for 0.8 < z < 1.3 [OIII] emitters, as shown in Figure
33. We find no indication that environment influences a galaxy’s location in this relation.
A study of close galaxy pairs finds that ELGs are not more or less likely to have a close
companion than non-ELGs. We compare our results with other environment studies after the
peak in cosmic star formation at z ∼ 2 (Madau & Dickinson, 2014), which show a variety of
possible relations across different redshifts. We suggest a redshift evolution in the preferred
location of ELGs near overdensities, from a preference for the close outskirts of groups at
z ∼ 1 to no preference at z ∼ 0.5.
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Chapter 5
COMPARING TRACERS OF STAR FORMATION AT Z < 0.8
5.1 Abstract
We measure the dust-extinction-corrected FHα/fFUV ratio for 15 emission line galaxies
(ELGs) from the Faint Infrared Grism Survey and for 49 “green pea" ELGs. We find that for
this sample the ratio varies significantly from the predicted theoretical ratios derived from
simple stellar population models. To explain this, we explore possible relationships between
the FHα/fFUV ratio and other ELG properties. The most significant correlation is between
the FHα/fFUV ratio and the observed [OIII]λλ4959, 5007/[OII]λλ3727, 3729 emission line
ratio. We model the stellar and nebular emission of a young stellar population as it evolves
over time, and find that the age of the population can explain both the correlation between
the ratios and the variation in FHα/fFUV ratio observed in our sample.
5.2 Introduction
The history of star formation in galaxies is critical to understanding the development of
the z = 0 universe, whose modern structure and elemental composition depends on past star
formation to process circumgalactic gas into stars and heavier elements. Tracing recent star
formation in a galaxy can provide information about its current stellar population, as well as
helping to explain the origins of its other characteristics.
There are several commonly used methods for measuring a galaxy’s star formation
rate (SFR), described in detail in Kennicutt (1998). These methods depend on identifying
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spectral emission generated uniquely by young stars, so that their detection implies recent star
formation. One method uses the strength of the hydrogen recombination line Hα6563, which
is produced when interstellar gas ionized by high-energy photons from massive (M > 10M
stars recombines, effectively reprocessing the integrated stellar emission beyond the Lyman
limit. The massive stars responsible for generating the necessary ionizing radiation have
short lifetimes of < 20 Myr, so the detection of strong Hα emission implies that new star
formation must have occurred within that timescale.
Recent star formation can also be measured from the UV continuum at wavelengths
between 1250 and 2500 Å, where the photon production is dominated by somewhat less
massive (M > 3M) stars with ∼ 100 Myr lifespans. Assuming that galaxies have a
constant star formation history over a long timescale, and that they have a consistent initial
mass function (IMF), gas composition, and dust extinction, then the Hα and far-UV (FUV)
calibrations should produce star formation rates at a predicted, fiducial ratio. Many recent
studies, however, observe systematic variations in the Hα-FUV ratio (Meurer et al., 2009;
Lee et al., 2009; Boselli et al., 2009; Weisz et al., 2012).
In this paper, we study the variation in the Hα-FUV ratio among a sample of 0.3 <
z < 0.8 Hα emitters identified via slitless grism spectroscopy in the Faint Infrared Grism
Survey, and among a sample of z < 0.4 green pea galaxies. To do this, we study the
ratio as a function of other nebular emission and galaxy properties, and then make use of
photoionization modeling to test how these properties relate to the Hα-FUV ratio ratio and
a galaxy’s star formation history. In §5.3, we briefly describe the FIGS data collection
and reduction, as well as our methods for emission line detection and measurement, and
the ancillary data used. In §5.4, we describe our measurements of the Hα-FUV ratio and
compare our results to previous studies. In §5.5, we search for significant correlations
between the Hα-FUV ratio and other parameters. In §5.6, we use stellar population and
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photoionization modeling to study how our observed correlations relate to an aging starburst.
For this paper we will use H0 = 67.3 km s−1 Mpc−1 and ΩM = 0.315, ΩΛ = 0.685 (Planck
Collaboration et al., 2014). All magnitudes are given in the AB system (Oke & Gunn, 1983).
5.3 Survey and Observations
5.3.1 Spectra from the Faint Infrared Grism Survey
The Faint Infrared Grism Survey (FIGS, HST/Cycle 22, ID:13779, PI S. Malhotra) used
the HST WFC3-G102 (see Figure 34) infrared grism to obtain deep slitless spectroscopy
of ∼ 6000 galaxies. FIGS achieved 40-orbit depth in 4 fields, designated GN1, GN2, GS1
(UDF), and GS2 (HDF-PAR2). Objects in each field were observed in 5 different 8-orbit
position angles (PAs) in order to mitigate contamination of the spectra by overlapping spectra
from nearby objects. Each PA covers a 2.05’x2.27’ field of view. In this paper we focus on
results obtained in the GS1/HUDF field.
In this paper, we used 1D spectra which were generated using the methods described
in Pirzkal et al. (2017). Here we briefly summarize this process. We reduced FIGS data
in a manner that loosely follows the method used for GRAPES and PEARS, the previous
deep HST grism surveys (Pirzkal et al., 2004; Xu et al., 2007; Rhoads et al., 2009; Straughn
et al., 2009; Xia et al., 2012; Pirzkal et al., 2013). First, we generated a master catalog
of sources from deep CANDELS survey mosaics in the F850LP filter in ACS and the
F125W and F160W filters in WFC3 (approximately the z, J, and H bands; Grogin et al.,
2011; Koekemoer et al., 2011). We astrometrically corrected the data to match the absolute
astrometry of the GOODS V2.0 catalogs. We estimated the background levels of the
grism observations by using a two-component model, which included a constant Zodiacal
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Figure 34: The top panel shows the spectrum of an example ELG from FIGS at z=0.885,
with spectra from MUSE/VLT (blue) and the HST WFC3 G102 grism (green). The y-axis
for this panel is Fλ. The middle panel gives the throughput curves for each spectrograph,
normalized to the maximum throughput of each. The lower panel shows the throughput
curves for HST photometric bands at comparable wavelengths. In this example, Hα+[NII]
are detected in the FIGS G102 spectrum, and [OIII]λλ4959,5007 and [OII]3727 are detected
in MUSE/VLT.
light background as well as a varying He i light background. To generate the individual
spectra, we used a Simulation Based Extraction (SBE) approach that accounts for spectral
contamination from overlapping spectra, as well as allowing the use of an optimal extraction
approach (Horne, 1986) when generating 1D spectra from 2D spectra. We refer the reader
to Pirzkal et al. (2017) for a complete description of these processes. When the extractions
were complete, we had an average of ∼ 1700 spectra per field, with a typical 3σ continuum
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detection limit ofmF105W = 26 mag and an emission line sensitivity of 10−17 erg cm−2 s−1.
5.3.2 UV and Optical Data
We supplemented our infrared FIGS spectra with UV and optical data from other sources.
We matched our FIGS objects with the UVUDF catalog (Rafelski et al., 2015) in order to
obtain WFC3/UVIS F225W and F336W broadband photometry. The F225W measurements
have a 5σ depth of 27.8 AB magnitudes, and the F336W measurements have a 5σ depth of
28.3 AB magnitudes, based on the limiting sky noise. The catalog photometry was already
corrected for Galactic extinction.
For the GS1/HUDF FIGS field, we supplemented our infrared FIGS spectra with
deep archival high-resolution optical IFU spectra taken with the Multi-Unit Spectroscopic
Explorer (MUSE) instrument (Bacon et al., 2010) from the Very Large Telescope (VLT).
This expands the available spectroscopic wavelength coverage considerably, enabling
confirmation of detected emission lines in FIGS via the identification of complementary
emission lines at optical wavelengths, even for many faint sources. We used the publicly
available IFU spectra from the MUSE Hubble Ultra Deep Survey (Bacon et al., 2017), a
mosaic of nine 1 × 1 arcmin2 MUSE fields in the HUDF. In order to extract spectra for
emission-line objects in our sample, we first used the known sky coordinates for each
object in FIGS to find RA-Dec matches in the MUSE data. At each wavelength slice, we
placed a 2 arcsecond aperture centered on the object, which we determined was able to
capture the total flux from most line-emitting sources at the redshifts considered. Then, we
generated 1-D spectra for the matched objects by summing up the flux within the aperture at
each wavelength, across the entire MUSE wavelength range (see Figure 34 for the MUSE
wavelength coverage compared to WFC3 G102). This produced a catalog of extracted FIGS
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candidate spectra from the reduced MUSE datacube. The MUSE data wavelength coverage
extends from 4752 Å to 9347 Å with a spectral resolution of 2.3 Å, though the sensitivity
begins to drop off at wavelengths lower than 5000 Å and at wavelengths higher than 9200 Å
noise from sky emission begins to dominate, so we restrict our usage of the MUSE spectra
to between these wavelengths. MUSE has a 3σ line sensitivity of ∼ 3 · 10−19 erg cm−2 s−1,
and thus should detect lines of strength comparable to or even considerably less than the
lines found in FIGS G102 spectra.
5.3.3 Emission Line Measurement
We identified our sample of Hα galaxies from a systematic search of the FIGS spectra for
emission line galaxies (ELGs). We conducted the search with an algorithm to find significant
peaks from continuum-subtracted spectra, and then we identified and confirmed individual
emission sources through a combination of visual inspection, spectroscopic and photometric
redshift matching, and the identification of pairs of emission lines. The line fluxes were then
estimated via a combined Gaussian fit to the line and a power-law fit to the continuum. To
get the flux error, we first estimated the error of the flux of each pixel from the standard
deviation in the flux of the nearby continuum pixels. Then we propagated these errors with
the line fit to produce the total error for the integrated line flux. We used the best-fit line
centroid to derive precise redshifts for the ELGs. Further details on the line selection and
fitting process can be found in Pharo et al. (2019).
For the sample of FIGS Hα emitters, we measured the fluxes of their [OIII] and [OII] line
emission using the matching MUSE spectra described in §2.2. We used a similar procedure
to that used with the G102 spectra, with the initial line centers predicted by the Hα line fits.
As the MUSE spectra have a much higher resolution, the [OIII] and [OII] line fits could
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Figure 35: An example of the line-finding routine. This plot shows the continuum-subtracted
flux for one PA of FIGS object GS1-2375. This shows an iteration of the line-finding routine
when centered at 9388 Å. The routine sums the flux of the pixels within the solid black lines,
which is considered to be the candidate line flux. Then, the continuum flux is estimated
from the median flux of the pixels between the solid and dashed lines. This continuum is
subtracted from the line flux, and the S/N is calculated.
refine the redshift measurement further. Flux calibration between the MUSE and FIGS
spectra found that, for an emission line found in both spectra, the fluxes measured were
generally in agreement within the derived line flux errors. The flux calibration is discussed
in detail in Pharo et al. (2019).
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5.3.4 Green Pea Sample
To augment our sample of FIGS ELGs, we turned to a catalog of 1004 so-called "green
pea" galaxies. Green pea galaxies are so named for their green color and compact, unresolved
shapes in composite gri images from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; Cardamone
et al., 2009). This catalog selection is described in detail in Jiang et al. (2019), but the
most important criterion for these results is the selection for strong [OIII]5007 and Hβ line
emission in the SDSS optical spectra, so we could expect the objects to have well-measured
Hα, O[III]5007, and O[II]3727 fluxes, among other optical lines.
The green peas have lower redshifts than the FIGS galaxies, with a median of z = 0.129
in the whole sample. Because of this, we needed to use UV data to obtain rest-frame FUV
measurements. We matched this catalog with Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX) FUV
and NUV photometry (Morrissey et al., 2007), obtaining a final green pea sample of 49
ELGs with good FUV and NUV measurements, both of which are required to obtain the UV
reddening through the FUV-NUV slope.
Because the green peas have emission lines with such high equivalent widths, the Hα
flux is likely to dominate the R-band flux measurement. In order to obtain a measure for
just the R-band continuum flux density, we divided the integrated Hα line flux by the Hα
equivalent width. We measured their half-light radii from HST NUV imaging.
5.3.5 Extinction and Flux Corrections
For both the FIGS ELGS and the green peas, we estimated the internal dust extinction in
the UV using the known relation between extinction and FUV-NUV color (Meurer et al.,
1999). For all of the green peas and for most of the FIGS ELGS, we measured and corrected
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for the optical extinction at Hα using the Balmer Decrement, measured from the observed
ratio of the Hα line to Hβ. We were unable to obtain a measurement of Hβ for five of the
FIGS ELGs, so for these we used the extinction measured with the FUV-NUV color and the
dust extinction law from (Calzetti et al., 2000) to estimate the optical reddening.
Because of the low resolution of the FIGS spectra, the Hα emission line is blended
with the nearby [NII]λλ6548,6584 emission lines. If these emission line have fluxes of
an appreciable fraction of the true Hα line strength, then they will inflate the Hα flux that
we measure from the line fit. This could cause an overestimation of the star formation
rate and other properties dependent on the Hα line flux, so we sought to correct for this
contamination. Faisst et al. (2018) produced an empirical parameterization of the [NII]/Hα
flux ratio for galaxies with 0 < z < 2.7 and 8.5 < log(M?/M) < 11.0 as a function of
redshift and stellar mass. We obtained stellar masses for our Hα emitters from Sanders et al.
(2015), and thus were able to use the Faisst parameterization to estimate the [NII]/Hα flux
ratio. A few of our objects actually have lower stellar masses than were considered by Faisst
et al., but the [NII]/Hα flux ratio trends toward 0 as the stellar mass gets low. Faisst et al. give
[NII]/Hα = 0.04− 0.07 for the lowest mass bin, so we simply assume a fraction of 0.05 for
the lowest mass objects, the effect of which is small. With the [NII]λλ6548,6584 fractions
estimated, we removed the estimated amount from the measured Hα flux, thereby deriving
the "true" Hα flux. The green pea emission lines we obtained with higher-resolution
SDSS spectroscopy in which the nearby [NII] emission lines were resolved and separately
measured, so they do not contaminate the green pea Hα measurements.
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5.4 The Hα-FUV Ratio
5.4.1 Tracers of Star Formation
Meurer et al. (2009) defined a fiducial stellar population model with an IMF power-law
slope given by γ = −2.35 and upper stellar mass limit ofMu = 100M. Using the SFR
calibrations from Kennicutt (1998) for Hα- and FUV-derived SFRs, Meurer et al. (2009)
derived a fiducial flux ratio of
FHα
fFUV
= 11.3 (5.1)
with the UV calibration transformed to the pivot wavelength of the GALEX FUV filter.
5.4.2 Trends with Surface Brightness
Following the procedure in Meurer et al. (2009), we studied the distribution of Hα/FUV
ratios as functions of theHα surface brightness and the R-band surface brightness, which we
approximate for FIGS objects by calculating the F105W surface brightness. We determine
the surface brightness by the calculation
Σ =
F · (1 + z)4
2pir250
(5.2)
where we have applied a redshift correction to better compare brightnesses to the z = 0
objects described in Meurer et al. (2009). For this we use the redshifts derived from the
centroid of the emission line fit. Here F refers to either FHα, the integrated Hα emission
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line flux, or fλ, the F105W flux density. In the case of fλ, we applied an extra factor of
(1 + z) to account for bandpass shift. The term r50 refers to the radius at which 50% of the
flux is contained.
The results are plotted in Figure 36. We see a similar correlation to that found in Meurer
et al. (2009) for the Hα surface brightness, but this is to be expected since both the surface
brightness and the ratio are proportional to the integrated Hα line flux. We do not, however,
observe the same correlation in the R-band surface brightness.
Figure 37 shows the same Hα-FUV versus R-band surface brightness relation, focused
on the region occupied by the FIGS objects, shown in red. This figure also shows the results
fromWeisz et al. (2012), which show a weaker correlation with the R-band surface brightness
than in Meurer et al. (2009), with high scatter among the low-surface-brightness galaxies,
and the galaxies with higher surface brightness trending toward the fiducial ratio.
To expand the number of new objects with which we could study the Hα-FUV ratio, we
added the sample of Green Pea galaxies described in §2.5. These are shown in Figure 37 as
well. They typically have a high Hα-FUV ratio, sitting almost entirely above the fiducial
ratio. The green peas largely correspond to the 1σ confines of the fit from Meurer et al.
(2009), but they do not show as strong a correlation with the R-band surface brightness.
The combined samples follow the R-band surface brightness correlation, though with large
variation, particularly as the low-surface-brightness end.
5.5 Correlations with Other Properties
We sought further explanation for the Hα-FUV ratio variation by measuring the ratio’s
correlation with other galaxy properties. With the addition of the MUSE/VLT spectra, we
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Figure 36: The Hα-FUV ratio as a function of the Hα surface brightness (left) and the
R-band surface brightness (right). FIGS points are given by blue diamonds. The solid black
line shows the fit from Meurer et al. (2009), with the 1σ fit limits given by the dashed black
lines. The fiducial ratio as described in Equation 5.2 is shown by the red dot-dash line.
Three Hα emitters from Inami et al. (2017) are shown as red stars. Our sample includes
significant deviation around the predicted fiducial ratio, but does not reproduce the same
R-band correlation observed by Meurer et al. (2009).
were able to measure the [OIII]λλ4959,5007 and [OII]λλ3727,3729 emission lines for FIGS
galaxies. The green peas, initially selected for strong [OIII] emission, had measurable oxygen
lines as well. This let us measure the ratio
O3O2 = log([OIII]λλ4959, 5007)− log([OII]λλ3727, 3729), (5.3)
a common proxy for the ionization state of a galaxy’s nebular gas (Kewley & Dopita, 2002).
With the Hα emission lines, we were able to obtain Hα equivalent widths and star
formation rates derived from the Kennicutt (1998) calibration. Using stellar masses derived
from CANDELS catalogs collected in Sanders et al. (2015), we converted the SFRs into star
formation per stellar mass, or specific star formation rate (SSFR). We then checked for a
relationship between the Hα-FUV ratio and these quantities.
Figure 38 shows the Hα-FUV ratio as a function of (clockwise from top left) redshift,
O3O2, Hα EW, and Hα-derived SSFR. For each relation, we computed the Spearman rank
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Figure 37: The Hα-FUV ratio as a function of the R-band surface brightness, corrected for
dust and redshift dimming. The FIGS points are blue diamonds, and the green pea sample is
shown as large green circles. The solid black line is the fit from Meurer et al. (2009), with
the 1σ fit limits given by the dashed black lines. The fiducial value of the Hα-FUV ratio is
shown by the red dot-dash line. The small blue circles are taken from Weisz et al. (2012),
and the red stars are the emitters from Inami et al. (2017).
correlation coefficient, a method of testing for monotonic correlation between two variables.
The Spearman coefficient r can range from -1 (a perfectly monotonic negative correlation)
to 1 (a perfectly monotonic positive correlation), with 0 corresponding to no measurable
correlation. The r value for each pair of quantities is given in a bottom corner of each panel
in Figure 38. We also provide p, the probability of the null hypothesis that r = 0.
We measure a significant negative correlation between the Hα-FUV ratio and the redshift.
This can be explained entirely as a selection effect. The green peas, selected for strong,
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Figure 38: The Hα-FUV ratio as a function of different parameters. FIGS galaxies are shown
as blue diamonds, and green peas are shown as green circles. In each panel, the Spearman
correlation coefficient of the relation r is shown in a bottom corner, alongside p, the null
hypothesis probability. A value of r close to 1 or -1 indicates a clear monotonic correlation,
and a value of r close to 0 indicates no correlation.
high-EW line emission, are at a lower redshift than the FIGS sample. The FIGS sample
alone has no significant correlation with redshift, and the green pea sample has only a weak
one.
We find no correlation between the Hα-FUV ratio and the SSFR. This is mostly due to
no observed dependence among the green peas, as a correlation with p = 0.005 can be found
in the FIGS sample alone. We see a similar level of correlation with the Hα EW, though this
trend is found in the green peas as well.
The strongest and most significant correlation (p =2e-5) is between the Hα-FUV ratio
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Figure 39: The Hα-FUV ratio of the FIGS and green pea samples as a function of O3O2.
They are plotted over a series of photoionization models derived from CLOUDY using input
stellar spectra from BPASS. Each line represents a model with a given metallicity (ranging
from a mass fraction of Z = 0.001 to Z = 0.04, with Z = 0.02. The lowest Z is given by
the lightest-shaded line, with metallicity increasing as the shade darkens. Each population
model evolves with age of the stellar population, form an initial age of 106 years to 8× 107
years. Arrows on the model lines show the direction of increasing age.
and O3O2, shown in the upper right panel. With r = .50, this relation is the closest to
monotonic of those we’ve tested with our samples, and it doesn’t rely on using the same Hα
measurement to derive both relevant properties. Furthermore, we still find the correlation
among each of the subsamples, albeit at a somewhat less significant level, with r = 0.61,
p = 0.016 for the FIGS sample alone, and r = 0.39, p = 0.005 among the green peas.
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5.6 Modeling a Simple Star Formation History
To explore the correlation between the Hα-FUV ratio and O3O2, we modeled the
photoionization and nebular emission properties of a young simple stellar population. We
used a library of stellar models from BPASS version 2.2.1 (Eldridge et al., 2017; Stanway
& Eldridge, 2018), with an IMF upper slope of µ = −2.35 and an upper stellar mass limit
Mu = 300M. We used models with a range of metallicities, defined by the metallicity
mass fraction Z = 0.001, 0.003, 0.006, 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, where Z = 0.02. Each model is
evolved from an initial age of 106 years to 1011 years. To investigate the young population,
we selected models up to 108 years.
To obtain model nebular emission properties, we applied the BPASS stellar spectra to the
CLOUDY photoionization code, version 17.01 (Ferland et al., 2017). We used a spherical
cloud geometry as a distance of X parsecs from the stellar population, which combines
with the luminosity of the incident spectrum to determine the ionization parameter. Then,
using the gas composition and the shape of the stellar spectrum, CLOUDY calculates the
ionization states of elements in the nebular cloud, and then produces a cloud emission
spectrum. Combined with the emergent stellar radiation, CLOUDY produces a model of
what an observed star forming cloud would look like. From this final spectrum, we took
measurements of Hα, [OIII], and [OII] line emission, and we calculated a synthetic FUV
flux from the emitted continuum. We checked the emission line luminosities as functions of
age and metallicity with the results in Byler et al. (2017), and found our results consistent.
We ran CLOUDY on stellar models with the range of metallicities and ages described above.
The resulting evolution of the Hα-FUV ratio as a function of O3O2 is shown in Figure 39,
alongside the observed FIGS galaxies and green peas.
The youngest stellar population, at 106 years, begins in the upper right quadrant of Figure
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39, with both high Hα-FUV and high O3O2 ratios. As the population ages, the O3O2 ratio
declines rapidly, and the Hα-FUV ratio declines more slowly, as the most massive stars
begin to die, and the models move from the upper right to the upper left of the parameter
space. These young ages cover most of the green peas, and the FIGS galaxies with Hα-FUV
ratios elevated above the fiducial ratio. Next, the Hα-FUV ratio drops to the level of the
fiducial ratio and then below, as the less massive stars that peak in the FUV continuum begin
to dominate. For much of this period of stellar evolution, [OIII] emission is too low to be
detectable, moving the models out of the range of our observed objects. As the population
continues to age, and the less massive stars die out, the Hα-FUV ratio increases and begins
to return to the fiducial level as the production of FUV continuum photons declines to match
the previous decline in Hα.
As this happens, the O3O2 ratio also returns to values between -1 and 0. This places the
models back in the lower left region of Figure 39, and covers the remaining FIGS objects.
The age evolution can thus explain the FIGS and green pea observations in the Hα-FUV
versus O3O2 plane. Variations in metallicity can account for the observed scatter, though
variation in the ionization parameter can also explain this. As a result, the correlation
between the Hα-FUV ratio and the O3O2 ratio can be seen as a function of the age of the
starburst, so stellar population age can explain the deviations of observed Hα-FUV ratios
from the theoretical fiducial ratio.
The behavior of the Hα-FUV ratio over the course of this burst is similar to that described
in previous SFH models (Meurer et al., 2009; Weisz et al., 2012). These works show a
similar cycling of Hα-FUV as the burst ages, varying with the duration of the burst and
the level of underlying constant star formation. However, with the addition of the O3O2
parameter, we are able to demonstrate that the observed variation in the Hα-FUV ratio can
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also be explained as a simple function of age and metallicity.
5.7 Conclusion
Wemeasure the dust-extinction-correctedFHα/fFUV ratio for 15 0.3 < z < 0.8 emission
line galaxies (ELGs) from the Faint Infrared Grism Survey and for 49 “green pea" ELGs
at lower redshift. We find that the FIGS objects do not exhibit the same correlation with
rest-frame R-band surface brightness that is seen in other samples, but a combined sample
from many studies still corresponds closely to the correlation found in (Meurer et al., 2009).
We examine other properties of the ELGs for correlations with the FHα/fFUV ratio that
might explain the observed variation. We find a significant correlation between the combined
FIGS-GP sample FHα/fFUV ratios and the O3O2, and lesser but still significant correlations
among the individual samples. By using BPASS stellar models and photoionization models
from CLOUDY, we are able to demonstrate that the O3O2 ratio combined with the age and
metallicity of the stellar population can explain the observed FHα/fFUV ratio variation in
the FIGS sample.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS
This dissertation consists of four studies of galaxies at 0 < z < 2 usingWFC3 G102 near-
infrared spectra from the Faint Infrared Grism Survey. We used these spectra in combination
with matching spectra and broadband photometry from other surveys to identify overdensities
of galaxies and emission line galaxies among the FIGS sample. With the ELGs, we were
able to measure gas-phase metallicities and star formation rates. By combining this with the
list of overdensity candidates, we studied a possible relationship between line emission, star
formation, and galaxy environments.
In Chapter 2, we combined FIGS spectra with broadband photometry in order to produce
a catalog of spectrophotometric redshifts. By comparing the catalog with a set of accurate
spectroscopic redshifts, we demonstrated that the addition of the grism spectra to the redshift
fit reduced the median redshift error of the sample from 3% to 2%. With the improved
accuracy of the SPZ catalog, we conducted a systematic search for overdensities of galaxies
in the four FIGS fields. To do this, we iterated through overlapping redshift slices with a
width of ∆z = 0.03× (1 + zmin), where zmin is the lower redshift boundary of the slice.
In each redshift slice, we calculated an array of nearest-neighbor densities. Overdensity
candidates were flagged by comparing nearest neighbor densities to the densities found in
adjacent redshift slices and within the given slice, in order to search for significant density
peaks. This method yielded 24 candidate overdensities, of which two corresponded to
galaxy clusters identified in previous spectroscopic surveys, in GN1 at z = 0.85 and GS1 at
z = 1.84.
In Chapter 3, we developed a method for identifying ELG candidates from continuum-
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subtracted 1D FIGS spectra by using a peak-finding algorithm. We applied this method
to the GS1/HUDF field, where we were able to take advantage of matching deep optical
IFU spectra from VLT/MUSE to find complementary emission lines and thereby confirm
our candidates. We identified 71 ELGs in GS1 this way, and we measured line fluxes and
redshifts.
In the matching MUSE spectra, we identified 14 ELGs at z ∼ 0.5 where we were able
to get a significant measurement of the [OIII]λ4363 auroral emission line. Along with
measurements of the [OIII]λλ4959,5007; [OII]λλ3727,3729; and Hβ4861 lines, we used
this line to derive Te-based oxygen-to-hydrogen ratios, and thereby gas-phase metallicities,
for these 14 objects. We placed these objects on the Mass-Metallicity Relation, and found
that they had lower metallicity at given stellar mass than several surveys at comparable
redshift, contradicting the notion that there is little to no metallicity evolution from z ∼ 1 to
z = 0. We used a new calibration between the Te metallicity method and the R23 metallicity
method, which relies only on the [OIII]λλ4959,5007; [OII]λλ3727,3729; and Hβ4861 lines,
to add eight ELGs with R23 metallicities to the Mass-Metallicity relation, some of which
showed the same low-metallicity offset.
We explored possible explanations for the observed offset, ruling out selection effects,
redshift, and choice of Initial Mass Function as causes. We observed a correlation between
higher SSFR and lower metallicity, suggesting that gas inflows or outflows related to recent
star formation may be the reason for measuring such low metallicities in this redshift regime.
By placing the FIGS ELGs on the Fundamental Plane of Metallicity, the inclusion of star
formation reconciles all but the lowest-mass FIGS objects with the literature, demonstrating
the need to continue to probe galaxies at 0 < z < 1 to lower stellar masses.
In Chapter 4, we expanded the ELG search from Chapter 3 to all of the FIGS fields. In
addition to the MUSE data used in Chapter 3, we also used matching G141 grism spectra
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and a compilation of spectroscopic redshifts to confirm candidates. We obtained a final set
of 208 Hα, [OIII]λλ4959,5007, and [OII]λλ3727,3729 emitters. We developed a catalog of
these line identifications with line fluxes and errors, line-derived redshifts, and rest-frame
equivalent widths.
By using the overdensity study from Chapter 2, we obtained 7th-nearest-neighbor (R7)
distances and calculated a local surface density of galaxies Σ for each FIGS galaxy. We
compared R7 distributions for ELGs and regular galaxies, and found a significant difference
in the shapes of their distributions for 0.8 < z < 1.3 [OIII] emitters, with the [OIII] emitters
preferentially located at intermediate R7 compared to other galaxies.
With the line fluxes and redshifts, we derived line luminosities and associated star
formation rates for the ELGs. We calculated stellar masses from the redshift SED fits
and placed the ELGs on the SSFR versus mass relation, commonly known as the galaxy
main sequence. Our ELGs typically had higher SSFR for a given stellar mass than previous
relations at comparable redshifts, but this is largely an effect of the lower limit on our emission
line flux detection. We also used these properties to develop a luminosity-Σ relation for each
of the strong line emitters. We found no significant correlation between the line luminosity
of an ELG and its local surface density of galaxies, but we did find that [OIII] emitters in
redshift slices with significant overdensities were more likely to have densities in the range
5 < Σ < 15 Mpc−2, corresponding to the rich fields and galaxy groups on the outskirts of
overdensities. This corroborates other findings for star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 1. Finally,
we compared rates of close-pair detection for ELGs and non-ELGs, and found similar rates
among the two.
In Chapter 5, we measured the flux ratio of two common tracers of star formation, the
Hα line flux and the far-ultraviolet (FUV) continuum, for 15 FIGS galaxies. We compared
the tracer ratio to those measured in previous surveys and found that we observed a wider
130
variation in the Hα-FUV ratio at a given R-band surface brightness compared to these other
results. We added a sample of “green pea” line emitters with high Hα-FUV ratios, and found
that these two samples combined with previous results do follow a correlation with R-band
surface brightness, albeit with high scatter at the low-surface-brightness end.
To explain the high scatter, we searched for correlations with other line emission prop-
erties of ELGs, including the redshift, SSFR, Hα EW, and the O3O2 ratio. The O3O2
ratio proved to be the most significant correlation among the combined FIGS and green
pea populations, with a significant correlation also measured in the single samples. We
used BPASS stellar models and CLOUDY photoionization models to produce a model of a
stellar population’s Hα-FUV ratio versus O3O2 ratio as that population ages for a range of
metallicities. This model was able to explain the correlation with O3O2 and the Hα-FUV
ratio variation as a function of the age and metallicity of the stellar population.
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APPENDIX B
FULL EMISSION LINE CATALOG
145
Below is the complete catalog of emission line galaxies identified in Chapter 4. The
columns are the each object’s FIGS field; the ELG’s FIGS ID number; its Right Ascention
(RA) and Declination (Dec) in degrees; the ELG’s F105W AB magnitude; the identified
emission line, one of Hα λ6463, [OIII]λλ4959,5007, and [OII]λλ3727,3729; the measured
line flux and error in 10−18 erg s−1 cm−2; the redshift zgrism derived from the line center;
and the resframe equivalent width (EW) in Å.
Field ID RA Dec F105W Line Flux zgrismEW
GN1 1134 189.167313 62.306263 24.4 Hα 20± 4 0.635 48
GN1 1144 189.139786 62.305721 22.6 Hα 60± 9 0.557 34
GN1 1225 189.201447 62.304108 22.4 Hα 100± 25 0.636 49
GN1 1289 189.172318 62.302406 23.2 Hα 61± 6 0.529 44
GN1 1297 189.156693 62.302139 24.2 Hα 51± 10 0.384 70
GN1 1339 189.193359 62.30109 22.9 Hα 88± 8 0.672 52
GN1 1344 189.182663 62.301079 23.8 [OIII] λ5007 52± 11 1.014 69
GN1 1354 189.178833 62.300762 24.7 [OIII] λ5007 23± 11 1.09 52
GN1 1413 189.134064 62.299328 22.7 [OIII] λ5007 121± 13 1.013 55
GN1 1458 189.199326 62.29826 23.5 Hα 35± 8 0.647 50
GN1 1485 189.143372 62.297356 21.6 Hα 108± 12 0.684 32
GN1 1494 189.149567 62.297413 24.2 Hα 28± 5 0.679 44
GN1 1497 189.15683 62.296238 20.6 Hα 393± 32 0.554 44
GN1 1499 189.140961 62.297306 24.6 [OIII] λ5007 47± 9 0.799 62
GN1 1508 189.150726 62.297047 22.9 Hα 81± 8 0.711 47
GN1 1539 189.132751 62.295826 21.1 Hα 151± 16 0.683 33
GN1 1583 189.164795 62.295155 23.0 [OII] λ3727 109± 12 2.05 84
GN1 1589 189.153412 62.295105 25.4 [OIII] λ5007 40± 9 0.964 59
GN1 1610 189.15947 62.294628 23.2 Hα 35± 7 0.605 38
GN1 1640 189.186539 62.293983 23.6 Hα 51± 9 0.456 46
GN1 1647 189.184692 62.29356 21.1 Hα 438± 28 0.45 60
GN1 1681 189.161194 62.293125 26.0 [OIII] λ5007 45± 8 1.022 67
GN1 1715 189.149933 62.292282 24.2 Hα 30± 6 0.68 47
GN1 1734 189.139267 62.291878 23.5 [OIII] λ5007 15± 11 1.284 19
GN1 1747 189.1521 62.29171 23.7 [OIII] λ5007 51± 10 1.218 59
GN1 1750 189.173691 62.291481 21.8 Hα 108± 17 0.486 38
GN1 1756 189.151215 62.29155 24.2 [OII] λ3727 45± 6 1.793 68
GN1 1823 189.131577 62.289875 24.2 Hα 43± 7 0.537 64
GN1 1831 189.159225 62.289642 25.0 [OIII] λ5007 87± 10 0.801 78
GN1 1841 189.203278 62.28941 24.9 [OIII] λ5007 84± 9 0.955 104
GN1 1957 189.180191 62.286591 25.1 [OIII] λ5007 120± 11 0.795 68
GN1 1973 189.145004 62.286209 24.4 [OII] λ3727 37± 6 1.632 51
146
Field ID RA Dec F105W Line Flux zgrismEW
GN1 2026 189.161438 62.285141 21.3 Hα 372± 18 0.685 63
GN1 2033 189.182953 62.284897 21.3 Hα 193± 15 0.505 39
GN1 2120 189.163193 62.28294 24.7 [OII] λ3727 15± 6 1.693 41
GN1 2132 189.128632 62.282539 23.1 [OIII] λ5007 53± 11 0.94 52
GN1 2135 189.162811 62.282536 23.6 [OIII] λ5007 150± 11 1.014 75
GN1 2327 189.142426 62.278187 22.3 Hα 113± 10 0.502 49
GN1 2371 189.175491 62.277306 24.3 [OIII] λ5007 33± 12 0.949 60
GN1 2394 189.164597 62.276897 25.8 [OIII] λ5007 29± 10 1.243 125
GN1 2412 189.199005 62.276527 24.8 [OIII] λ5007 108± 20 0.779 76
GN1 2449 189.181458 62.275795 23.3 [OII] λ3727 37± 10 1.487 37
GN1 2713 189.188126 62.270935 23.5 [OII] λ3727 40± 10 1.444 53
GN2 488 189.378052 62.325283 24.4 [OII] λ3727 28± 6 2.007 68
GN2 506 189.35556 62.323696 23.4 Hα 46± 14 0.335 31
GN2 507 189.395798 62.323574 21.5 Hα 161± 10 0.635 39
GN2 514 189.370529 62.323437 24.3 [OIII] λ5007 64± 8 0.861 75
GN2 554 189.397171 62.32164 20.7 [OIII] λ5007 285± 32 0.835 32
GN2 591 189.34729 62.31987 24.9 [OII] λ3727 20± 5 1.996 90
GN2 598 189.369843 62.319496 24.2 [OII] λ3727 28± 6 1.598 57
GN2 657 189.358841 62.3158 23.6 [OII] λ3727 43± 6 1.596 51
GN2 659 189.405548 62.315742 23.7 [OIII] λ5007 39± 9 1.08 63
GN2 682 189.390213 62.319218 23.2 [OII] λ3727 63± 16 1.344 55
GN2 717 189.414581 62.313183 22.4 Hα 130± 14 0.337 46
GN2 724 189.390701 62.312847 23.3 [OII] λ3727 85± 8 2.005 63
GN2 740 189.349564 62.311909 23.0 Hα 39± 7 0.559 45
GN2 745 189.382751 62.311504 22.8 [OIII] λ5007 186± 19 1.084 98
GN2 746 189.402069 62.311489 24.4 [OIII] λ5007 33± 8 1.086 113
GN2 756 189.369843 62.310909 22.3 Hα 81± 20 0.519 36
GN2 757 189.421219 62.310848 22.1 Hα 78± 10 0.575 39
GN2 759 189.401138 62.310909 24.2 [OII] λ3727 34± 7 1.572 56
GN2 780 189.347214 62.310238 24.4 [OIII] λ5007 59± 9 1.052 68
GN2 782 189.387894 62.310043 24.5 [OIII] λ5007 34± 7 0.982 70
GN2 814 189.33992 62.308514 24.2 [OII] λ3727 32± 6 1.973 62
GN2 815 189.37941 62.308392 22.8 [OIII] λ5007 109± 10 1.197 67
GN2 836 189.391006 62.307247 21.9 Hα 112± 14 0.563 43
GN2 852 189.398239 62.306988 24.2 [OII] λ3727 20± 6 2.051 43
GN2 881 189.376816 62.305573 24.6 [OII] λ3727 33± 5 1.926 55
GN2 909 189.416992 62.304211 25.5 [OII] λ3727 21± 4 1.781 85
GN2 918 189.34906 62.303965 23.5 [OIII] λ5007 307± 205 1.078 121
GN2 938 189.419174 62.302856 22.4 [OIII] λ5007 95± 14 1.027 47
GN2 967 189.391983 62.301613 25.2 [OIII] λ5007 42± 8 1.224 71
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Field ID RA Dec F105W Line Flux zgrismEW
GN2 969 189.367142 62.30154 25.4 [OIII] λ5007 34± 7 1.146 75
GN2 1049 189.385056 62.297539 24.2 [OII] λ3727 43± 7 2.006 82
GN2 1065 189.364334 62.29715 23.9 [OIII] λ5007 77± 12 1.012 64
GN2 1107 189.362579 62.295631 25.0 [OII] λ3727 15± 7 2.051 43
GN2 1114 189.387207 62.29525 23.3 [OIII] λ5007 97± 11 0.773 54
GN2 1145 189.355164 62.294254 24.1 [OIII] λ5007 32± 10 0.942 33
GN2 1160 189.356705 62.293705 23.4 [OII] λ3727 35± 8 1.526 47
GN2 1186 189.385986 62.292267 23.9 [OII] λ3727 31± 6 1.774 60
GN2 1227 189.376297 62.290405 24.0 [OII] λ3727 38± 7 1.682 75
GN2 1240 189.393906 62.289795 20.1 Hα 222± 24 0.638 21
GN2 1265 189.364151 62.289097 24.6 Hα 26± 4 0.633 47
GN2 1319 189.387177 62.287018 22.7 Hα 86± 8 0.632 58
GN2 3114 189.376511 62.325085 25.5 [OIII] λ5007 32± 12 0.839 135
GN2 3574 189.389481 62.315483 27.1 [OIII] λ5007 54± 10 0.863 57
GN2 4969 189.363007 62.287544 25.9 [OII] λ3727 47± 17 1.364 300
GS1 724 53.172264 -27.760622 22.6 [OII] λ3727 72± 13 1.552 42
GS1 950 53.161499 -27.76762 23.4 Hα 37± 8 0.679 38
GS1 970 53.160183 -27.769306 24.1 [OIII] λ5007 69± 11 1.044 88
GS1 1013 53.169926 -27.771027 20.0 Hα 231± 42 0.619 20
GS1 1016 53.172104 -27.770382 23.6 Hα 20± 5 0.631 40
GS1 1056 53.162453 -27.770908 24.3 [OIII] λ5007 36± 7 1.036 88
GS1 1103 53.174 -27.772057 20.7 Hα 199± 24 0.335 23
GS1 1132 53.184479 -27.772245 24.6 [OIII] λ5007 32± 9 0.835 50
GS1 1151 53.152878 -27.772497 24.6 [OII] λ3727 21.7± 5.4 1.853 55
GS1 1171 53.151215 -27.772837 23.8 Hα 50± 6 0.608 49
GS1 1239 53.191463 -27.77389 23.5 Hα 31± 7 0.419 34
GS1 1295 53.162361 -27.775063 20.6 Hα 344± 25 0.42 38
GS1 1296 53.159355 -27.775028 23.1 [OIII] λ5007 42± 17 1.22 45
GS1 1299 53.160801 -27.775373 21.2 Hα 127± 17 0.623 31
GS1 1359 53.185909 -27.775608 22.9 [OII] λ3727 79± 16 1.425 59
GS1 1392 53.181046 -27.776175 22.1 Hα 106± 111 0.668 41
GS1 1467 53.151047 -27.777309 24.1 [OIII] λ5007 32± 8 0.733 55
GS1 1467 53.151047 -27.777309 24.1 Hα 28± 8 0.601 47
GS1 1476 53.147438 -27.777596 23.6 [OII] λ3727 29± 6 1.851 46
GS1 1477 53.158291 -27.777449 24.5 [OII] λ3727 32± 7 1.555 56
GS1 1481 53.146614 -27.777489 25.0 [OIII] λ5007 21± 12 1.091 47
GS1 1500 53.152336 -27.777948 24.3 [OII] λ3727 33± 10 1.42 52
GS1 1552 53.157204 -27.778522 23.8 [OII] λ3727 21± 52 1.31 30
GS1 1689 53.162483 -27.780346 25.1 Hα 43± 8 0.515 64
GS1 1689 53.162483 -27.780346 25.1 [OIII] λ5007 64± 13 0.722 65
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Field ID RA Dec F105W Line Flux zgrismEW
GS1 1710 53.172619 -27.78096 21.4 Hα 123± 13 0.62 35
GS1 1711 53.196999 -27.780598 23.9 [OIII] λ5007 36± 10 0.739 46
GS1 1728 53.176331 -27.780861 25.0 [OIII] λ5007 42± 10 1.016 60
GS1 1803 53.170067 -27.782066 26.7 [OII] λ3727 51± 10 1.343 75
GS1 1829 53.150764 -27.78256 24.2 [OII] λ3727 58± 20 1.35 60
GS1 1851 53.152782 -27.782698 24.4 [OIII] λ5007 101± 11 0.768 72
GS1 1864 53.175331 -27.782722 26.0 [OIII] λ5007 37± 20 0.843 152
GS1 1867 53.15184 -27.782864 23.2 Hα 71± 9 0.406 45
GS1 1900 53.184574 -27.783323 24.4 [OIII] λ5007 99± 16 1.137 76
GS1 1946 53.192593 -27.783791 24.7 [OIII] λ5007 66± 12 0.869 105
GS1 2023 53.151863 -27.784752 25.6 [OIII] λ5007 33± 10 1.217 86
GS1 2029 53.157948 -27.784767 28.1 [OIII] λ5007 22± 10 0.719 34
GS1 2029 53.157948 -27.784767 28.1 Hα 17± 8 0.312 26
GS1 2039 53.166565 -27.784861 27.6 [OII] λ3727 17± 11 1.304 104
GS1 2077 53.161686 -27.785322 27.5 Hα 30± 7 0.338 88
GS1 2138 53.160477 -27.786299 24.3 [OIII] λ5007 35± 8 0.983 57
GS1 2168 53.163471 -27.786636 25.1 Hα 17± 6 0.469 47
GS1 2187 53.177753 -27.786966 24.4 [OIII] λ5007 38± 10 0.95 75
GS1 2221 53.164097 -27.787298 23.8 [OIII] λ5007 191± 10 1.098 64
GS1 2291 53.149296 -27.788527 23.0 [OII] λ3727 59± 7 1.917 46
GS1 2338 53.15736 -27.789219 25.1 [OIII] λ5007 36± 13 0.999 85
GS1 2363 53.168015 -27.789671 22.8 Hα 82± 8 0.622 56
GS1 2375 53.176495 -27.789705 24.9 Hα 29± 5 0.427 48
GS1 2378 53.18795 -27.790001 20.3 Hα 739± 33 0.438 46
GS1 2385 53.184811 -27.789934 23.1 [OIII] λ5007 43± 11 0.956 45
GS1 2417 53.160419 -27.790369 23.5 [OII] λ3727 42± 8 1.617 44
GS1 2495 53.184132 -27.791531 23.1 [OIII] λ5007 7± 11 1.214 8
GS1 2517 53.161613 -27.792299 20.6 Hα 1410± 52 0.462 67
GS1 2560 53.184158 -27.792637 21.4 [OIII] λ5007 163± 18 0.739 107
GS1 2560 53.184158 -27.792637 21.4 Hα 228± 45 0.324 91
GS1 2570 53.164124 -27.792654 27.0 [OII] λ3727 16± 50 1.301 35
GS1 2654 53.182205 -27.793993 24.8 [OIII] λ5007 21± 12 1.28 60
GS1 2669 53.156631 -27.794302 24.3 [OIII] λ5007 42± 11 1.098 61
GS1 2696 53.155861 -27.794901 22.9 [OIII] λ5007 104± 32 1.1 74
GS1 2720 53.15675 -27.79558 21.8 [OIII] λ5007 91± 22 1.099 42
GS1 2732 53.161331 -27.795797 23.6 [OII] λ3727 47± 8 1.495 46
GS1 2783 53.188084 -27.795742 24.0 Hα 120± 11 0.536 49
GS1 2872 53.16687 -27.797707 23.7 [OIII] λ5007 70± 14 0.99 75
GS1 2942 53.161121 -27.798801 25.5 [OIII] λ5007 28± 14 1.228 82
GS1 4184 53.179535 -27.766174 25.1 Hα 21± 5 0.67 45
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Field ID RA Dec F105W Line Flux zgrismEW
GS1 4198 53.178375 -27.76824 20.2 Hα 378± 32 0.674 35
GS1 4258 53.152287 -27.770088 23.7 [OII] λ3727 52± 9 1.853 56
GS1 4284 53.184544 -27.768221 25.2 [OII] λ3727 11± 6 1.839 21
GS1 6865 53.190331 -27.774298 26.8 [OIII] λ5007 18± 12 0.883 54
GS1 8178 53.187664 -27.783779 27.0 [OIII] λ5007 22± 8 0.737 110
GS2 575 53.28241 -27.843513 24.0 [OIII] λ5007 88± 18 0.739 73
GS2 575 53.28241 -27.843513 24.0 Hα 74± 13 0.509 70
GS2 577 53.273159 -27.844625 25.9 [OIII] λ5007 24± 10 1.231 66
GS2 596 53.274158 -27.84565 23.2 [OII] λ3727 35± 6 1.686 37
GS2 599 53.279076 -27.845737 23.1 [OIII] λ5007 319± 40 0.737 71
GS2 599 53.279076 -27.845737 23.1 Hα 239± 27 0.53 64
GS2 620 53.272892 -27.847765 22.2 Hα 78± 8 0.711 34
GS2 709 53.288483 -27.851877 24.0 Hα 22± 5 0.687 45
GS2 782 53.281536 -27.854385 23.7 [OIII] λ5007 81± 11 0.834 56
GS2 846 53.264668 -27.855431 24.6 [OII] λ3727 27± 7 1.757 65
GS2 868 53.275829 -27.855747 24.7 Hα 33± 8 0.736 80
GS2 871 53.266712 -27.856167 20.5 Hα 592± 39 0.528 52
GS2 887 53.291748 -27.856255 24.2 [OII] λ3727 29± 6 1.815 56
GS2 951 53.264828 -27.857828 24.3 [OII] λ3727 73± 16 1.303 76
GS2 951 53.264828 -27.857828 24.3 [OIII] λ5007 235± 31 1.291 107
GS2 1038 53.285847 -27.85964 20.6 [OIII] λ5007 238± 128 0.724 33
GS2 1038 53.285847 -27.85964 20.6 Hα 736± 72 0.741 64
GS2 1054 53.2869 -27.859509 22.8 [OII] λ3727 61± 15 1.679 38
GS2 1131 53.26556 -27.861135 23.6 [OIII] λ5007 38± 16 0.885 44
GS2 1215 53.266247 -27.862015 23.9 [OII] λ3727 23± 6 1.905 39
GS2 1240 53.293732 -27.862436 25.8 [OII] λ3727 15± 4 1.901 49
GS2 1270 53.275627 -27.863014 24.4 [OII] λ3727 28± 6 2.012 70
GS2 1280 53.283585 -27.864466 22.9 Hα 80± 11 0.476 47
GS2 1392 53.28775 -27.865278 24.3 Hα 21± 5 0.612 42
GS2 1483 53.272259 -27.867044 24.7 [OIII] λ5007 62± 8 0.979 73
GS2 1552 53.266247 -27.868002 22.9 [OII] λ3727 87± 9 1.762 54
GS2 1593 53.272778 -27.868891 21.6 Hα 147± 15 0.693 42
GS2 1607 53.265091 -27.86924 21.7 Hα 124± 17 0.524 46
GS2 1630 53.264194 -27.869268 23.3 [OII] λ3727 65± 10 1.817 63
GS2 1653 53.273643 -27.870647 18.4 Hα 561± 108 0.523 13
GS2 1666 53.268139 -27.869875 24.2 [OIII] λ5007 97± 12 0.737 80
GS2 1666 53.268139 -27.869875 24.2 Hα 56± 10 0.739 58
GS2 1772 53.28323 -27.872059 25.8 [OIII] λ5007 53± 10 1.176 73
GS2 1836 53.2654 -27.873278 22.8 [OII] λ3727 97± 10 1.988 52
GS2 3186 53.291828 -27.845343 19.9 Hα 1567± 72 0.524 64
150
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GS2 3259 53.276016 -27.847622 24.4 [OIII] λ5007 339± 24 1.262 99
GS2 3277 53.277046 -27.848417 24.6 [OII] λ3727 23± 4 1.907 44
GS2 3295 53.258167 -27.849049 23.4 [OII] λ3727 97± 8 1.9 66
GS2 3314 53.285191 -27.850237 24.3 [OII] λ3727 27± 7 1.717 61
GS2 3347 53.266071 -27.852331 22.0 Hα 122± 13 0.548 50
GS2 3418 53.253826 -27.856579 27.0 [OIII] λ5007 40± 12 0.909 92
GS2 3419 53.254498 -27.856409 24.3 Hα 30± 5 0.521 51
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